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ALL AGES
from grandchild to grandfather
sented in

OUR SAVINGS

are

repre-

DEPARTMENT.

The magic word “save”

has been
up a little “nest
for the future. Place your
pennies
your dollars with us and we will not
protect them from robbers but will
pay interest on the deposits.
means

of

)
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NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

AT BLL8 WORTH POSTOP VICE.

effect Oct. 4, 1909.

MAILS RECEIVED.

From
a m; 4.28 and 6.08 p m.
Prom East—11.07 a m; 12.06, 6.65 and 10.22 p

Wbst^-T.IS

atJbttt'fttmntt*

Ellsworth Friday of next weak. There
will be afternoon and evening sessions and
suppers at 6 o’clock and midnight.

The basket ball game, announced to be

SCHEDULE OP MAILS.

counts.

No. 7

session at

also

In

/
S

The board of registration will be in
the aldermen’s room on March
1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 from 0 a. m. to 1 p. m. and
from 3 to 5 p. m., and from 7*to 9 p. m.

Exec notice—Eat Jonathan W Penney.
National Surety Co—Statement.
P O Silsby—Sheriff’s sale.
Writs of attachment.
Jesse K Mitchell—Notice of foreclosure.
W H Butler—New restaurant.
Lafy Hanscom—Notice of foreclosure.
G A Parcher—Sulphur.
J A Haynes—Cash market.
Stan wood—Photographer.
Hancock Co savings bank.
Bucksport, Mb:
W C Conary—Notice of foreclosure.
Bangor, Mb:
Eastern Trust A Banking Co.
Boston
*
Dr Rudolph Mertin—Excelsior hair dye.

We pay 4 per cent, on Savings.
Liberal interest on check ac-

IKTIBID AS 8BOORD CLAM MATTIB
0.
AT Til 1LUVOBT1 POIT0VVIOI.

m.

MAIL CLOSES AT POSTOPPICB.

Going West—10.45, 11.80, a m; 6.80 and 9 pm.
Going East—6.30 a m; 4 and 5.30 p m.
No Sunday mail. Postoffice open on Sunday
from 9 to 10 a m.

BOOST! Ellsworth Food Fair,
Feb. 22-20.

played at Ellsworth Friday between the
girls’ teams of Ellsworth and Millinocket,
has been postponed, the Millinocket team
being unable to come on the date named.
Mrs. F. C. Burrill on Monday evening
gave a valentine party and shower for her
sister, Miss Bernice Giles. Thirty guests
The house
enjoyed hearts and bridge.
and table decorations were appropriate to
occasion, hearts predominating.
The girls’basket ball team of the high
went to Franklin last Friday even| school
ing and played the high school girls of
that place. The Ellsworth team won by a
score of 11-2.
Quite a number of Ellsworth
young people accompanied the
team to

w

nne, ncn,
or

I

plain food,

^

equally valuable
^
and saving.

Franklin.

Deacon Isaac Jordan, of Beechland, who,
if nothing happens, will be eighty-one
years old on March 3, drove the team and
helped load and unload twelve loads of
wood last Friday. He i9 busy making up
his own wood to burn next winter. That
seems to be pretty good for a man of his

Indispensable

For Home baking

age.

The Thursday club will meet this week
Friday afternoon with Miss Hannah
L. Holmes.

on

THE UNION TRUST CO. of ELLSWORTH

The woman's relief corps will serve
suppeV at G. A. R. hall Thursday, Feb. 17,
at 6 o’clock.

OP NED 724 NEW ACOOUNTS
DURING THE YEAR 1S09, AND

M. Moore, wife and son left to-day
for a visit of two or three weeks in Boston and vicinity.
L.

HA8 NOW

MORE THAN 5,000
DEPOSITORS. YOU ARE INVITED TO OPEN
AN
AOCOUNT
WITH

There will be

Surry,

US.

a

dance

to-morrow

at Rnral hall. East
Music by

evening.

Wilson and Lynch.
H. H. Harden, who has been an invalid
for a long time, had an ill turn last week,
and is now in a serious condition.

UNION TRUST CO. of ELLSWORTH

The republican municipal
held Friday, Feb. 25, at 3 p.
for holding the democratic
yet announced.

will be
The date
caucus is not

caucus

Officers of Blonquefort commandery, K.
T., will be installed next Monday evening, by Past Grand Commander Arno W.
The installation will be public to
Cushman, Mrs. Addie Mason King.
K. Cushman are in Boston, wives, unmarried daughters and minor
m.

Mrs. A. W.
Mrs. A.
and expect to attend the Ellsworth
union on the 26th.
and

re-

The Salvation army fair last week was
well patronized, and the results satisfactory. ( apt. Scott expresses
the many who contributed.

$

in constant danger of loss by tire. Then, too, if you are known
luive money in the house, it is a constant temptation to thieves,
lion much betier to place your savings in the care of a trustworthy
insti ution like the Eastern Trust, where you not only .receive
alisolu'e protection, but constant interest, compounded semi-annualiy. Our by-mail methods make banking easy f ir everybody.
to

■

Banking Co.,
■

^

0. G. ROLLED- OATS
AT A PURSE OPENING

PRICE!

this

25-cent

extra

cereal,

popular

cut in

of

packages

price,

JUST
RECEIVED

breakfast

for

a

record

sale to

18 cents.

A new lot of Berri

\

The Oats

light

new

and

in every way; the

slim

so

are

that

strictly
price

everybody—yes,

^ OU—should be eager to
in

a

is

buy

J. A.

HAYNES,
Sq.,

Ellsworth.

hurry.

This is

Olive Oil.

Postoffice

the best Oil made;
it

costs

more

a

than

common

little

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

the

Full Llaee el

ELECTRICAL

SUPPLIES
FIXTURES.
EatluiM M WIHug mi SaSfUtt Ckaertalljr OIne.
ANDREW M. MOOR.
•tejr Building, Mate 6t..
Elliuortb.
AND

Wanted Once
-

two carloads l in. and 1 1-4 in.
Hardwood Boards, beech, birch

one or

dry

and

Address, Ellsworth
maple.
Hardwood Co., Ellsworth, Maine.

tat at Butler’s
Cor. Main and Hancock SU.

Home Cooking

Neatly

Served.

Pure Spring Water Served with Meals.

Beautiful Azaleas

Lorraine Begonias

Now In full bloom at tlie

ELLSWORTH GREEN HOU8E.
Telephone 43.

at

There will be

a

banat

8,

The many friends ol Fulton J. Redman,
of E. F. Redman, formerly of Ellsworth, will be interested and pleased to
learn that out of 246 applicants for admission to the Massachusetts bar he was
one of the
eighty-two candidates who
passed the examinations. Young Redman
is a graduate of Bowdoin, ’07, and will
graduate from the Harvard law school
next June.
son

Oil but it

a

pint $1-25

quart
Sold only by

E. G. MOORE,
Druggist.
Cor. opp. Post Office.
rtall orders a

Specialty.

Will

a

Open

at

COMING EVENTS.

Hancock Hall Tuesday

death yesterday at Holyoke, Mass., of
Harrietts Jackson, widow of Capt. George
K. Griffin. The Griffins are well remembered here by the older residents. A son
was Gen. Eugene Griffin, a graduate of
West Point, and at the time of bis death a
few years ago, was second vice-president
of the General Electric Co. A daughter is
the wife of W. E. Baker, a well-known
engineer. It was Mr. Baker who made
the survey of the route between Ellsworth
and Bar Harbor for the Mt. Desert Transit Co.

ELLSWORTH.

Lamoine, Friday evening, Feb. 18Poverty ball and supper at town hall*
At

Next.

The food fair, to be given under the auspices of the Ellsworth merchants’ associa- Wilson’s orchestra.
Hancock hall, Feb. 22-26—Food fair
tion, will open at Hancock hall Tuesday of
next week, and continue until Saturday. Admission, 10 cents.
There will be brief opening exercises at 2
Friday, Feb. 25, at Ellsworth-District
o’clock Tuesday afternoon.
convention of Odd Fellows.

There will be exhibits of food stuffs and
articles of household or farm use,
with music afternoon and evening by
Monaghan’s orchestra, and speaking on
topics of agricultural interest. The Paine
trio will furnish vocal and instrumental
music and readings daily, and it is hoped
to have the Kickapoo Comedy Co. here
also. There will be contests of various
kinds. The lectures will be at 2.30. Doors
open at 1.
Tuesday will be “boost” day, or Ellsworth day,
with opening exercises, a
local program and speaking by out-oftown and local speakers. The principal
address will be on forestry.
Wednesday will be apple day. Victor
R. Gardner, professor of horticulture at the
University of Maine, will be the principal
speaker. His subject will be “Where we
Stand in the Apple Business”.
Thursday will be grange day. Prof.
Harold G. Ball, of the University of
Maine, will be the principal speaker on
this day, and will speak especially on
potato growing. Incidentally it is hoped
to have a meeting of prominent grangers
from all over the county, to give a boost
to the grange fair project.
Friday w yi be Odd Fellows day. There
will be a large number of Odd Fellow’s in
town on that day to attend the district
convention, and with the expectation
that many of them will bring their wives,
the program arranged will be of special
interest to women. Miss Laura E. Comstock, of the department of domestic
economy of the University of Maine, will
be the speaker of the day, and her subject
will be “Discrimination in Food Values”.
The
Saturday will be county day.
principal speaker will be Prof. H. A.
Campbell, of the University of Maine, his
other

subject being “Dairy Management”.
Austin M. Foster has been given

until the 22d

or

Thursday, March 10, at Ellsworth—Ma*
sonic district convention.
REUNIONS.

Friday evening, Feb. 25, at Paul Revert
hall, Mechanics’ building, Boston—Ellaworth reunion. Tickets, 50 cents.
STATE.

April 20-25, at Knight Memorial Methodist church, Calais—East Maine annual
conference.
Bishop W. A. Quayle, of
Oklahoma, presiding.
BOOST! Ellsworth Food

Fair.

Feb. 22-26.

aubtrti&nnnrta.

THE POPULAR
IDEA
of the value of sulphur is undoubtedly founded upon experience, and
it has been known to the
medical
profession 2,000 years. Its use cleanses
the system of all scrofulous affections
and clears the complexion. It is good
in Chronic Rheumatism, particularly
tor those having a gouty tendency.

Now is the time to try my SULPHUR AND
CREAM OF TARTAR LOZENGES.

PARCHER’S

PHARMACY.

the

the booths. Andrew M.
Moor will arrange the electric lighting
in connection with
the decorations.
Eugene D. Brann will add to the decorations a number of specimens of taxidermy, including the albino deer shot
contract to erect

Mrs. Moon’8, on Spruce street. Thursday, up-river the past season.
There will be dancing each evening
Friday and Saturday at 8 meetings in
from 10 to 12, with a Washington birthday
Army hall. Following solo singing service Saturday evening, refreshments will ball Tuesday night, and a “ladies’ night”
ball
when ladiee w’ill be admitted
be passed. A special hour, of prayer will free. Friday,
follow. Sunday—Sunday school at 1.45;
May be Postponed.
topical meeting at 3 p. m., leader, Nellie
The farmers’ institute, announced to be
Maddocks; evening meeting at 7.30.
held here on March 15, may be postponed
Word has been received here of the

MONEY
DEPOSITED
on or

before March 1
bear inter-

begins to

est at that time. This
bank has paid ”3 regular
semi-annual
dividends

since be-

ginning business

in

1»73.

29th.

The-special committee of

the

board

trade which has the affair in hand has

quested Commissioner Gilman
the change, if possible.
It is probable that before

to

of

Hancock Co.

re-

Savings Bank,

16 State St.,

make

ELLSWORTH,

MAINE.

the next

The American the date will be
definitely fixed.
issue of

ELLSWORTH

FALLS.

Ira B. Hagan went to Augusta Monday,

returning Tuesday evening.
The embroidery club met
last week with

on

Thursday

Miss Millie A. Tre-

worgy.
Death of An Octogenarian.
Miss Sadie Jordan has been the guest of
C. Qarland, who had lived to
the advanced age ot ninety-tour years and Mrs. Walter B. Cram in Bangor for sevlive months, died Sunday, Feb. 13, at the eral days.
home on Bridge hill ot Parlin H. Bonsey, in
George A. Lynch is filling his houses
whose family she had lived for the past with bis usual amount of ice. Charles P.
few years.
Smith has also commenced cutting.
Mrs. Qarland’s maiden
name
was
Mrs. Herbert E. Flood and two children
was
she
born
in
and
Frazier;
Waltham,
are visiting
at
Green Lake with her
was the last of a large family ot children.
parents, Mrs. Fred E. Grace and wife.
Two sisters lived to a remarkably old age—
Mrs. Lyman Johnson has returned to
Mrs. Hannah Higgins, ninety-two, and
her home at Lubec after visiting relatives
Miss Cynthia Frazier, ninety-one.
Her
husband was Elisha Oarland, who died here and at Green Lake several weeks.
Preaching services were conducted on
many years ago. They had no children.
The funeral was held at the house Sunday by Major and Mrs. Cowan in the
yesterday afternoon, Rev. P. A. A. Killam, vestry, and were well attended, considerof the Baptist church, officiating. Inter- ing the short notice.
ment was at Woodbine cemetery.
Charles A. Joy went to Bucksport last
week, where he will be employed as surStanley T. Pullen, a former surveyor of veyor for the balance of the winter at the
the port of Portland, for eleven years Richardson mill.
The mill of C. J. Treworgy has been shut
publisher of the Portland Press, died
Tuesday, aged sixty-seven years. He was down since Friday on account of the
a member of the State legislature, 1874-76.
breaking of a fore wheel. A new one was
He was a delegate to several national received from Bangor yesterday, and work
was resumed this morning.
republican conventions.
Mrs. Sarah

ence.

Price 65 cents

FOOD FAIR

of

is worth the differ-

electrical rstr

of sir knights.

6.30, installation, with music,
followed by dancing and cards.
quet

The regular Sunday services in the
Methodist church morning and afternoon
Sunday, Feb. 20, at 10.30 and from 3 to 4,
conducted by Rev. W. F. Emery. Morning subject: “Bet me die the death of the
righteous and let my last days be like
upon.
His.” Afternoon subject: “The World for
At a special meeting of the full board of
Christ.” Bible study and address Friday
it
was
last
aldermen
Saturday morning,
evening at 7.30. Subject: “The story of
now
old
“hearse
sell
the
to
voted
house”,
the little captive maid who helped her
John
B.
Dean
to
on
the
situated
city farm,
sick master to find a cure.”
for (40.
Two farewell parties were given last
The University of Maine music clubs
week in honor of Mrs. Henry L. Russell
gave a concert at Hancock hall Thursday
who will leave soon for Warren, where Mr
evening under the auspices of the sophoA dance Russell has purchased a grocery business.
more class of the high school.
The first was a supper given Friday evenfollowed.
ing by Mrs. Q. F. Newman, as a surprise
of
be
a
the
There will
meeting
Village to Mrs. Russell.
Saturday evening Mrs.
improvement society next# Friday after- Elmer E. Rowe entertained in Mrs. Rusnoon, Feb. 18, at 3 o’clock, at the home of
sell’s honor. Saturday evening the junior
Mrs. John A. Peters. All ladies interested
class of the high school gave a farewell
in the work are most cordially invited.
party to Miss Lillian Russell.
The annual convention of the Odd FelThis will be observed as the week of
lows’ lodges of this district will be held in
prayer by the Salvation army. To-night
there will be a cottage prayer meeting at

SWinTisnTflW

Kegular

sons

There will be another meeting of the
Hancock county grange fair association
Friday of next week, when the dates and
place of holding the fair will be decided

Branches at Old Town nnd Mnchiai.

BANGOR, riAINE.

thanks to

Mrs. M. M. Whittaker, who has been
with her sons in Boston the past winter,
has gone to Midland, Mich., to make her
borne with her daughter, Mrs. Fred Bias.

are

Eastern Trust &

run

The next meeting of the literature club
ia postponed from next Monday evening,
Feb. a, to Tuesday, the 22d. It will be
held at the home o( Mrs. O. W. Tapley.

Savings Kept at Home

Harry Graves, of Lamoine, charged
arson, who, after ,a hearing last
Wednesday before Recorder Knowlton, of
the Ellsworth municipal eourt, was held
in f1,000 bail to await the action of the
grand jury at the April term, has thus far
failed to secure bail, and is still in the
county jail.
Capt. Sidney A. Goodwin arrived home
Friday from New York, where he arrived
recently after a stormy passage from
Gonives
in the schooner Harry W.
Haynes. His father, Capt. Samuel A. Goodwin, who joined him in New York soon
after his arrival, has taken the schooner
for a trip to Port au Prince.
with

Read This Over
If you have a photo you wish enlarged
and trained, Films you wish developed
or printed. Pictures you wish framed.
Pictures you wish copied, send them to
me and I will give you first-class s;»tia.
faction or refuud your money. I Iiave
this class of work from all parts of the
State. Send yours while you think of It.

Stanwood Studio,
Dirigo Block, Main St., Ellsworth.

HOUSE CLEANING WITHOUT DUST.
Having purchased a Santo Vacuum
Electrical Cleaner, I am prepared to do
house cleaning without removing the furniture from the rooi n or raising any dust,
Operated from any electric light socket,
Prices very reasons ble. Demonstrations
given if desired.

George B. Jameson,
130 Water

St.,

Ellnworth. Me.

CHRISTIAN

EDITED

Prsyor Mooting Topic For tho Wook
Beginning Fob. 20, 1910.
Topic.—Intemperance and other elne of
Commont by
the body.—Rotr.
vtli, 1-14.
Rev. Sherman H. Doyle. D. D.
Ia this fatuous paragraph from the
book of Romans the Apostle Paul
draws a vivid contrast between the
spiritually minded and the carnally
minded.
Through Christ the spiritually minded have been made righteous and walk not after the sins of the

Its

Motto:

BY

“AUMT

MADGE’*.

“Helpful and Hopeful

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto— tt Is for the mutual
benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful
Being for the common good. It Is far the com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of ideas. In this capacity It solicits
communications, and ltssuccess depends largely
on the support given it In this respect. Communications must be signed, but the name of

flesh or body, but walk after the Spirit. writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
On the other hand, the carnally mindrejection by the editor of the column, but none
ed or those who have not accepted will be rejected without good reason. Address
Christ and are still devoted to the sins all communications to
The ambbicah,
of the body have no spiritual life or
Ellsworth, Me.
power and are dead in trespasses and
Their condition is most deIn sins.
“THEY SAY” AND “I THINE”.
plorable. They think only of evil and
No doubt you have heard the expression
destroy body, mind and soul by indulgOr the saying from which we should shrink.
ing In the sins of the body. All who When talking of a poor fellow being.
follow this kind of lives in any form
It is always “They say”, or “I think”.
or
forms should arouse themselves,
“They
say. or I think, he has fallen.
realize their danger and give up sinful
So I've heard. For myself, I don’t know.”
No man
lives for spiritual ones.
“I think he has taken to drinking.
since Christ's death need "walk in the
For they say he does so and so.”
flesh." but may and should "walk In
Our
sisters they, too, fall a victim
the spirit.” “If ye live after the flesh
Of this cruel, gossiping tongue.
ye shall die [spiritually and eternally], “They say,” or “I think” is the reason
but if ye through the Spirit do mortify
Of many a poor heart being wrung.
the deeds of the body ye shall live.”
We all have our faults and our weakness.
Which shall it be—a spiritual life and
And no matter wherever we go,
eternal salvation or a carnal life and We
always will hear the same story,
eternal death? Each one must decide
“They say.” or “I think” thus and so.
this question for himself, and may the
Lord help us to decide aright.
Dear M. B. Friends:
The sins of the body are numerous.
All the way from Nebraska the above
Back of them, of course, is a sinful
has some to us, and we may conmind. Evil thoughts, evil imaginations, poem
clude the “complaint’’ which it illustrates
produce evil lives, and they them- is to be found
in the extremes of the
selves are evil. "As a man thinketh in
and quite likely in all the interhis heart so is he.” and Christ makes country
vening sections. We will all say “how
a man free from bodily sins by transtrue!” but will we profit by it?
forming his mind and renewing his
The following letter from one of our
will.
western sisters will be enjoyed by all.
Some of the sius or the Do-ay are:
1. IntemperaDee. especially intemI have noticed in the last few months severperance in the use of alcoholic drinks. al
inquiries for A. M. D. I felt thoroughly
No sin of the body has been more
flattered and pleased t-o think any one noticed
universal and destructive than that
my absence, but why I did not write was beIt has destroyed cause I was
of intemperance.
waiting for some kind of an inmillions and has mined and wrecked spiration or something worth while to write
countless homes and even been a prin- about; as it does not come will write any way.
Lately I have been ••hibernating’*, like the
cipal factor in the destruction of nations. Against it decidedly the young bears, only I seem to have spent the time in
need to be warned. No drunkard ever the furnace room. My two Johns are away
all day and that soft coal furnace is as much
intended to become one. He intended
care and almost as dirty as our real little
to be temperate in his use of drink.
baby John. Nebraska has surely had a reguBut some things are dangerous to lar old-fashioned winter, and after ten weeks
is
one
and
drink
with,
strong
the
tamper
snow is everywhere in great drifts and
The only safe way is to slowly melting. It certainly is for.unate that
of them.
Let the young the snow melts so slowly, or the floods below
avoid it altogether.
us here would be
men especially be warned today, for
very damaging—as it is they
as
never
before the business world say all the lowlands are under water. I hope
the
poor people will escape the flocds this
demands sober men to conduct its afas the
sufferin£and loss to property are
fairs. The boy of today who learns year
drink faces a sure failure in this
world as well as the loss of spiritual
and eternal life.
2. Gluttony is a sin of the body.
Constant overeating is most harmful
and injurious to physical health and
mental activity and spiritual life. The
expressions “gluttonous” and “winebibbers’' are several times united in the
Scriptures, and warnings against both
are enjoined.
The man who is a
glutton overworks his digestive organs and not only injures them, but
other vital organs of the body, especially the heart. The health of thousands is impaired and their lives made
miserable by intemperance in eating
too much and In eating that which is
harmful rather than helpful.
Too
much care cannot be exercised over
our diet.
Indigestion, dyspepsia and
heart weakness are mainly the result
of overeating or carelessness in what
is eaten.
Rich foods and especially
rich candies should be sparingly partaken of, if at all.
Eating without
complete mastication of food should be
absolstely avoided. Take time to eat,
eat what agrees with you. but never
too much, regardless of what it may
be. The great danger here is that the
evil effects are not immediately apparent. but they are no less serious
because their full fruit is not produced
until years may have passed.
The
body is the temple of the Holy Ghost
and should therefore, as well as for
health and long life, be faithfully
cared for.
3. Impurity is a sin of the body. The
vilest of sins is impurity in thought
word and action. The pure in heart
shall see God. but the impure shall not
stand before Him. He is perfect holiness and cannot suffer impurity in His
sight. Impure thoughts and imaginations. vileness of speech in ordinary
conversation or in the telling of filthy
stories and impurity of life are abhorrent to Him. Moreover, nothing so
much as impurity pollutes the human
body and mind. Its secret practice in
thought or deed makes the body a
sepulcher of death.
Nothing drags
manhood and womanhood to lower
The temptations to it are
depths.
numberless, and the young should
summon every grace of God and every
strength of will to keep their thoughts
and words and lives pure. No virtue
surpasses it. and no other carnal sin
so utterly debases and debauches mankind.
to

BIBLE

EEADIKGS.

Gen. iii, 1-6: Est. i, 10-12; I Kings
xx. 10-21; Prov. i. 10-19: xxii, 1; Isa.
xxviil, 1; I Cor. vi, 9-20; Dan. i, 1-8;
Eph. v, 3-12; I John ii. 15-17.
On to Honolulu In 1915.
It is a long look ahead to 1915, but
that look has been taken by Christian
Endeavorers of Honolulu, and they
have already sent an invitation that the
>11 American Endeavor convention of
1915 should be held in their beautiful
city. Not only are the Endeavorers very
earnest in this matter, but the Hawaii
promotion committee already seconds
their invitation most heartily. "We
hope indeed," writes the secretary to
Dr. Clark, "that this may be brought
about and at this time wish to tender
you our services in any way they may
be utilized to help carry out such a
plan. Hawaii never disappoints. Tours
for Hawaii in 1915.’’

SAVED

terrible.
I would like very much to know who the
Mutual was who used to|know my John when
he was a big fat baby, and he really wishes to
know more than I, or any of the rest that
know us. I have read similar requests in the
column before, but as I do not know any, of
course could not make myself known.
Now is the time to have Christmas shopping ideas and not wait until the last minute.
I always do mine all the year when I make
any gifts and, if I don't, I really have to give
it up entirely, as I generally have about
forty
to fifty or more friends and relatives to remember. I believelthat most people like useful articles, and am confining my gifts to
ladies more than ever to ties, handkerchiefs
and linens that can be used br useful silver,
and running a gentleman's rooming bouse I
find them all delighted when they show me
their gifts of ties, socks and handkerchiefs.
Shopping in a large city is anything but
pleasant at Christmas time. First unless
you know just what you want one is appalled
at the array of things, then you are
appalled
at the price, then you reach in
past four or
five other shoppers and feel of the article with
two fingers, then if you
really think you want
it you stand half an hour on one foot, then the
other until some one goes away, then squeeze
in and stand some more; finally you get the
coveted article and when you get it home
you find it is soiled maybe where you didn’t
notice it with electric light.
I didn't have all I needed this year, so after
trying to get something I gave up and tried to
telephone at home; having no success at that,
I called the office and trusted it to the office
girl when she had time. She told me all the
other 'phones were disconnected so as not to
annoy the clerks, and one morning a couple of
days later she sent out several things just as
I ordered and I had to let the rest go, as she
was not sure. That is why a few friends of
mine did not get their small remembrance
from me as I could not get the time to go
down agaiu.
This is not interesting, I know, and Aunt
Madge can do as she wishes about publishing
it. It may be that inspiration will come later
on.
Happy New Year to all the Mutuals.
A.M.D.
Your

picture of Christmas shopping i*
I laughed heartily all by my-

true to life.

I read it.
personal letter from 44A. M. Y.” has
been much enjoyed and she does not
write to the column direct because she
has nothing to say that will be a “benefit”
to any one, bat her very next sentence
interested me:
self

as

A

I am a teacher of phonography now in
Bryant & Stratton business college here.
(Bostonand my life 'consists in training
minds and fingers
seme
younger, some
older—to write the curves and pot-hooks,
—

the characters are sometimes called.
Please extend my greetings to all M. B.
sisters, and if there are any near, or in,
Boston, I should be glad to hear from them or
see them.
as

Alexia also sends

from which I make

a
a

nice personal letter
few extracts.

I think that the column has been
unusually
season.
The last mes-

interesting the past

WHEN RUBBERS BECOME NECESSARY
And your shoes pinch, shake into your shoes
Allen’s Foot-Ease, the antiseptic powder for
the feet. It cures painful, swollen,
smarting,
sweating feet, and takes the sting out of corns
and bunions. Just the thing for patent leather shoes, dancing parties and for
Breaking in
New shoes. Many people cannot wear
heavy
stockings comfortably
without
shaking
Allen’s Foot-Ease into the shoe. Sold everywhere, 25c. 8anpie FREE. Address, Allen 8.
Olmsted, LeRoy, N. Y.
Don’t accept any
Bubititute.
A SAFEGUARD TO CHILDREN.
“Our two children of sixTand eight
years
have been since infancy subject to colds and
croup. About three years ago I started to
use Foley's Honey and Tar, and it has never
failed to prevent and cure these troubles. It
is the only medicine I can
get the children to
take without a row.” The above from W. C.
Ornstein, Green Bay, Wis., duplicates the experience of thousands of other users of
Foley’s Honey and Tar. G. A. Parches.
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By Lydia E. Pinkham’s

HIOHLAND, 304, NORTH PENOBHrm
The storm- Feb. 4 prevented
Highland
grange from holding its regular aeaatos
As it was to be yonng gentlemen s
it was carried over until Feb. n
wh
there was a full attendance and the
young
men did themselves much
credit byth,
efficient manner in which they
tilled
offices. The program was a
pleasing one.
consisting of singing by choir,

!

Vegetable Compound

—

ue forest, wis.—
“After an opera| non four years ago
S I had pains down-

I

1

Any

[

mingled

with

!

men,

in

government clerk an easy mark. A
few years ago the opportunity for gambling in Washington was so easy that every
If
one who desired could have a chance.
the

1

they

did not

care

play

to

the

races or

go to

the pool ro3ms, there were the slot
machines, which were warranted to win
all their spare money, yet they were very

E Pinkbam’s Vegetable Compound is popular while they
a remarkable remedy for those disoperated.
tressing feminine ills from which so
iit u

many women suffer.
If you want special advice about
your case write to Mrs. Pink ham,
Her advice la
at l.ynn. Mass.
free, and always helpful.

lucre

were

were

motors who bad free

tue

permitted

to be

kuiu-iuiuc

access

to the

com,ndronl

__

408, WINTER HARBOR.
Schoodic grange held its regular meetThere
ing on Thursday evening, Feb. 10.
were 140 present, including a number of
visiting members, many remaining from
the Pomona meeting in the afternoon.

cities and in the
country, knows how the gambling habit
prevails in most all classes of society.
The promoters of gold mines and all
kinds of get-rich-quick schemer* consider

old,

and

young

—

who has

one

by Harvey Staples, Homer
Lowell, Mil
colraLeach and EarlGrindel;
by Percy Orindle and Malcolm !^,ch.
song by Nathan Gray.
The program
closed by encouraging and
appropriate remarks made by W. M. Gross and J.
m
Hutcbins on the amount of talent
disthe
entire evening
played throughout

8CHOODIC.

The (iambllng Anhlt.
Washington, D. C., Jan. 26,1910.
To the Editor of The Amertcan:

Wisconsin.

reading!

and

! tests.

€onr*ponftrnrc.

Another Operation Avoided.
New Orleans. La.—‘‘For years 1 suffered from severe female troubles.
Finally 1 was confined to my bed and
the doctor said an operation was necessary. 1 gave Lydia E. Finkham's Vegetable Compound a trial first, and
was saved from an operation.”
Mrs
Li ly PEYKOrx, 1111 Kerlerec St, New
Orleans, La.
Thirty years of unparalleled success
confirms the power of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to cure
The great volume of
female diseases.
unsolicited testimony constantly pouring in proves conclusively that Lydia

th!

twenty-six members present. Two
applications for membership were received.
! After business the lecturer presented a
music, readings and
short program of
!

Thank you sincerely for the many useward in both sides, ful suggestions you have given us. I cerbackache, and a tainly hope the pin will help you find
weakness. The doc- more than one Mutual sister and am glad
tor wanted me to it stands for “Mol” as well as
have another opera(Aunt) Madge.
tion. I took Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegeta-

hie Compound and
I am entirely cured
of my troubles.”—
Mrs. ArersTF. VEsrEBMAMir, De f orest.

esThis column is devoted to the Orange,
to the K ran Res of Hancock county
the
for
The column la open to all granger*
and
discussion of topics of general Interest,
letters
for reports of grange meetings. Make
must
short and concise. All communications
exbe signed, but names will not be printed
All comof the writer.
bv

pecially

crepe paper and tied with ribbon or tape. I muni cations will be eubiect to approval by
Some are first wound with wadding and I
without
the editor, but none will be rejected
sachet sprinkled in.
good reason.
_____
to
PortS. J. Y.’s letter recalls my only visit
land, and I can say with Naillil that the glass
DATES.
flowers at Agassiz are beautiful and wonderMeeting of Hancock
ful. Would like to have had days where I
Friday, Feb. 18
only had hours there. Is there another sister I Pomona grange with Arbutus grange,
in Androscoggin county? If there is perhaps Surry.
my pin will help to find her out. It is a very
Wednesday, March 2—Meeting of Green
cute little pin that stands for "Mol" as well
Mountain Pomona grange with Bayside
as “Mutual” and “Madge”.
Expect Aunt
Madge will say when she sees what a long grange, Ellsworth.
let er, as the father did who would reprove
BROOKUN, 251.
his young hopeful for using slang: “come kid,
Brooklin grange met Feb. 8, with
cut it out.” Should not blame her if she cut
^
Mol.
it out.
Worthy Master F. 8. Herrick in the chair

OPERATION

;

Hutchins and Carl
Dunbar;
Nins Varnum, Bernice
Varnum, * V
W'
Elmore
Roberts and R. p'
Perkin,,
for
the
Suggestions
good of the
were made by the brothers a.id
aistera
Destine (trance.
Penobscot gr,n(w of
tended a rising vote of thanks
to
degree team of the visiting grange ,
working the degree, and they in r,.
gave a vote of thanks to the host
for the entertainment. There
were iw
present, including ten from
Washington’s birthday win v”
grange.
M
observed by this grange.

among tl)f ©rangrrs.

talcum powder, cold cream, etc., I have small
cans and boxes that bold all I need for the
trip. You can get these in most convenient
shapes by answering the “ad” of some reliable firm that sends samples for a few cents.
Place several wa*sts on a coat hanger and
fold all together. They will not get crushed
as if folded separately.
Many of my coat
hangers are made of barrel hoops about
with strips of
inches
wound
long
eighteen

®rtjrrti«mrrU*

fHutual Benefit Column.

ENDEAVOR.

pru-

depart-

RAINBOW, 303, NORTH RROOKSVILLE
Rainbow grange was called to

ordiroo

Feb. 10 by Bessie Gray aa master, r
„„
ladies’ night, all chairs being
tilled. It
was worth a vote of thanks to see
the intercet and pains that had been
taken, each
knowing just what to do, espc, iaih SlJ.
ter Bessie, w ho did not refer to the
book
once.
The degrees were conferred
lor
practice. Refreshments were sere, at recess hv the ladies.
At the next meeting
the gentlemen w ill take the chain,
»ud it
is hoped they will do aa well.

Owing to bad traveling, not so many attended Pomona as w as hoped for. The
Pomona degree was conferred on twelve.
In the evening there was balloting on
one candidate and the follow ing program
was rendered: Hinging by members; violin
and piano, Bro. Small and Sister Roberts;
reading, Lena Joy; piano solo, Ardell Parker; song. Minnie Hu inner; duet, Sisters
llanson and Bunker; recitation, Mina
Higgins; singing, Alice Roberts; duet,
Bisters Hanson and Roberts; drill.
Pleasing remarks'were made by some
of the
visitors, including Bros. Hall,
Stover, Foss, Noyes, Bickford, Bartlett,
Rollins and Sister Hall.
There w ill be work in the first degree on
The
one candidate at the next meeting.
has

grange

the

BOOST! ElUwortli

SULLIVAN HARBOR.
Mrs. George Noyes ia in Presque Isle.
Paul Simpson was a recent guest of
friends in Rockland.

manuals to work

new

a victim until
with. Quite a number of members are on
they got his last dollar. All those forms of the sick list. Good interest ia being taken
gambling have been done away with, and in the meetings, and it is hoped that it
now the mails are used
by those slick will continue throughout the winter.
«age and poem from E. A. O. certainly could promoters to gather in their victims, and
not have been more appropriate if she had
that they do gather them in every day by
VERONA, 1306.
known when she -cut it that it would be her the hundreds there is no doubt.
Verona grange met with twenty-five
last. It will doubtless comfort the hearts of
To pick out a half dozen clerks at members present. The first and second
many who are now shut in as she was. It is random
and
talk with them abott degrees were conferred on one candidate.
is
her
to
know
that
our
loss
gain,
comforting
in stocks, you would find the
After recess the concert and ball which
and to know that she is not shut in now, but speculating
majority have stock in the only gold mine the grange will give Feb. 18, was disfree to enjoy the glories of the better land.
All
I hope Sister B. is much better. I do enjoy on earth that was the real thing, only cussed, and committees appointed.
ber letters so much. I think it was the last wanting capital to develop it. Boubtless are looking for a good time, and hope the
one she wrote for the M. B. C. which was so
there are gold mines that pay immense surrounding granges will send large deleI thought when I read it that it dividends, but the stock is not for sale,
helpful.
gations.
ought to be an inspiration to all of us, to be and I have yet to hear in the thirty years
There will be work at the next meeting,
all our
and

thankfnl for
present blessings
trust our Father for the future.

These two stanzas
enclosed for

us

are

ments and would pursue

to

that 1 have been associated with
clerks who gamble in gold mine
stock or any other stock, of their ever
realizing a dollar from their investment.
It is all pay out and nothing coming in,
yet they keep on playing the old game.
those

Alexia's message

all:

WHEN EVERYTHING GOES WRONG.

It is easy enough to be pleasant
When life flows by like a song.
But the man worth while is the one who will
When

everything goes

and business.
sired.

or more

Once
seemB

gambler, always

a

to be the

ception. The

wrong.

confined to
cities.

For the test of the heart is trouble,
And it always comes with the years.
And the smile that is worth the praises of
earth
Is the smile that shines through tears.

a

speculate is
the people who live
desire to

not
in

The lower school closed Friday for the
winter vacation, until April.
A. T. Wilson baa been a recent gu -st of
G. Fred Simpson in Newton, Mass.
Sorosia meets Friday with Mrs. C harles
Simpson, Miss Elsie Simpson and Mrs.
Carleton

A good attendance is de-

Feb. 14.

The
come.

new

Some

possibly
some

my

recipes

ex-

all
the

BAY8IDE,

476,

TRUES
ELIXIR

ELLSWORTH.

grange met Feb. 9 with a
attendance and several visitors.

Bayside

good
The

F.U iUxthrti 2S5J.
Best remedy in the
world lor constipa-

of

the older

ones

we

for these.

thank
I

have

one

at

the

noon

a

hearty

These

tion, biliousness
headache, loss of
appetite, heartburn.
Sure riddance to

intestinal

character dance

encore.

and

Clippings

received

were

read

C. of
seen

is worthless, and after a year or
finding no dividends coming in, the
local agents soon drop the business, but
the firm’s agents are always going to new
fields, and they are never heard of again.
It is generally a new man with a new
stock

hour.

two

Ms,

A Heiiable

Ely's Cream Balm

a

is *u*cki» absorbed.
6m Relief at Once.

by

It cleanses, soothes,
heals and protect#
the diseased membrane resulting from Catarrh a;. 1
away a (’old in the Head quickly, B
the Senses of Taste and Smell. 1
50 cts. at Druggists or by nu*il.
Cwam Balm for
in atomizers 7
El> Brothers, 56 Warren Street, Nr
<

PENOBSCOT, 240.
grange entertained
members of Castine grange

Rantsdy

CATARRH

1

Penobscot

91

FOR

i

j

worms.

you ami ywr
cAUdrrn u>elL"

agents oi the Dig concerns in JNew |
many members.
York and other large citie^ always procure
There will be a valentine party next
a local agent, if possible, and give them !
Monday evening,ttbe proceeds to be used
stock, not money, for their work, and they I in
buying a curtain and other necessaries
in turn appoint other agents, thus form- !
for the drama to be given soon. The third
ing a sort of endless chain. Of course the !
degree will be w orked at the next meeting.

potatoes in ‘‘process of cooking” by the
above method, and had an invitation to
stop and try

gave

copy.

look each week for

cooking recipes and
home town

worsted

instrument, which circular any one could :
song and Brothers McKenzie and Leland
obtain at the patent office for five cents a j

of yours are very welthe young cooks and

H.

3t*irrtiannnus.

quilt that was presented to the
Fred Murch and wife wat
gold printed paper, wireless telegraphy grange by
Dear Aunt Madge:
drawn by Mrs. Horace Marks. Proceeds.
Have any of the M. B. sisters tried baking stock, and offered me something less than
All appreciate the gift.
The
potatoes on top of the stove? Put the pota- flOO worth for the use of my name. I told fl0.50.
toes ou an asbestos plate, cover with a basin
him the only use to which 1 could put county grange will meet at Bayside March
and tarn occasionally. One can bake potawith State Master Stetson in attendfl0,000 worth of that kind of paper would 2,
ance.
toes in this way with much less Are and, if
be to paper the walls of my wood house,
anything, in a shorter time than in the oven.
but in two days he roped in most everyI also send a recipe for a pudding which is
BAY VIEW, 267, SALISBURY COVE.
body in that little village, from the mina favorite one with us:
There was a good attendance at the
ister to the boy who cut fish in the factory
apple tapioca pudding—Soak four roundThree were
ing tablespoons of pearl tapioca in three cups at twenty-five cents a basket, and the grange Wednesday evening.
instructed
in
cold water one hour; then set it in a double
the first
degree and
boi'er and boil until transparent. Stir occa- strangest thing about it was, all he pre- seven
in
the second
After
degree.
sionally. Add a teaspoonful salt. Iu the tended to show was a copy of a patent of a !
three
meantime, pare, core and quarter
business, a literary program was premedium sized apples, put in a pudding dish, little
improvement on some wireless sented. Sister Stearns sang an Indian
two level tabiespoonsful sugar over
them, pour the tapioca over them and bake
until tne apples are soft. To be eaten with
cream and sugar.

matrons.

enjoyed.

371, GOULD8BORO.
On account of bad weather, only sixteen members and one visitor from Lincoln grange were present at the regulai
meeting of Cushman grange.
Program:
Heading, Leroy Arnold; conundrums,
Florence Young.

A few years ago, while sitting on my
veranda at my summer home in Maine, a
nicely dressed man called and made his
business known by showing me a lot of

sprinkle

as

The M. L. club met with Bessie Carleton Friday evening.
The program consisted of selections from Tennyson by
Irene and Hattie Conners and Bessie
Carleton, and an instrumental solo by
Lela Gordon, after which games were

CUSHMAN,

gambler,

rule rather than the

Food Fair,

Feb. 2U-24I.

about

Dear Aunt $fa Age:
j
sixty
Have read the M. B. column and think I
Friday
I
write a line as I can spare the time this
evening, and the ladies’.degree team of
the visiting grange conferred the third
snowy morning. Should have written oftener
and strange to
but my eyes are too weak to use evenings and scheme who comes back,
degree upon a class of four in an able and
say he succeeds exactly as the first one did.
the daylight seems well tilled.
impressive manner. The fourth degree Skin Sufferers! Drop Greasy Salves
It almost seems foolish to work for a
Here is another Christmas idea for a friend
was conferred on the same candidates
by
who “a visiting would go'*.
It is a writing living where there are so many people I
aud Nasty Medicines.
the host grange. Daring the
recess, supcase to take in a suit case.
Will describe it anxious to part with good money for
was served, after which the lecturer
That
per
mild,
soothing liquid, L). D. D*
as mine is made and you can make improvepicture papers, representing stock. But presented the following
Prescription, atops the awful itch with
program:
ments on it if you can.
Cut a piece of
the
be
ever
first
continue
to
since
A prescription of acgullible,
people
drops.
(
enamel or oilcloth 9}xl4 inches and a piece
Heading, Doris Urindle;
Algie knowledged'value.
Job played the hair-glove act on his old
j Hutchins, who responded to an encore; ; Get a trial bottle at 25c. It will uk®
of creton the same size, using the creton for
father Isaac. P. T. Barnum, the great
ill
i the outside of case. Now make pockets nine
paper, Lizzie Staples; singing, Florence away the itch right away aud you
%i
the people liked to
We assure you
and one-half inches wide by four inches deep show-man, once said
Staples, in costume; original poem, i; sleep
we
of
the
for
merits
be
of
That
this
be
it
remedy:
on both sides of oilcloth, one to be sewed
humbugged”.
may
putting
Stanley
Hutchins;
singing,
Algie I KNOW. E. G. MOO KB.
down through the centre before the outside pretty strong, but when we have once
i
This is to hold envelopes, been humbugged, it delights our souls to
1 covering is put on.
letters, post cards, etc., while the full width see somebody else get into the same catepocket is for writing paper, blotter, etc. Dh.
Tgory.
yes, don't forget to put on a pocket 2x3$ on
the outside of the larger pocket, for a stamp \
BLUE HILL FALLS.
book and small calendar.
Loops are worked !
;
with heavy silk in the centre to hold pencil
Stewart Conary spent part of last week
!
Here is
for you. Your
or pen holder. It is all bound together with
in Sedgwick.
attacks may be both
ribbon and when folded over is tied with riband
but
is better than cure.
The boat did not come until Sunday owThe means are
bon.
This will bold writing materials for
at your hand.
When a dull
cast
furred
ing to the storm Saturday.
several weeks or folds quite flat if empty
to the eyes, inactive
warn
or a sick
The oilcloth gives it shape and firmness.
Mattie l>owe, of Surry, is spending a few
Wonder if I better tell all my suit cas3. days with Mrs. A. R. Conary.
you of a
resort at once to
ideas, to save room and weight. Instead of
Robert and Forest Candage, of Sedgwick
taking a large bottle or box of tooth powder,
visited relatives here last w*eek.
must

MILD LIQUIDS CURES ECZEMA.

j

!

singing,

|

personally

soundly.

For Bilious Attacks

______

help

relieved,

bilious

headache,
bowels, dizziness,
bilious
coming
attack,

Nasal Catarrh, an inflammation, of the
delicate membrane lining the air-passages, is
not cured by any mixtures taken into the
stomach. Don't waste time on them.
Take
Ely’s Cream Balm through the nostrils, so
that the fevered, swollen tissues are reached
at once. Never mind how long you have suffered nor how often yon have been disappointed, we know that Ely’s Cream Balm is
the remedy you should use.
All druggists,
50c. Mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Btreet,
New York.

Charles

Chin

was

the guest of his

cous-

ins, Roy and James Hall, last week.
George Allen and wife, of North Sedgwick, have the sympathy of the commu-

|

nity in the loss of their daughter Esther.
CBUMB8.
Feb. 14.

;
<

Itching piles provoke profanity, but proDoan’s Ointment
fanity won’t care them.
''ures itching, bleeding or protruding piles
after years of suffering. At any drug store.—
Advt.

SOBB LINOS AND RAW LUNGS.
Most people know the feeling, and the miserable state of ill health it indicates.
All
people should know that Foley’s Honey and
Tar, the greatest throat and lung remedy,
will quickly cure the soreness and cough and
restore a normal condition.
Ask for Foley’s
Honey and Tar. 6. A. Parches.

|

t

HOARSE COUGHS, STUFFY COLDS,
pain in cbest and sore lungs, are symptoms
that quickly develop into a dangerous illness
if the cold is not cured.
Foley’s Honey and
Tar stops tbe cough, heals and eases the conparts, and brings quick relief. G. A.

fested

ASCHBB.

prevented

prevention

tongue, yellow
stomach,

BiECHAM’S PILLS
which act almost instantly on the liver and
bowels, and quickly
regulate the flow of bile. A few doses of Beecham’s Pills will
correct the stomach, put the blood in
order, relieve headache and
tone the entire system.
For over sixty years, on land and
sea, Beecham’s Pills, by their
safe and thorough action on the
stomach, bile and bowels, have
maintained their world-wide reputation as

The Best Bile Medicine
Boms 10c. snd 25c., with full directions.

»ut could bo observed
by the neighbor
the east, a warm wave
germinatsd the Leeds in both
gardens, and tiny
green linos were soon visible.
Nothing
unusiml was to be noticed in the
lady’s
gnrden, bnt In Atwater's a careful observer would have seen
lines of tender
green In which could be traced the
letters “1 Love.”
As soon as his letters
•n

Flower
Words
low

»n

Ideal

Nan
■is Love.

Declared

By ANNABEL D. CARTER.
Csnyrigfat.

by American Press
Association.

1M0.

gthau Atwater

was a

well educated

with a fortune, good looks,
Sonus
Lpj health nud a good mind. His
was both occupation and
He studied and did some
man.

Jccnpatlon

Lnmsement.
scribbllns. occasionally sending
oretty verse* to
Atwater lived
Tery old one.
alone and

very

magazines.

In a small place, but
Many of tbe dwellings
often in the center of
ytooil
His house was quaint,
large grounds.
were a marvel of good
sod tbe grounds
his study one
ttste On entering
be Impressed with
poo 1,1 immediately
It bad been furnished
0,e fact that
snd decorated by an artist with an exfor harmony in color.
quisite sense
Through the window appeared grounds
(hat h id evidently been arranged by
Both the artist
t tandsca|>e gardener.
Ethan Atwater.
and the gardener were
Atwater had been drawn to one or
at different times,
two different women
later discovered
but hud sooner or
something In one or the other to offend
that
his sensitive taste, something
or an
either smacked of coarseness
was
absence of Ideality. Not that he
he may rather be
a sentimental man;
called a man of sentiment. The sentimental was as repulsive to him as
coarseness.
On Atwater's return from a Journey
he found that the place next adjoining
his on tbe east had changed hands.
The same day he saw a young lady go
house whose
appearance
tot,> tbe
Iler apparel
atnick him favorably.
Her bat appeared
was in go, si taste.
to have been made neither for a giant
The colors of which her
nor a dwarf.
costume were composed were subdued.
Her face. too. bespoke Innate refinement.
li

was

lu

ini'

ituiuiuu

turn

first saw this girl and nearly every
day after that he observed her either
out or coming in or at a window. Ills first Impulse was to assume
the privilege of a neighbor and go In
and call on the newcomers, but It occurred to him that he would take
pleasure In studying tho girl from the
brief distance that separated their
abodes. One of his theories was that
a refined person could not be unrefined: that an Ideal person could not
If she were both
be eommonplaoe.
Ideal and refined she would show her
Ideality and refinement to him withIf there was a
out an acquaintance.
lack of either he would be able to detect It without speaking to her or being spoken to by her.
Within a few weeks he had witnessed acts on the part of his neighbor Indicating traits that he considered usual in. If not essential to, a refined nature
He saw her receive a child who
came to her house and knew at once
that her heart warmed to children.
He was standing at a window when
she attended an old lady to her carriage and was sure that she sympathized with the aged.
These are but
Individual Instances of Atwater’s observations, no one of which was of supreme Importance, but all, taken together. Indicated a nature such as he
could admire and revere.
Then he went away for awhile.
When he returned he made a discovery. The young lady next door did
not appear either In the grounds or at
a window.
He began to fear that he
had seen her for the last time. That
fear was akin to pain. He was tempted to make Inquiries, but knew no oue
to ask.
After a week of chafing one
afternoon he saw her drive up to the
house in a carriage and received with
demonstrations of affection by the
other members of the family.
Atwater longed to Jump out of the window
and take her In his arms himself. But
this was an Impulse that didn’t count
for or against his natural Idiosyncrasies.

going

A-uier

ue

rnaae

were

enough

auoiner

discovery

*imilar to the first.

He saw a very
handsome young man leave the house
next door and the young lady follow
him out to the gate, apparently loath
to have him
depart. This time It was
revealed to him not only that the
young lady was a person of Interest
to him, but that he
objected to her being of Interest to any other man.
Prom this point she ceased to be a
•natter of study by observation. She
was to be
appropriated.
My story up to this point has been
tery one sided, and It must continue
for the present to be one sided. It Is
not to be supposed that a girl may be
under constant observation by a young
•nan next door without some observation on the part of the
girl. Atwater
had never seen her looking at him,
though he bad never failed to look at
her whenever she
appeared. Had he
ought her doing ao be would have
tonsldered her ae overstepping the
honuds set for a modest young woman,
what she did not da fe convinced him
that she dU not consider him worth
Isoking at.

large

to be read from the
next bouse
the young man
kept a constant watch
with a view to
discovering whether
they were observed. Days passed, and
the delicate lines were lost in
the exuberance of the growth, but never did
the planter see a face at the
window.
If his declaration had been seen
It
had not met with any response.
Atwater argued in this wise: If she
has seen the flower words and
is a
person of ideality, refinement and
kindliness she will make a reply even
if unfavorable.
So he waited and
watched. Weeks passed, and neither
the heavens, the air nor the earth
gave
■ sign.
Atwater's Ideality was giving
way before the Impatience of love, and
he was about to try some more commonplace method. Then one morning
when the air was clear and the sun
was shining on the garden
opposite he
fancied ho saw in a new growth Just
above
the
appearing
soil that which
might be letters, but since it came up
he
could not be sure at so
unevenly
great n distance. In another moment
he hnd a pair of glasses leveled at the
flower bed.
The only growth that
looked like letters spelled “No.”
Atwater was momentarily discouraged. But It wns evident that there
was more coming up which
might
change w hat appeared to be a refusal.
Again the Impatience of love Impelled
him to push for an Immediate response,
but his Ideality again triumphed. He
concluded to wait. Realizing how he
should suffer watching for a response
to his message to grow out of the
ground, he absented himself for a season.
lie returned late at night, and
the next morning, to his satisfaction,
he saw plainly letters in the adjoining
gnrden to read, “I Know You Not.”
It Is high time that we should have
a view of what Is transpiring in this
Ideal afTalr from the other side of the
garden wall.

an invitation from Her. J. P. Simonton to
attend church in a body on Feb 20.

Mies Louise Sweetser is seriously ill at
home at hotel Stonington.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
In playing with his schoolmates, Elmer
Tower was so unfortunate as to break the
large bone of his arm.

John Jordan, who has been
Boston and vicinity, is home.

ladies at her home in honor of the birthday of her aunt, Mrs. Josephine Stanley,
who is visiting her.

at

on

Fred Fernald, who was seriously injured
a fall from the roof of the Underwood
cottage two months ago, is now able to
walk out, though there are
dangerous
symptoms still retarding his full recovery.
Mrs. Harry Lawton, accompanied by her
husband, went to the Maine general hospital, Portland, two w'eeks ago for a surgical operation for appendicitis. Her
many friends are glad to know she is

by

will DO
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sausuvu
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tlons that must take the time necesand
sary to grow out of the ground
awaited her lover’s next move. So
when she received a note begging permission to begin a correspondence on
it would bo a
paper she replied that
and
pity to descend from beautiful
made
natural letters to artificial ones
with a combination of chemicals.
To this Mr. Atwater replied that,
while the flower words were beautiful
slow.
and not usual, they were very
And he made a request to be allowed
to call.
to
Miss MacGregor delayed to reply
this note, but a day or two later ap-

la a becoming morning cossmall
tume In her garden with a
and
watering pot. Atwater saw her
own garlost no time In going Into his
was
den with garden tools. The lady
a
watering her plants when, hearing
sound, she looked up with well feigned
his
surprise to see her lover craning
He remarked
neck over the hedge.
and she
that the plants needed rain,
was no sign of rain.
there
that
replied
In the
Atwater looked for an opening
In the
find
any.
not
did
but
hedge,
bounding both
rear there was a fence
on top of It,
properties, and, getting
He was very
the hedge.

peared

he passed
was perfectly
much rattled. The girl
flowers as
gool. She talked about her
no other subject to
was
there
though
Invited

of flowers.
been a marMr. Atwater has long
beried man, but be found, he fondly
the attention
lieves, that he attracted
love by havof his wife and won her
declared his own In flower words.

ing

birthday of tha younger aon, Howard.
About twenty-eight guests were preeent,
and all enjoyed the evening. Oamaa were
played, refreahmenta aerved and a few
selections on the phonograph enjoyed.
Gueata from Surry who were preeent
were Milton Winchester, Raymond Coneins, Roy Gasper, Edward Dnnham, Misses
Lena Sperry, Mabelle Clark, Clara Dunhem, Ivs Treworg y and Lena Woodnian.
All unite In wishing Howard many as
happy returns of his birthday.
Feb. 14. ___________ Tramp.

visit to

the Settlement quarry, is in New York
business.

summoned. Mrs. Young was about in
few dayB, but is still very poorly.
There

\

a

Guyer—Do you see this suite of roomst
Here Is where the business women meet
Vou don’t
to talk business. Gunner
say! What kind of business do they talk.
Gunner- Everybody’s.
—

enjoyable party at E. M.
Cunningbam’s Feb. 7, the twenty-second
was

an

Elmer E. Crockett has gone to the grand
lodge, A. O. U. W., as representative of
Good Will lodge.

|

anbertlscuunts.

Homer Long, who was called to Bluehill by the death of his lather, is back at
the Central grocery store.

THE REASON WHY

The Benvenue Granite Co. has closed
down for a few weeks, and will probably
open again about March 1.

ywbl

Schooner George Klinch has just sailed
for New York with stone laden from
Latty Bros., of Green island.
Feb. 14.
Nihil.

safely recovering.
George Gilley and wife recently took a
pleasant vacation trip, visiting their BOOST! Ellsworth Food Fair,
daughter Flora, who is employed in a
Portland telephone exchange, spending a
Feb. 32-20.
few’ days with Howard Gilley in Camden,
and also calling on other relatives.
A new coal furnace is being installed in
KITI'EKY TO CARIBOU.
the Congregational church by the Gilley
firm of plumbers. The expense will be
A building
at
Orono
owned and
borne by the ladies' sewing circle. This
occupied by Fred C. Park, hardware and
circle recently held a sewing bee at the
plumbing, with dwelling above, was
home of Mrs. O. W. Cousins for the bene- burned
Friday. Loss, }8,000.
fit of Mrs. H. B. Gilley, who was very
John N. Merrill, one of the best known
grateful for the kindly help, as one early citizens of
Bangor, for years a contractor
morning recently a lighted match fell on and
builder, died Friday, aged sixty-eight
her wearing apparel, and before the blaze
years.
could be extinguished, had destroyed
Kingman had a $10,000 fire Saturday
skirts, dress and aprons.
__

morning.

is THE BEST STRENGTHENING TOI
TONIC
for Feeble Old

People, Delicate Children, Weak,

Run-down

.Persons, and to Counteract Chronic Coughs, Colds and
Bronchitis, is because it combines the two most world-famed
tonics

strengtheningjTod^juiTelinjjelements

the medicinal,
of Cod Liver Oil and Tonic Iron, without oil
—

or

grease,

tastes^good^nd^agreesjvith^ve^one.
We return your money without question if Vinol
does not accomplish all we claim for it.

GEO. A.

PARCHER, Druggist,

Ellsworth.

The general store of M. John-

silent messenger has again visited
son, the large hotel run by him and his
community, taking an aged and much- livery stable were
practically a total loss,
esteemed citizen, Capt. John Dix, foras was the smaller store near
by of Mrs. E.
merly of Bartlett’s Island, who died at the G. Leavitt. Several other
buildings were
home of his daughter, Mrs. A. E. Lawler,
slightly damaged.
Thursday, Feb. 10. Capt. Dix had appaLewis Selbing, a well-known Civil war
rently been a strong and rugged man until a few years ago, w’hen he was thrown veteran of Augusta, prominent in Q. A. R.
from a carriage together with his daugh- circles, died Feb. 9, aged Beventy-two
The

our

improvements.

Foster Hamblen
and daughter
Clara and Mrs. Johnson Lufkin have returned from a visit at Northeast Harbor.
Mrs.

Mrs. Edith Staples, who was in the
wreck of the S. G. Haskell, is visiting
relatives here.
F. S. Walls, of Vinalhaven, was in town
tow'n this week to install the officers of
King of Arthur lodge, K. of P.
George Gilley
wife, of Southwest
Harbor, are guests of Clayton Uilley and
wife.
and

He

years.

was

Mrs. Elden Davis has returned to Rockafter a visit w’ith friends here.
Feb. 7.
Nihil.

land

Koberi k. cousins is in Boston on

dusi-

ness.

The echoolB close this week for
weeks’ vacation.

a

three-

Mrs. Samuel Coid is at Vinalhaven lor
the Burns celebration.

Ralph Crockett, who has been very ill, is
improving in health.
Juanita chapter, O. E. S., has accepted

now

native of Bavaria and

to

Three buildings in the business centre
of Island tails were burned Thursday
with a loss of $10,000. The blaze started
from an unknowrn cause in a three-story
w’ooden building owmed by John Grant on
Main street, an«jl spread to two wooden
structures owned by C. N. Berry and
George Sawyer. The Grant building was
occupied by the postofflce, which was entirely destroyed, and Mrs. Mary Coburn’s
Grant had 2,000 barmillinery store.
rels of potatoes in the cellar. In Berry’s
building the owner kept a tinsmith and
hardware store. Sawyer had a grocery on
the ground floor of his building and a
dwelling above.
KLLSWORTH

Not

Butter.

BftffS.
Fresh

laid, per doz..

Fowl...

FOR SALE GENERALLY
Wholesale

JOHN-

Lettuce, head
Celery, uunch

11

**•

The Household Remedy

40 §45
30 313

20&28
.25328

famed for gg years. Quickiy
tf relieves scalds, bums, sprains,
V imflammation, muscular rheum■ atism, cuts and like troubles.

I

Taken internally
T.
awcciciicu

waici,

on

sugar

juiuiscm ;»

o*ao5
03
02
03

20&25

era It.

Jflee—per 8
16825
Bio,
35
Mocha,
35
Java,
Tea—per 8—
45865
Japan,
30866
Oolong,
8ugar—per 8U ran ula ted,
5*@06
06
Tellow, C
08810
Powdered,
Molasses—per gal

O

15830
10425

08 §15

17818

Tongues,

25

^Jituctiununii,

15818
Lamb*

J

JOHNSON’S

MUNIMENT

PARSONS' PILLS
Brace up the liver
and make it do
work.

I. S. JOHNSON & CO.
Boston, Mass.

06808
Vinegar, gal
20325
05
wheat,
20
Oatmeal, per lb
04
Buckwheat, pkg
(4
Graham,
04
Bye meal,
Granulated meal, ► 02*
Oil—per galLinseed,
66870
12
Kerosene,
Cracked

Chop,

17320

Shoulder,
Bacon,

12® 15

Salt

16816

Ham. per 8

Lard,
Sausage, lb

18 25
18 328

.WINDSOR HOTEL
W.

T. BRUBAKER. Manager.

European. JIM per day and up
American, tl.St per day and up

Keep Flour
Bills Down

153 8
14 320

12«30
Lamb,
06
Tongues, each
Fresh Fish.
06 Clams, qt
Cod,
06 Scallops qt
Haddock,
12818 Smelts, lb
Halibut,
50 Shrimps, qt
Oysters, qt
Flonr, Grain and Feed.

I

30335

by the
Buy William Tell Flour
barrel, if possible. You thus protect
yourself against “wheat corners’ and
—

__

25
40
16
40

Shrewd foreign observers have remarked
that il the American woman of middle
age would spend a fraction as much money
on her hair as she does on her boots and
hosiery she would be the most ravishing Flour—per bbl—
60
Oats, bn
In France and
creature in the world.
6 5088 00 Shorts—bag— 140® < 50
first gray hair is a tragedy, Corn,1008 bag
150 Mix. feed, bag 100® 160
England
lgland the nrst
1’50 Mlddllngs,bafcl 50«l 80
Corn meal, bag
ana to avert this tragedy as long as pos1 50
sible is a matter of vi'.
vital and absorbing Cracked corn,
When attacked with prompt
moment.
action, however, this tragic army may be
LAW UOABDUO WEIGHTS AMD MEASURES.
utterly routed or its onslaught at least
▲ bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
Nearly all druggists nowapostponed.
a bushel of Turk's Island salt shall
pounds,
in
stock
ur
can
days carry
promptly get weigh ?Cand
pounds.
HAY’S HAIR HEALTH, which is the
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
antidote
for
recognized
permaturely gray In good order and flt for shipping, is 60 pounds,
hair. It is well to avoid unknown ana of apples, 44 pounds.
untested remedies claiming to be just as
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
order and fit for shipping. Is 60 pounds;
good as HAY’S HAIR HEALTH. Msny good
of
wheat, beets, Tuta-baga turnips and peas, 09
of these preparations are distinctly harmof corn, 56 pounds; of onions 52,
ful and their only excuse for being is to pounds; of
carrots, Kngl>sh turnips, rye and
trade on the twenty years’ reputstlon and pounds;
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
that
HAY’S
HAUt
HEALTH | of barley and buckwheat. 48 pounds; of oats
good-will
has earned by reason of its remarkable 32 pound*, or even measure a* »»v agreement
efficacy when applied in time. It costs
only 60c. or a dollar a bottle. At drugiff. Daniels’ Horse Renovator—ior
gists or from the manufacturer, Philo Hay
Specialties Co., Newark, N. J., U. S. A.
Makes Blood—gives vim,
your horse
*. G. MOORK, BUswortb.
strength and health.
—

in

its proper

35
Havana.
50
Porto Rloo,
Meats and;Provisions.
8:
Pork, 8.
Beef,

Roasts,
Corned,

or

miuuyuc

Liniment will check influenza and colds,
bronchitis and bowel disorders; it is most effective for croup,
cholera morbus and many other aches and pains where instant
treatment is necessary.
Your homo should never be without It.

.20325
.lGa20

son

25860 Lemons do*
Groceries.
Rice, per 8

MAINE

SO XT'a

15

Potatoes, pk
Turnips, n

Grocers, BANGOR,

IA®saSrBM»l
ffffi55gs!a5j»yty

,18@20

Vegetables.
-20 Onions, n
02 Squash, lb
03 Carrots, tb
10 Cabbage, tb

sa ga i

THURSTON ft KINGSBURY

.18320

Baled.

fad

Try it today and know coffee goodness

Bay.
Best loose, per ton.
Baled.
Straw.
Loose.

passing

that has quality for its prime requisite
that always tastes so good
that is always clean and uniform
that is packed in air and dust proof tins
that satisfies particular people
that should be served in every home in the State
of Maine

Poultry.

Chickens..'.

or a

K

Country Produce.

Creamery pern..
Dairy
Oleomargarine.

fangled’ goods

The Lind that makes breakfast worth while

I

MARKETS.

‘new

—but—

The quotations below give the range of
retail prices in Ellsworth.

Veal:

Foreign Hair Critics.

COFFEE THAT IS COFFEE

smallest
for many years. This information is contained in the annual report of Grand Secretary R. G. Dyer. The
present membership is 24,923. There were
370 deaths, 452 suspensions, seven expulsions, and 130 w ithdrawals.

Capt. George A. Brown and wife have
dot
gone to Bethel, Vt., to visit Mrs. Sabin Oranges,
Jordan.

a

Augusta about two years before
the breaking out of the Civil war. He
enlisted in Co. B, 3d Maine regiment.
The coveted 25,000 mark was not reached
by Odd Fellow membership last year, and
the net gain of eighty-four was the
came

—

did not therefore propose to destroy
She
have.
any illusions he might
knew very well that no man in love

on a

Mrs. Fred I. Lamson and daughters are
the guest of her parents, Dr. George B.
Noyes and wife.

Tax-Collector Augustus Mayo, who has
suffered for a year or more with what
was thought to be a form of
rheumatism,
last week went to Portland by the advice
of his physician for hospital treatment.

Miss Edith MacGregor was looking
of her window one morning when ter Vie and her children, all being serishe saw a young man leave the next ously injured. Since then he hae graduhouse nud saunter down the street. ally failed, suffering much during the past
It was enough for her that he was two months. Capt. Dix, who was a most
nice looking and that he lived next genial man, will be greatly missed by a
door.
TJnllke Atwater, whose mus- host of friends. He leaves three daughters— Mrs. Linda
Mrs. Vie Lawler,
Ings on first seeing her were what she and Mrs. Lessie Ralph,
Robinson. The funeral
might be, she mused on something to was held at the home Sunday noon; interhappen and, womanlike, at once de- ment at Mt. Height.
Feb. 14.
cided to place herself on the vantage
Spray.
1
ground of Invisibility—that is, she
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
would not be seen when within doors
Whereas, Ood in His infinite wisdom hfs
and she would appear unconscious ot seen tit to call to His home above, one of our
the fact that a nice looking young man beloved members, Winfield Sprague; therefore be it
lived next door.
Resolved, That we, as members of Tremont
While Atwater was assuming that
she did not consider him worth look- lodge, No. 77. F. and A. M., have sustained a
loss we deeply regret, and bow submissively
ing at she was constantly observing to the will of Him, who doeth all
things well.
him from a dark room that Bhe had
Resolved, That we extend to the bereaved
fitted up for that especial purpose. family our heartfelt
sympathy in their affliciNevertheless when at a window she tion, and commend them to the Heavenly
took care not to look Into the adjoin- Father for that comfort which He alone can
ing place and never appeared at all give.
Resolved, That as a token of respect to our
except when becomingly dressed.
And so it was that Miss MacGregor departed brother, our lodge place these
resolutions upon their records, and that a
was perfectly aware that Mr. Atwater
copy of them be sent to The Ellsworth
admired her before he supposed she Amkrican for
publication.
was aware of his existence, and she
Eugene 8. Thurston,
knew he hud been pierced by one of
Arthur A. Gilley,
himIt
George R. Fuller.
Cupid's arrows before he knew
Committee.
self.
She had concluded to have a
garden that they might have an exSTONINGTON.
cuse to meet with only a hedge beJohn Kellenberger has leased the Sunset
tween them, and when he planted
seeds to spell "I Love You" she had house, and will open a restnrant and lodging house.
seen the letters traced out In the soil
before the Beeds were put In the drills.
Philip Crockett has moved to his new
a fine residence w'ith all modern
Moreover, she had purposely planted house
In her response the letters “No” In
thin soil In order that they might grow
lover
up before the others to give her
a temporary disappointment.
Miss MacGregor knew very well that
Mr. Atwater was a man of an ideal
nature both from his face, which she
had carefully studied with a glass, and
from his method of making love. She

SOUTH SURRY.
H. H. Thayer, of Stonington, is boarding at Mrs. K A. Coggins’s for a few days,
while hunting foxes in the vicinity.

Mrs. Sarah H. Yonng, while hanging paper a short time ago, fell from the
W. 9. Thurlow has filled his four ice- top of barrels which she was using for a
Among the many suffering from grip
bench, injuring herself seriously. She
and needing medical attendance are A. I. houses with a good quality of ice.
was unable to rise
from the floor, and no
Schooner
Thomas
ColeMrs.
Arthur Freeman, Mrs. Robie
Lawrence, Capt.
Holmes,
one was present excepting her brother-inNorwood and Mrs. Margaret Trundy.
man, is loading stone at the J. L. (Joss
Mr.
law,
Cunningham, who in his parWednesday of last- week, Mrs. O. W. quarry.
tially paralyzed condition could render no
Frank McGuire, of the J. C. Rogers Co.
Cousins pleasantly entertained a dozen
aid. Assistance soon came and Dr. Gould

out

One morning In February Atwater
■ew a man
digging up the soil in the
she
yard In the
adjoining grounds. It was existence. But presently were In the
Plain that the ground was not Intend- him to Inspect some that
for vegetables, but for floweca. In house, and they passed In together.
■uother week the yoang lady came out Then and there they began the speech
with a few light garden Implements where they had left off in the language

a dainty little basket fun of seeds
■»« began to
plant.
A few days later Atwater
spaded a
•lower bed In his own grounds and
Whated seeds. His garden was protected on three aides by hush plants.

COUNTY NEWS

rises in the price of flour. And you
will always be sure of good flour and
good bread—biscuits—pies and cakes.
William Tell is made from the finest
selected OhioRed Winter Wheat. Ask
any flour authority. He will tell you
there is no other flour In the world that
makes a finer grained or more delicious bread, or lighter biscuits. The
wheat for our William Tell is stored
in hermetically sealed tanks—cleaned
sis times before grinding—everything,
even the sewing of the bags, is done
by bright, clean machinery.
Ask your dealer and insist on

having

Midway between Broad Street
Station and Reading Terminal
oq Filbert Street
only moderate priced hotel of
reputation and consequence in

The

PHILADELPHIA

CAN’T SUPPLY OUR DEMAND
OUR CUSTOMERS

HYDE, WHEELER CO.
41 North Market

—

can

William Tell
Whitcomb, Haynes & Co.
ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME

WANT YOUR

APPLES, VEALS, EGOS and
FARM PRODUOE.
St., Boston, Mass.,

get top market prices and will make
prompt returns.

Market

reports, tags, shipping certificates,
stencils, etc., furnished tree.

STRICTLY

COMMISSION.

4tl)f ribwort!) American.
▲ LOCAL AND

POLITICAL JOURNAL

PUBLISHED

STICKY WEDNESDAY

AFTERNOON

AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
BT THB

HANCOCK

COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.

1*. W. Rollins. Editor and Manager.
W. H. Titus, Associate Editor.
year; #1.00 for six
Months, 50 cents for three months; If paid
•Irlctly In advance, $1 50, 75 and 88 cents
respectively Single copies 5 cents. All ar*
rearages are reckoned at the rate of #2 per
jeer.
Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be
■hade known on application.

Sabacrlptlon Price—#2.00

a

census committee ten yean ago, when it
FROM WASHINGTON.
sink their factional
ni tackling problem* similar to those
differences henceforward in efforts to River and Harbor Bill Aids Bar Harwith which it now ha* to deal.
preserve party solidarity in the legisbor—Maine Members Busy.
lative branch.
Representative Alien, o( the first disWashington, D. C., Feb. 14 (special)—
just returned from a visit to Porttrict,
coast
of
Maine
the
third
Every
county
where be sttended the Lincoln Day
In spite of the general impression district
gets an appropriation under the Ihnd,
to the contrary, it is a fact that not in river and harbor bill which Representative celebration of the Union league dub, is
hi* annual trial with the Indian
years has Congress made the progress D. S. Alexander, of New York, chairman having
bill, the preparation of
which has been made at the present of the committee, is putting through the appropriation
which for the House hivolvea s lot of
session.
Already nearly half the Bouse this week. Representative Burleigh

appropriation bills

have been

passod

on the way to passage; while
the rest are nearly ready to report.
The bills so far passed have shown
that the republicans will keep the
pledge of the President and leaders,
or are

Maine items in the
bill,
$25,000 for continuing construction on the breakwater from Mount
Desert to Porcupine island, st Bar Harbor,
and another for $38,000 tor completing the
improvement of the harbor at Stockton
had two

of the

seven

for

—

—

_

light station, obstructing

it.

labor.

Representative Guernsey, of the fourth
district, in seeking to advance a bill to
allow states to tax deposits in the savings
departments of national banks, the same
as savings in savings banks and trust companies are taxed.
Springs.
Representative Swasey, of the second
The Mount Desert breakwater has been
has been laboring with a shiprepresented in many river and harbor bills district,
subsidy bill on which there have been
ever since Gov. Burleigh represented the
numerous hearings in the committee on
third Maine district, and even before that.
one

that the strictest economy possible
will be followed ont. With the approBaslness communications should be addressed
lo, and all checks and money orders made pay- priation bills so well advanced, early
able to The Hancock Countt Publishing consideration will be
given the reOo, Ellsworth. Maine.
commendations of the President, and Senator Bale has also been active in looking after appropriations for that project
several, if not all of them, will be at
his end of the capitol. The total of
This week’s edition of The
enacted into law. The House has alMaine river and harbor items in the curMexadmit
New
American is 2,400 copies.
bills
to
ready passed
rent bill is $175,000, and of that $03,000 goes
ico and Arizona aa states, and to es- to
projects in the third district. As a mat2.396 tablish a bureau of mines and mining. ter of fact every Maine project, upon
Average for the year of 1909,
The postal savings bill is now before which the army engineers bad reported
is in the bill, thanks to the efWEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 16, 1910. the Senate and several other bills are favorably,
forts of the Maine members of the Bouse,
ready to be reported.
and also to the sympathetic co-operation
of Representative Alexander. He is a naA movement is on foot to make
BOOST! Ellsworth Food Fair,
tive of Sagadahoc county, and as loyal a
annual
event
in
an
Longfellow day
Maine man as ever came to Congress.
Feb. 22-26.
It
of
this
State.
is
schools
the pnblic
Usually the Maine members, having no
not meant to make the occasion a
representation on the river and harbor
Senator Hale.
public holiday, bat to set aside the committee, do the best they can with the
[Portland Erprttt-;
afternoon of Feb. 27 each year for House committee, but getting only a part
The suggestion of the possibility of the observance of Longfellow day. of what tpey want from the House, rely
a contest over the succession to Sena- It is
proposed to have a Longfellow upon Senator Frye, whose committee
tor Hale’s seat naturally attracts atrecitations and readings handles river and harbor bills at the other
program
end of the
to help them out. But
tention. Should there be a suspicion from
Longfellow’s poems, sketches that coursecapitol,
of procedure throws items into
that the senator’s pathway to re-elec- of his life, character and
writings; conference where there is
always a stiff
tion were obscured by so much as a short
quotations by all the pupils in fight. Representative Alexander has
it
man’s
as
as
a
hand,
cloud,
big
each school and singing of such of
all
that
this
anticipated
year, and all
-would
properly create uneasiness Longfellow’s songs as have been set to Senator Frye has to do is to keep the
among those who recall what Senator music. George Thornton
Edwards Maine items in the bill. There apHale has done for Maine at home, and
wife, of Portland, are the origi- parently will be no trouble in conference
and what he has contributed to her nators of the
movement, which has this year over the Maine items, and there
high estate in the councils of the na- the endorsement of Gov. Fernald and is practically nothing left for Senator
to get into the bill.
tion.
State Superintendent Smith. As the Frye
There is no question but that there
poet’s birthday falls on Sunday this
The Senate postoffice committee has
is mush good senatorial timber in
year, Longfellow day will be observed expressed its opinion in adverse terms of
this State. When there is a natural on the afternoon of Feb. 28. »
the “Spalding claims”, so called, affecting
vacancy in our representation in the
additional salaries of postmasters who
United States Senate, some of it will
While there have been factional served between 1861 and 1874. As was
be used to Qll that vacancy, and differences in the
republican party recently pointed oat in these letters,
doubtless in time it would appear
they have been laid aside for the pres- there is a number of these claimants in
of Maine. They
that the timber was suitable for the
ent, and there will be a concerted effort practically every county
purpose. But there are few who are to carry out the President’s policies are surviving postmasters of Maine cities
and towns and the heirs and assigns'of
outside the influence of their own and redeem all
party pledges as well those who are deceased. !t has been
natural wish for the position for
as secure harmony in the states for a stated in the Senate
that at least some
themselves or for some friend, who
general republican victory next No- of these claimants have been encouraged
-would not look with regret upon a vember. The
republicans are getting to contribute to a Srm of attorneys in
possibility of such a reduction in the together in New York, Ohio, Indiana Washington for the purpose of paying the
Indue nee of Maine in the nation as and other
states, and by midsummer, expense of keeping these claims alive and
would surely follow upon the retirewhen the actual campaign begins, for pressing them before Congress.
ment of either of the distinguished there will be
It was largely at the suggestion of Senaharmony and united ef- tor
Hale, some weeks ago, that the whole
senators now representing her.
fort in every state and congressional
matter waa referred to the Senate commitMany matters of importance to district.
tee on postoffices and postroads, of which
Maine are sure to be under conaiderSenator Penrose, of Pennsylvania, is
tion within the next few years which
There will be no tariff war with any chairman, for an investigation and
report.
are likely to cover a period of possible
foreign nation. The maximum and Senator Penrose has found that the claims
transition in politics of grave import
minimum provisions of our new law are without any standing, which means
to the Nation. It would be well for
will soon be in effect with all coun- that it is futile for the claimants to enMaine to keep, it she can, her able,
claims attorneys to collect the
tries, and we shall get the minimum courage
distinguished and useful senators rates for our exports in every case, sums alleged to have been due. It has
been repeatedly stated that the postmaswhere they can save her in the possiso that it is hardly probable that oar
ters serving between 1864 and 1874 had
ble hour of stress awaiting her.
maximum rates will be imposed in
Long ago it became evident to a single instance. This proves again been paid by the government all th
money to which they were legally enthose observing national
political the wisdom of the framers of the
titled; also that the alleged claims were
matters that intense jealousy exists
new law, and shows, as the President based upon an
interpretation of law
in the West over the prominence of
and others have declared, that it is which is not officially sanctioned.
Hew England, and of the relatively
Because of the activity of late in trying
the best tariff law we have ever had.
small state of Maine, in the affairs of
to revive these claims, an employe of the
Senate has been dismissed, and there has
government. Many will remember
It is conservatively estimated that
been unfavorable
bow the Hon. Charles E. Littlefield,
gossip about the
the 4th of March, 1910, will see the
interests of a western senator in them.
when he was a member of Congress,
country fully $10,000,000,000 richer Maj. Estes Q. Kathbone, once fourth asin a speech before the Portland club
than on the 4th of March, 1909. Farm sistant
postmaster-general, who fell into
in this city, voiced a warning based
values have advanced most substan- disgrace in Cuba and was dismissed there
this
desire
of
the
West
to
secure
upon
tially, as have city values, and the from his position as director of ports, has
the leadership. The spirit has been
worth of all securities. Every one in been trying to obtain legislation which
more and more manifest up to the
the country is or can bs at work, and would permit of the auditing of the
present day, but the long experience the volume and value of
claims. It is not charged that he is at all
production
and great ability of Maine senators
to blame, for his activities are supposed to
and consumption are at the highest
have been entirely honorable. Neverthehave thus far prevented what in New
level in our history.
less, the Senate has put a quietus upon the
England would be a catastrophe,
claims, and it is doubtful whether any
namely, the ascendency of this spirit
COUNTY GOSSIP.
further effort will ever be made to collect
of jealousy in the national councils.
The ministers of Mt. Desert island have them.
Patriotic and State loving citizens of
formed a society, the Clericns, and are
Maine will not fail to note that any
The Maine members of Congress have
taking a hand in local politics, especially
who think of opposing the return of
had a busy February. Ail of them have
in Eden.
8enator Hale to the United States
been engaged to a greater or less extent in
The game wardens are investigating the committee work. Both the
Senate are, probably unconsciously,
Senate and
of a calf moose near Goulds boro the House are behind with
their commitbut nevertheless truly, aiding and killing
last week. From Franklin comes a report tee work, with the
consequence that neither
abetting the effort to lessen the influ- of a deer killed.
body has been able to work as continuence of Maine in the United States
as
it
could
have done had the preously
The river and harbor bill reported to the
Senate and to transfer the leadership
work on bills been disposed
liminary
last
includes
House
at
Washington
Friday
in that great legislative body from
of. Then all of them have considerable
an item of f25,000 for the continuance of
our own State to the far West.
departmental work to attend to at this
on the Bar.Harbor breakwater.
work
There are doubtless many of us who
time of year and that occupies much of
would like to be United States senatheir time in the forenoons.
The severity of the Christmas gale along
Representative Burleigh has been attors, but some better reason than our the Maine coast, as well as the lifting
desire to be such will be expected by power of waves, is well illustrated by the tending to some odds and ends of legislation
before the census committee, necesthe people of Maine before they will fact that it took two men a month to split
to complete the
arrangements for
consent to retire Senator
Hale for and remove a rock which was lifted by the sary
the census in April. The appeartaking
the
at
Rock
waves
Matinicus
of
slip
us.
upon
Cither
ance

of the enumerators all

over

Maine,

merchant marine and fisheries.

BLUKHILL REUNION.

Chester Stratton,

one

_

SARAH ELIZABETH FATBIDQE.

The community in shocked thii mornof
ing on hearing of the death iMt night
"arH.
of
John
widow
Sumh Elizabeth,
tridge. In spite of her advanced age,
Mrs. Partridge had been in excellent
health until a few months ago when she
met with a slight but not serious accident.
Although somewhat weakened in consequence, no fatal result was anticipated.
she was about as usual, and

Yesterday
seemed, if anything,

rather better condition than nsnal, there being not the
slightest indication of the nearness of the
in

end.
About 2 this morning, she awoke and
complained of a slight indisposition; she
took a draught of medicine, and then remarked that she felt better, and could go
to sleep again. A moment or two later
she made a slight motion when it was observed that she was expiring, and the end

quickly and plainlesaly.
Sirs. Partridge was one of the eleven
children of John H. and Abigail (Brimmer) Hopkins; they were Qeorge B., John
D., James H., Abby (Mrs. F. A. Dutton),
Alphonso, Sarah (Mrs. Partridge), Albert
came

Sixth Annual Held In Boston Satur-

day Evening.
Boston, Feb. 14 (special)—In spite
of the stormy weather, a good number of
the sons and daughters of Bluehill met
M.,
for their sixth annual reunion in Sewell
hall, Huntington avenue, Boston, Saturday evening, February 12.
After an informal recaption, the president, Colon 8. Ober, opened the evening's
program by reading a telegram from
President Taft, extending congratulations, and also one from Mayor Fitzgerald. tendering the freedom of the city.
The following sonnet,
by the Rev.
Daniel dross, was read by Mrs. U W.
Peters, in the absence of Mr. dross:
THS FEACKFCL VILLAGE,

A rustic stream slow-bending to the ocean,
Wide Helds of green, low kneeling to the
stream,
A little cot where mutual devotion
Forever lives, are portions of my dream.
Afar familiar woods lift fragrant boughs
Of everlasting foliage unto Heaven;
On yonder height the nibbling sheep and
Are wandering, to drowsy comfort given.
What grandeur on the staid and silent mount.
Holding the village in its hollowed Tale;
On sea and shore is an exhaustless fount
Of glories rich and deep that never pale.
All things may change, but memory bolds
The

scenes

that

once

beheld each

Joy and

tear.

Mrs. Caroline Hinckley Stone read a
entertaining paper, entitled “Reminiscences of Blue Hill”, which it is hoped
the readers of The American will hare
an opportunity to enjoy., for the paper was
not only interesting on account of its
material, but it was also written in a most
charming style. [The paper will be printed
in The American at an early date—Ed.]
Mrs.
Peters sang
Dreaming”, the
words of which were changed to make the
song appropriate to the occasion.
Prof.
Fowler, of Brown university, spoke for
those who make Bluehill their summer
home. He was followed by L. W. Peters,
who spoke on “Bluehill in 1915”.
Mrs. Ruby Anna Foster composed for
the occasion a song, which was rendered
by William P. Clough to the tune of
Baby Mine”. The words follow:
most

We are children of one mother.
Old Bluehill. dear Bluehill.
And to-night we greet each other,
For Bluehill. old Bltfehill:
Our hearts are hers alwsy
And our thoughts turn far away
To the mountain and the bay
At old Bluehill, dear BluehillTo the mountain and the bay
At dear Bluehill.
The sunset’s glow has vanished
From Bluehill, old Bluehill,
And the cares of day are banished
From Bluehill, old Bluehill;
So we children gather here,
Filled wiih loyal love and cheer
For the home our hearts hold dear
At old Bluehill, dear Bluehill
For the home our hearts hold dear
At old Bluehill.
—

With our childhood's faith confiding
In Bluehill, old Bluehill,
Lore within our hearts abiding
For Bluehill, dear Bluehill,
May our lives be great and true;
May her strength our deeds indue
Till we rest our journey through
At old Bluehill, dear Bluehill—
Till we rest our journey through
At old Bluehill.

Fred G. Havlin

elected president for
served
It was
one of the most pleasant of these
very enjoyable occasions.
I he following were present: 8. C. Stone
and wife, W. P. Clough end wife, Mr*.
George A. Clough, Fred G. Havlin and
wife, Amos G. Stover and wife, Charles A.
Stover and wife, Irving Morse and wife,
C. 8. Ober, Miss May Ober,
Henry
Clough and wife, L. W. Peters and wife,
Arthur Kimball and wife, Mrs. J. T. Crippen, Edward Conary, Greeley Clay, Mrs.
Mattie Eveleth, Miss Nellie Eveleth,
Ruby A. Hinckley Foster, Miss Sbeiia
Foster, Prof. Fowler and wife, Mrs. Annie
Howe, William Henry, ‘Augusta Morse,
Lizzie Morse, Rufus Morse, Charles Newwas

vision of schools, solas of
sathorisstios Dy
b*
the towns «re necessary.
Any Kbool failing to maintain an
ag» attendance of eight for a achool
ia discontinued. Boob a acbool
mayb.
legally continned only upon the
tire rote of the town token at the
town meeting upon the written
recom
mendation of the auperintending
committee.

S,

am,"
annual
achool

The whim of to-day ia the impulse
to-morrow, the wiah of next w«k
good or bad toate of next montn’ hi
habit of next year, tbe inatinct of1 Von*
yow
deecendanta.— Alice W. Roll in,.

thi

We clip the following for tbe benefit
of
tboee who doubt tbe power of the
prew.
to
the
overcrowed
“Owing
condition 0f
oar
column*, a number of births and
death* are unavoidably poatponed thla
week.”
Kind Lady —What do yon mean
by
putting my spoon In your pocket after
eating the puddingT Sandy Pikes Oh,
pardon me, mom; it was force of habit
I was rich onoe and contracted the ""
son
renir habit.

Jot Salt.

tViBLiT 'ltojlo'to'1McKIniey'Io? Vre‘^2.
and 4* rod*. e£X2
r contoiatog 1
For farther
building lot.

acre
Mary J. (Mrs. Belcher), Frank,
particulars, u!
ElizA (Mrs. George W. Brown), and dress Da. A. L. Dix.
Philadelphia. Pa
Edward K. She is survived by James H.,
ATER MOTOR
At to 4 horse.now..
Edward K., of this city, and Mrs. Dutton,
Belknap “Little Olaat" wslsr into,
of Boston.
Good as new. Inst the thing for light poser
She was married, in the '40s, to John H. in town which hue waterworks. Will hernia
cheep. Address P. O. Box 4S2, BUsworth.
Partridge, a well-known and highlyesteemed citizen, who died in 1892. To
Ifottuas.
Carrie,
them were born three children
who died in childhood; Charles B., who
"card or THANKS
TNEKLING deeply grateful for tb« mtD«
survives; Frank H., who died in 18M.
of kindness bestowed by
f
loving act*
Mrs. Partridge died on the lot on Main friend*
daring tbe lone lllne** and tbe hom*.
street to which she came as a bride, and going of oar beloved daughter and sister
Myra A. Wilson, we wiah to thank all those
where she passed the rest of her life, who
kept the sick-room fragrant with dowers
though not in the same bouse. When and sent the beaotlfal floral emblem!* for tbe
also to ahow oar appreciation
r the
Hancock ball was built, the present Par- funeral;
affection that prompted ao many friends from
tridge house was standing where the hall a distance to come to pay the last tribute of
and to follow the silent form to it* ]**t
now is.
The house then standing where love
resting- place.
JOMX G. WlLSOW.
the Partridge house now stands was torn
Kathakixs W. Muon.
down, and the building, known as the
Feud. Loon and Lewis Wilson.
Southwest Harbor. Feb. 14 1910.
McAllister bouse, was moved from the hall
lot to its present site.
REGISTRATION OP TOTERh.
Mrs. Partridge lived a long, happy,
Board of Registration for the city of
Ellsworth will bo In mmIod at the Alder*
healthful, useful life, and her decease remen’s
in Hancock hall, on the
room,
She
moves a veritable “mother in Israel".
1st, 2d, 3d, 4th and Ath days of March. 1910,
was a devoted wife and mother, a loyal
from 9 o'clock in the forenoon to 1 o’clock in
friend and neighbor, a woman whose gene- the afternoon, and from S to 5 o'clock In the
and from 7 to • o’clock In the even*
rosity, kindness of heart and public spirit afternoon,
ing for the purpose of register in* the names
were known and recognized throughout
of voters and correcting the voting lists.
Notice, particularly, that registration will
the community.
close on Friday, March 4, 1910, at 5 o’clock
She was foremost in every (food work;
p. m. Personal appearance la required of a
older residents have not forgotten her voter in order to have hta name registered.
The Board of Registration will be in .session
work for the soldiers daring the Civil war, on the day of election to give any registered
and daring the late war with Spain the voter whose name has been omitted trom the
voting list, or in who*.* name or residences*
same spirit of helpfulness was manifested,
placed on aaid voting list, a clerical error baa
Mrs. Partridge was one of the original been made, a certificate entitling him to vote.
R. E. Mason, Chairman.
members of the Cnitarian church in EllsEllsworth. February 14, 1910.
she
was
and
one
of
worth;
devoted.to it,
the few griefs of her later years was the
i^gal yoxitn.
of
its
necessity
being closed. She always
NOTICE OF FORECLOSE'Kfc.
took intense interest in public affairs; she
Seth O. Hanscom. of Amwas a member of the well-known Woman’s
herst, Hancock county. State of Maine,
clab; of the Village improvement society, by his mortgage deed dated April 8. a. d ivri,
and was foremost in every benevolent and and recorded in the Hancock county. Maine,
registry of deeds, book 141. page 494. conveyed
philanthropic work throughout her long to Philander Fletcher, then of aaid Amherst,
a certain lot or parcel of land situate in aaid
and busy life.
Amherst, and bounded and described as folThe funeral will be at the house next lows: Beginning at a stake and atones at the
northwest corner of lot No. IS; thence east 77
Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock.
degrees sooth thirty-one rods to a corner;
thence south 28 degrees west fifty-two
-i<
a corner; thence west 4 degrees north twelve
oeoboe f. strum.
rods and nine links to a corner; thence north
an
illness which had been 4
Following
degrees east sixty-four rods to first-menprolonged through about two years tioned bound, containing eight acres, more or
14sa. according to the survey 0? Roswell
F.
Murch
died Wednesday, Feb. 9,
George
Hilsbv; and whereas the said Philander
at his home at 86 Glenwood road, SomerFletcher on the twenty-sixth day of January,
a. d. 1910. assigned said mortgage to the un!
ville, Mass., at the age of sixty-three dersigned,
which assignment is recorded in
said registry, in book 444, pare 458: sod
years.
whereas
the
condition of said mortgage has
He was born in Belfast, Me., the son of
been broken; now therefore, by reason of the
Louis C. and Lois M. Murch. His boy- breach of the condition thereof. I claim a
hood was passed in Belfast, where as a foreclosure of aaid mortgage.
Larv Hanscom,
young man he engaged with his father in
By his attorney, Lynwood F. Giles.
Pebruary 15, 1910.
the manufacturing
of
ships’ blocks.
They had a large factory for this old-time
aubacrlber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
industry, one which in recent years has
of the last will and testament of
given way to new methods introduced
JONATHAN W. PENNEY, late of SEDGthrough improved means of manufacWICK.

Ann

—

w

£paial

—

<

TBE

WHEREAS.

THE

turing by machinery.

Mr. Murch later went to Bangor, where
he was in business for some
time, going
from there to Ellsworth, where for some
years he was in business with his brother,
Henry L. March. He came from there to
Charlestown about ten years ago, and had
since resided there and in Somerville. He
was connected with the Charlestown
navy
yard up to about two years ago, when an
injury compelled his retirement.
Mr. Murch is survived by his
widow,
Annie J. (Welch) Murch, and a son-Elmer F. Murch, of the Boston
Transcript

In the county of Hancock, Maine, deceased,
and given bonds as the Isw directs. And
e
has appointed Fit* H. Smith, of said Sedgwick, her agent in the State of Maine, in accordance with ibe provisions of Sec.
%
Chap. 86, of the revised statutes of Maine.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all Indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Cabbib A. Adams.
Haverhill. Mass., Jan. S7. 1919.

Sbbrmsonrms.
NATIONAL SI KETY
No. 115 BIOAOWAV|
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staff.

ASSETS, DEC. 81. 1809.

the next year. Refreshments were
after the program was completed.

asking questions of the people incident to j
of Hancock’s en- an enumeration of the population, is comb and wife, George W. Parker,
But when the Stephen Parker, Bertha M. Parker, Grace
left recently hardly six weeks away.
It Is agreed that all republicans are terprising young farmers,
for Boston, with a carload of potatoes—600 enumerators have completed their work, Stevens, Mary D. Snowman, Vena Tucker,
“Taft republicans” now. There are
bushels. A common box-car was used, the operations of the census bureau here Mary Treworgy, Leon Thompson, wife
no administration and anti-adminisside-boarded, leaving an air space. A stove in Washington will have only begun. and daughter, Misses Ethel and Gertrude
tration republicans in this “era of was set in the centre of the
The work of tabulating the records, gath- Townsend, Mrs. Edward
car, and 300
Knapp and son,
good feeling” in the national ranks. bushels placed in each end. This is the ered by the enumerators, will occupy Mrs. Ada Littlefield, Miss Pamelia
They are all, it is declared, inter- first time anyone in this vicinity has ever many weeks, and extensive preparations Clough, Maurice Bullard, Volney Coggins,
ested in
making the republican tried this way of marketing potatoes, and are necessary, hot only for the tabulation George Mason, Mrs. Pierce, Anna Crippen,
of the records as speedily as possible but Charles H.
Welch, Miss Wilson, Mr.
national administration a success in the outcome is awaited with interest.
for getting the reports printed. Repre- Saunders.
all its branches ef government enOur East Surry correspondent writes: UI sentative Burleigh was a member of the
deavor. That being true, it is con- often see
WEST ELLSWORTH.
reports of what smart old ladies
menace
tended that the gravest
do in way of fancy work. I want to say a
Deaftiesa Cannot Be Cared
Mrs.
Margaret
befall
the
would
Kemp is ill.
could
Which
project
by local applications, as they cannot reach
word for an old man—Capt. Charles Wood,
the
portion of the ear. There is only
W. L. Kemp, jr., and wife viaited his pahe the election of a democratic House of Surry, who is past eighty and very lame one diseased
to
care
and
that
is
way
deafness,
oy conin the middle of the presidential term. from rheumatism, one hand being badly stitutional remedies. Deafness is caused by rents Sunday.
an inflamed condition of the mucous lining
Miss Susan Floyd, of Machias, viaited
Complete paralysis of legislative en- crippled. Yet he has made a fine three- of the Eustachian Tube. When this tube is
you have a rumbling sound or im- her cousin, G. E. Floyd, last week.
deavor would follow, it is contended, masted schooner, mostly with his pocket inflamed
and when it is entirely closed.
perfect
hearing,
Oscar Carter, son of A. V. Carter,
and the pledges of the republican na- knife, rigged her with all the proper sails, Deafness is the result, and unless the inflamwhich he can raise and lower at will. mation can be taken out and this tube re- caught his hand in the
sawing machine
tional platform would remain nnfnlstored to its normal condition, hearing will
There are men on deck and at the wheel. be
forever; nine cases out of ten recently, cutting it badly.
died, to the reproach of the party at Now he is at work on a four-master. As aredestroyed
caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but
The many friends of Percy Tourtelotte
an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
the outset of the national campaign of he cannot
get out, he occupies his time in
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any and wife
sympathise with them in the loss
1IU.
case of Deafness (caused
that way.
by catarrh) that of their
infant daughter, Nellie Eliza, who
cannot be cured by Hairs Catarrh Cure. Send
The moat bitter factioniats in the
for circulars free.
died after only a few minute’ illness at the
F. J. CHENET A CO., Toledo, O.
Hooee are said to be realising this BOOST! Ellsworth Food Fair,
borne of her grandmother, Mrs. Frank
Sold by Druggists, 75e.
and
are
Feb.
23-20*
Take
Hall’s
Family Fills, for constipation.
plain political proposition,
Herrick, Wednesday, Feb. 9.
All Are Taft Republicans.
[ Waih ngton .Si.ir,1

OBITUARY

to

preparing

SCHOOL LAWS.
State

Superintendent Call# Attention
to Keeent Changes.
Sute Superintendent ol School# Smith
has issued a circular
calling attention to
various matters vhich require action at
coming town meetings. The circulars
include only those points arising out ol
recent legislation and those which are

Real estate.

Mortgage loans.

Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank,
Bills receivable.
Interest accrued.
All other assets,
dross assets.
Deduct items not

admitted.

Admitted assets,

On the basis ol th6 law now in lorce the
State aids any tow n in the support ol a
tree high school to the limit ol $500 annually, in place ot$250 as

previously named,

$4,044346 04
180,828 95
$3*4.016

0#

LIABILITIES. DEC. 81, 1909.

likely to cause misunderstanding.
Net unpaid losses.
Beginning with the next school year Unearned
towns are required by law to maintain All other premiums.
liabilities.
schools lor at least twenty-six weeks. In Cash capital.
over all liabilities.
Surplus
the cases ol

those towns that have maintained schools tor a shorter period than
that named, provision should be made lor
the necessary increase.

183.12$ 77
10.7V 00
2,404 866 14
712/16 96
1,153 51
19.2*9 36
708364 »

Total

liabilities and surplus.

$ 559.112 t*
1,827.561 »
222 572 51
750.00C 00

1304.769 40
$3,864,016

o#

(Mitt) M. K. HOLMES, Agent,
ELLSWORTH. ME.

STATE OF MAINE.

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
two-thirds reimbursement in place ol one-hall. In
ap- Heating and Plumbing Normal School
propriating lor the support ol a tree
Dornitory. Castine, Maine.
high school the lowest appropriation and
Proposals addressed to the State Norexpenditure permissible is $450, the minimal School Trustees will be received at
mum provided lor a class C.
high school. the office o( the State Superintendent of
Ol this appropriation and expenditure the Public
Schools, State House, Augusta,
state reimburses
two-thirds, leaving $150 Maine, until 1 P. M. Tuesday, March 1st,
to be raised by local taxation. The mini- 1910, lor the tarnishing of all labor,
material, etc., necessary for the installamum provisions in the cases ol
class B. tion of heating apparatus and for plumband class A. high scnools are
respectively ing in tbs dornitory now in the process of
$600 and $860. The town should in any construction for the Eastern State Normal
ot
School at Caatine under the
case vote to
appropriate and expend the Chapter 93 of the Resolves of provisions
1908.
lull amount intended lor the
Pi.na
sam*
and specifications tor the
support ol
the high schools, indicating also the
may be secured from the architects. Miller
por- and
Mayo, Portland, Maine.
tion to be raised by local tax.
A bond of 20 per. cent, of the amount of
Conveyance o* common school pupils is th® contract made
wilt be required for the
in the control ol the school
“ithful performance ot the work.
committee,
For information address,
and does not call lor town action. ConPaybon Smith,
veyance ol secondary school pupils can be
paid only when a special appropriation is Secretary of the Bard of Bute Normal
School Trustees, Augusta, Mains.
made lor the purpose.
In all cases where it is desired to take
Advertising brings tAs customers and
advantage ol the law lor union super- assists
f As safssman.
|
and

on

the

basis ol

a

gBbtrluWf.

=

XtrfuTtiatounU.

BOOST!
WEDDIHO HELLS.

SDrtjcrtificmmt*.

Ellsworth Food Fair. Feb.
COUNTY NEWS.

KINOBBURY-GOODWnf.
horn# weddings
ol the pleasantest
n
took place last Monday evenseason
the
W
at the reaidence
Feb 14. at 8 o’clock,
Sarah E. Greely on Main atreet,
Miee Annie E. Kingsbury,
.hen her n.ece,
Sidney A. Goodwin were merthe immediate relatives of the
fti. Only
were present.
and
groom
hrde
waa charmingly gowned In
The bride
trimmed
I wbitc a ilk mualin, profuaely
aha oarried a
injh point laoe. and
bouquet of pink bride roaea. Her
were a pearl and ruby
or ml menu
and a corsage bouquet of white

IndCipt.

^Th

[uoich

freenias and fern.
etood agalnat an
The bride and groom
and under a canopy
effective background
berrlee. The
red
J
evergreen and
was
performed by Bev. R.
aremony
an impressive manner, the
B gethews In
uaed.
-tog eervice being
the guest a, led
After congratulations,
bridal party, adjourned tb the
he
3 the
_Lt.k.
el^aeaewtwel weUk
dining-room which was decorated with
white cut flowers and am Bax. A dainty
Mias Frances
loncheon was served,
Hale acting as
gelone and Miss Shirley
waitresses.
The esteem and affection in which the
are held were evidenced by
young couple
the profusion and choiceneas of the wedof china, household
ding gifts, the display
linen and silver being elaborate. Consilver waa a
spicuous among the gifts of
cake-basket of quaint design, which wan
presented by the wife of the late Or.
atmuel Greely to Mrs. Ann F. Greely, on
the occasion of tbe latter’s marriage fiftyseven years ago and which Mra. Greely
now re-presenta in turn to this young
...

f ptft,

BOOST! ElUworth

Food

Fair,

Feb. 22*26.

have spent a few weeks with friends and
relatives here, left Tuesday tor their home
in Seal Harbor.

.COUNTY NEWS.

INSURANCE

DEER ISLE.

enjoyable evening was spent by
in companies of established reputation I^can offer you at the lowest rates.
MiH Rom Thompson, who is teaching
neighbors at the home of A. P. Soper and
at
South
Deer
has
been
ill
this
Isle,
quits
wife, last Wednesday evening, ice-cream
O. W. TAPLEY,
Ellsworth, h/!».
week.
and cake were served.
INSURANCE
REAL ESTATE
INVESTMENTS
Feb. 14.
Herbert Joyce and wife, who have spent
D.
a few days at Dr.
Small’s, returned to At8ARGENTVILLE.
lantic Thursday.
Capt. John Bennett is at home for a few
Elmer Ball, of Eagle Island light staweeks.
tion, who was operated upon for appendiHon. Henry W. Sargent is in Boston citis last
wMk, is doing well.
this week on business.
Gapt. William H. Burns, of Swan’s
Mrs. Inez Grindle, of South Penobscot, Island, who has spent a few days in
town,
is the guest of Mrs. Clara Bowden.
left Wednesday for a short visit to Boston.
FOR SALE
William Higgins left last week for
Sylvanus Haskell, who has been at home
The Ewlngtoi
Philadelphia to join the schooner Gilbert a few weeks, left Friday to go to sea with house with
ell.
Brothers.
Oept. C. A. Haskell in schooner Jessie A.
Cuts'tenwns oftaywhichcould bee»iiiiy diVbKd: UqTmd TST W^d"5u3S TTiSSSSi
Miss Nina Hodgdon, who has been at Bishop.
summer home. Pleasantly situated and has floe shore privilege on sheltered oove, at the outlet o(
An

...

BAYSIDE.
Mr*. J, D.
batter.

Remick,

who

—

was

quite ill, is

Miia Clara Shorey visited her
mother,
Mra. Allred Smith, last week.
Mrs. Sophia Dodge has been working for
Mrs. Remick, while she has been ill.
School closed Friday after a ten-weeks’
term tanght by Miss Bernice
Lancaster, of
Lamoine.
Mrs. Oscar Remick, with
children, of
has been visiting her
parents,
Horace Marks and wife.
Thomas Weaver, who suffered a shock
two months ago, has so far recovered that
be was able to go to Ellsworth
Saturday
to see his physician.

Ellsworth,

Bayside has some very good neighbors.
One family was nearly out of
wood, and
the next-door neighbor gave her a cord or
more from her
land, two young men went
in and cut it, and another good friend
hauled It to the door.
Alfred Smith who, with his family, has
been living with Miss Amanda
Bailey
since his house was burned, last Novemhas
built
him
a
ber,
camp in bis woods
and moved what goods he saved from the
Are into it last Tuesday. Mr. Smith lately
married Mrs. Sarah Shorey, of Ellsworth.
Feb. 15.
Grit.
EAST SULLIVAN.
Schools closed Friday,

Misses

Miller
Harold

Real Estate and Insurance
C.W. & IT. L. MASON

Mrs. E. E. Cunningham’s, baa gone to
North Sedgwick.
Feb 7.
Sim.

Miss Bmta Haskell and Mias RlUa Sta-

__

Sherman Sargent
week.

was

in

Mrs. Jane Ashley is entertaining a
house party—her daughter and husband,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Fuller; granddaughter, Mrs. Lena Gorton, and great-granddaughter, baby Gorton, all of Massachu-

The public installation of the offloers of
Marine lodge, F. and A. M., was held in
Masonic hall Tuesday evening.
The
night was perfect and the largest party
ever gathered at a masonic
meeting here,
estimated at GOO, witnessed the beautiful
and impressive ceremony, which was ably
conducted by D. D. Q. M., M. D. Joyce,
assisted by Frank A. Gross as grand
marshal, and Melvin Thompson as grand
chaplain. Stonington orchestra furnished
music during the exercises, during banqueting hour and later at town hall, where
a ball was given to the public in general.
The hall was filled to its greatest capacity.
Refreshments were served in the banquet
hall, ten young men acting as waiters.
The officers installed were: W. M., Herman W. Small;S. W., Emery W. Pickering; J. W., Paul W. Scott; treasurer, Augustus O. Gross; secretary, M. D. Joyce;
8.D., Charles A. Pressey; J. D., Edwin A.
Pickering; S. S., Fred Joyce; J. S., Ernest
Pickering; chaplain, Melvin Thompson;
organist, Isaac H. Woodworth; tyler,
George A. Dow.
Feb. 14.
Rex.

Walter Nevells is spending the week in
Camden.
Laurence Grindle, of North Sedgwick, ia
his brother Roy.

visiting

Herbert Hooper has gone to Camden,
where he has employment.
Miss Lida Harkness has returned from'a
visit with friends in New York..
Misses Elizabeth and Constance Holden
left Monday for East Orange, N. J.
Mrs.

Frank Harding who has been
visting her daughter at Pittsfield is home.
Mrs. Jane C. H. Parker has returned
from Gardiner, where she has been teach-

BROOKLIN.

Mrs. Lonie Liscomb is very ill.
A. E. Clement is catting ice on Jordan’s

pond.

a rare

THE

bargain.

SEOROB

M.

Price upon application.

QUANT

CO.,

GENERAL INSURANCE.

REAL ESTATE.

weeks’ vacation with friends here.

Ellsworth last

A merry

boro.

Union river,

ples, who have just closed their schools at
Winter Harbor, are spending their three

ing.
Clark, Carleton, I'rann, and
Miss Annie Pert
has returned
to
party accompanied Captain and Noyes teachers.
Charles K. Foster’s where she is emMrs. Goodwin to the station where they
Sidney Doyle and Harold Hanna, with
ployed.
took the late train for a short wedding Mrs. Doyle and Mrs. Hanna, have been
Mrs. P. E. Hatch, of Islesboro, spent
tripcamping and fishing at Tunk, with good
Sunday with her husband, who is
success.
WILL NOT ABATE DAM TAX.
here in the artesian well busiMrs. Sarah Couglin and Mrs. Georgia J employed
ness.
Assessor* So Report oo Petition, and Robertson were called from Bangor by
Feb. 14.
Sim.
the serious illness of their brother, Henry
Give Their Reaeons.
SEAL HARBOR.
The Ellsworth board of assessors has Hammond, at his home in West Gouldsdescendant of the Greely family.

refused to abate the tax on the increased
valuation placed on the property of the
River
Power
Bar Harbor & Union
Co. for the years 1908 and 1909. The petition to the board, asking for such abatement, and signed by nearly 200 citixena,
has been returned to Mayor Simonton,
who headed the petition, with the reasons
why the assessors refuse to grant it.
The mayor and full board of aldermen
met
the assessors Saturday, when the
following communication was presented:

FIRE

22-6, ’10.

James Jones is quite ill.
Mrs. Clara Flye returned from Boston

#

H. E. Hooper end wife, who will spend
the net of the winter in Boston.

DRIVE BRIDGE

Mrs. Rose Young, with two children, of
West Goulds boro, is visiting her parents
here.

SCORE

The steamer Femsquid makes three
tripe a week here which greatly pleases
everybody.
Feb.

14._

H.

To Mayor Snnonton and other*:
We herewith return to you
signed by yourself snd board
snd 190 citizens asking the board of assessors
to abate the tax of the Bar Harbor A Union
River I’ower Co. for years 1906 and 1909, which
decline to abate, with our reasons for
seme.

First, There are some 1,195 or more voters
in the city; your petitioners represent about
one-sixth of the voters.

Second, The total amount of tax assessed
190H. *50.522.46; In 1909. #52,12392; your
petitioners’ part of the tax amounting to
•6*821.23, which would be about one-sixth of
in

assessed.
Our overlayings show a balance of
#863.67 which is inadequate to cover the
amounts asked for, #920 in 1906 and #960 in
1909, total f i,8H0 for the two years.
Fourth, the State assessors increased the
city valuation last year #98,000 and from our
conversation with them at the meeting at the
county buildings Aug. 18, it is our opinion
that the dam was one cause of the increase.
amount

Third,

They informed

us that we had no right to
abate any part of the tax, and
#100,000 was a
small valuation for the
property, to be taxed
for. bince
the
some of the

holding

petition,

signers have asked the board not to abate the
***•

Respectfully,

Ellsworth Me.,

8. P. Stockbuidoe,
Edward P. Loro,
H. E. Austin,
Assessors.
Feb. 12, 1910.

Feb. 15.

H.

Feb. 14.

Mel vina.

NORTH BROOKLIN.

Harold Qrindle and wife are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a daughter, born at Melrose, Mass., Feb. 6—Margaret Elva.

ISLESFORD.

Mrs. John Hall has moved to her

own

Ham and

wife are receiving
again.
congratulations on the birth of a son,
of
visited
his
Seaville,
Benjamin Cole,
born Jan. 31.
Mrs. Ham is doing nicely,
son Arthur Thursday.
but anxiety is felt for the baby.
Roswell Eaton is at home for a few days’
Miss Emma Jordan has gone to Bangor,
lease of absence from steamer Pemaquid. where she has
employment.
Roswell Eaton and wife are receiving
School closed Thursday, after a successa
daugh- ful term taught by Chester A. Douglass,
congratulations on the birth of
ter.
of Lisbon. Mr. Douglass is a student of
Miss Clara Freethey is home from Bates college, and has retuned to his
Providence, R. 1., where she has been school.
Feb. 7.
S.
teaching.
Lawrence Webber, of Stonington, is
MT. DESERT.
spending a few weeks with his grandPearl Bordeaux, who been ill of pneufather, Adelbert Seavey.
monia, is fast recovering.
of
entertained
home

Arthur

of Gardner
Hinckley, died at the home of her mother
Friday morning, Feb. 11, after an illness
of many months. Mrs. Hinckley was the
daughter of the late Horace and Nellie
Batcheler. She had made her home the
past year with her mother, by whom she
had been tenderly cared for. Mrs. Hinckley was a member of the Rebekah lodge at
Stonington where she lived several years.
She leaves a husband, a young son, on
whom the loss falls heavily; also a mother
and one sister
Mrs. Charles
Blake.
Services were held at Che home Sunday
afternoon, Rev. E. E. Small officiating.
The sympathy of the community is
extended to the family.
Feb. 14.
Une Femme.

_

Miss Ruth Roberts
many
her young schoolmates and friends Tuesday evening, it being her birthday.
There was no preaching in the chapel
Sunday afternoon. Rev. Mr. Small having
to attend the funeral of Mrs.- Louise

Hinckley.
Xenophon.

Feb. 14.
EGYPT.

Batcheler, wife

Louise

—

Miss Teresa Ward has gone to Boston to
fit herself for the practice of chiropody.
Katherine and June, children of A. C.
Julia Fernald, who have been very
ill of w inter cholera, are convalescent.

and

OTIS.
Hollis Salisbury, of Waltham, visited
his parents, Aaron Salisbury and wife, last

Miss Myra Kinerson has returned from
Bangor hospital, where she underwent a
serious operation. She is now doing well.
Feb. 14.
J. C.

Thursday.
Mr. Roulliard,

of

few weeks

home of his

the

Boston,

is

spending a
aunt, Mrs.

at
Opt. George Gault, of Lamoine, was a
SUNSET.
Eben Salisbury.
guest of George Jordan and wife.
“I shaved off
W.
H.
Small
is
Mrs.
visiting relatives at
my ifcnatache the other
Mrs. Arden Young w*as called to Castine
Percy T. Clark, of the U. of M. law Stonington.
and my wife didn't
know me."
jJjy
last week by the illness of her daughter,
That a
is visiting bis parents, James W.
school,
wife
off
her
left
nothing. My
Walter Eaton arrived home from Boston Mrs. Gilbert Leach. Mrs. Leach’s conphony curjgj switches, rata and hair pads, Clark and wife.
•fld 1 didn’t know her."
Saturday, Feb. 5.
dition being improved, her mother reMisses Edith and Sophia Clark, who
Mrs. Katie B. Stanley is visiting friends turned home with her son Daniel, who
have been on an extended visit at Birch
visited his sister last Friday and Saturday.
and relatives at Sunset.
<uftcrti0cihntts.
home.

Miss Addie Ingalls, of Bluehill, is visiting friends here.
George Carter, who has been working at
Presque Isle, is home.

FOB BALE AT THE

AMERICAN

Edwin Smith and Delmont Carter have

Coughs and Colds.
Catarrh,
in

Croup and Sore
Cured by Hyomel.

Throat

The germs of catarrh cannot exist
the same

tic

atmosphere

with

antisep-

liyomei (pronounce It Hlgh-o-me).

rieatlle

Hyomel and relief from car..
tnrrij, coughs, sore throat or cold will
come in two minutes.
Breathe Hyomel and that stomach
straining hawking in the morning will
<in'ck!y disappear.
t..i?athe Hyomel

and kill the caarrh
germs; heal the inflamed memHie discharge of mucous
• «ance’ 8toP
na prevent
crnata from forming in
the nose.
for a few minutes
Hyomel
a
da-v and forever rid yonraelf of
contemptible catarrh.
“r^the Hyomel—give it a faithful
if yon are not satisfied,
von
back
iats every-

Kfeathe

andttllen.

plete outfit cost but
S1.00 and consists
oi a hard
robber inhaler that will last
OM
bottle
of Hyomel and
Ull ?ears*
IQBtrDOtinni fnp
Jj g
MOODd
for visa
use.
11
a seconu
hnf»in8tr?0Hona
oottle of liquid Is needed
you can
bottle of Hyomel ln•?.•***
“alant
for SO cents.

fnli

Ef.

MI-O-NA

Cures indigestion
« relieves
,

Mrs. Evelyn Taylor, of New Y’ork, spent
the past week with her mother, MrB.
Mary Butler, at the Point.
Mrs.

Mary

West

has

returned from

Hancock, where she has been
daughter, Mrs. Hollis Linscott.

her

with

G.

Feb. 13.
__

NORTH BROOK9VILLE.
Mrs. William Cain is very ill.
Emory Snow is in Ellsworth for

few

a

days.
I. J. Cousins
business.

was

in

Belfast last week

on

Mrs. A. A. Ooodell was in Belfast last
week, the guest of John Collins and wife.
Mrs. Lela Doyle has gone to the Maine

general hospital

at

Portland for treat-

ment.

Lewis Green, a former resident of this
Bar
town, has entered the hospital at
Harbor.
Mrs. Lyman Curtis, with son Howard,
has been visiting her parents, C. B
^
Nichols and wife, two weeks.
C.
Peb. 14.

Parties have smarted a saw mill at
Dunham's point and have commenced !

forty

acres

have

purchased

of land and

a

of

tract

timber.

Feb. 11.

S.

Miss Bernice Lancester, who has been
at Bayside, is at home for a vacation.

teaching

Cousins and wife, of Bangor,
are
visiting their parents, Capt. S. P.
Cousins and wife.
Charles

William Bennett, while loading grain
on to his team at Ellsworth last Wednesday, slipped on the ice, breaking his leg
just above the ankle.
N.
Feb. 14.
BEECH HILL.
Everett Blanchard is
Mrs. Ella Mason.

cutting wood

for

were

seen

stomach misery, sour stem•c®. belching, and ernes stt stomach dis- byjl. D. Cunningham and William Gray
of A. P. Stover.
back. Large box of tab* last week, in the pasture
mon*T
2?
2T
■tts 00
Missos Lydia and Jennie Grindle, who
Dngglsts lu ai

!

BEECH HILL

LAKE.

mecca that draws
from every section of the State.
And no wonder! Such large and handsome catches of fish, since the season has
opened for the winter sport, never were
known. Not only the large salmon are
caught every day, but square tail trout,
pickerel and perch abound here. Nature
j&nd Uncle Sam have produced in this lake
one of the best tisning resorts in Maine.
The Salisbury brothers have been accomodating visitors, both in their own home
and at the new cottages.
John Watts has caught the largest
salmon so far. It weighed seven pounds.
Among the Ellsworth parties last week
fishing at the lake, Herbert Salisbury
made the best catch, six salmon and some
trout, pickerel and perch—in all about

Beech hili lake is the

crowds

j twenty fish.
Parties from Bangor and Orono, who
Mrs. Nell Richardson visited friends at were guests at Mr. and Mrs. Nathan
Trenton Wednesday.
Salisbury’s, carried home over fifty salmon
E. T. Richardson was in Bar Harbor last week.
Davis.
Feb. 14.
Wednesday on business.
Qamage Richardson, of Franklin, visited
daughter, Mrs. M. M. Lamp her, re-

SOUTH QOULDBBOKO.

his

cently.
Feb.

14._R.
UOU LD8BORO.

ll*ip.

j

EAST LAMOINE.

___

NORTH BLUE HILL.
Miss Enniee Dunbar has been confined
to the house during the past two weeks by
A cow-moose and two calves

They

work.

FISHING AT

Ernest Whitaker is very ill of pneumonia.

Mrs. Sarah Bunker spent
in Winter Harbor.

a

few days last

week

Henry Crabtree, wife and daughter, who
have been in Portland, are home.

Mrs. Joan Sargent is visiting relatives in
Winter Harbor and Birch Harbor.
A calf moose was killed just above the
Mias Jessie Bunker has returned to BosGouldsboro meadow last week, and half
the meat taken. The wardens have investi- ton after visiting her grandparents here.
the matter and seized the remaining
C. T. Hooper and wife were obliged to
If of the meat, but as yet no arrests have
move to Winter Harbor much earlier than
been made.
usual owing to the absence of their son,
Feb. 14.
Jbn.

Kted

OFFICE.

purchased phonographs.
Miss Lettie Carter, who has been teaching at West Tremont, is home.
Mrs. Roy Eaton, who has been visiting
her parents, went to Rockland Thursday.
David Bridges visited his sister, Mrs!
Lillian Lufkin, at North Brooksville re-

AMERICAN ADS
PAY BEST

cently.
Maurice Lufkin, who has been visiting
his grandparents, returned to North
Brooksville Wednesday.
Rev. E. A. Davis, of Lewiston, and Rev.
Mr. Sanderson, of Sedgwick, held a week
of meetings here last week.
Feb. 14.
B.

Wm. W. Brooks
BOOT and SHOE
REPAIRING
All kinds of Rubber Work warranted

St., Ellsworth
Staples Music Store

Main

Haven, Ct; P J McLaughlin (Br), for New
York, N Y.; U S revenue cutter Androscoggin.

over

Bass Harbor—Sid Jan 31, sch Minnie Slauson

In
lian

port Feb 10, schs John B Norris and Lil-

THE—

BORN.

CLARION.

EATON—At North Brooklin, Feb 7, to Mr and
Mrs Roswell F Eaton, a daughter. [Doro-

Whether it’s a range or a fur-

thy Lenora.]

nace—if it is a

“Clarion”, it is
requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by

ORINDLE—At Melrose, Mass, Feb 6, to Mr
and Mrs Harold A Orindle, formerly o
Brooklin, a daughter. [Margaret Elva.'l

sure

MARRIED.
CARLTON—ASHE—At Oouldsboro, Feb 14,
by Rev Qeorge W M Keyes, Miss Rae E
Carlton, of Sullivan, to Dallas C Ashe, of
Oouldsboro.
DONOVAN-MULLEN-At Springfield, Mass,
Feb 7, Miss Helen L Donovan, formerly of
Ellsworth, to Joseph P Mullen, of Springfield.
KINGSBURY
GOODWIN
At Ellsworth,
Feb 14, by Rev R B Mathews, Miss Annie E
Kingsbury to Capt Sidney A Goodwin, both
of Ellsworth.
MULHERN—PREBLE—At Sulliven, Feb 9, by
F A Noyes, esq, Mrs Lizzie Mulhern, of Machias, to Alvah H Preble, of East Sullivan.
NORWOOD-HUNTLEY-At Rockland, Feb
5, by Rev Bertrand P Judd, Miss Annie Belle
Norwood, of McKinley, to Charles De Forrest Huntley, of Rockland.

to meet every

J. P.

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street,

Ellsworth

—

recent

Harbor, are
Mrs. Walter Butler, of Franklin, spent
the past week with her husband’s mother,
Mrs. George Butler.

CENT EACH.

1

WEST BROOKLIN.

Wednesday.
Mrs. Cunningham, of Cherryfield, is visiting her son Foss.
Miss Beatrice Pierce is visiting friends
setts.
MARINE LIST.
Weston Gott and wife, who have been in
James Orcutt is somewhat shaken up, on Bear island.
Rockland, are home.
was
w
A
born
to Grafton Pinkbut it as not a family jar but the jar of
daughter
Hancock County Ports.
Maynard Blaisdell came home Thursfalling through the trap door into the ham and wife Feb. 13.
Southwest Harbor—Ar Jan 28, sch Margaret
Mr. Young, of Bar Harbor, is work- May Riley (Br)
day.
cellar at Harold Hanna’s. Mr. Hanna and
Morris Marshall has opened a pool rc □
Ar Feb 8, schs Alaska (Br), from St John,
ing for him in the blacksmith shop.
Mr. Orcutt had been down cellar, and tne
N B; P J McLaughlin (Br), from Parrsboro,
back of his barber shop.
door was left up. Stepping from the sitThe Center Harbor Rebekah circle gave N 8
Mr.
Orcutt
found
himself
back
Mrs.
Marcia
Ar Feb 10, U 8 revenue cutter Androscogting room,
Taylor, who has been ill of a ten-cent social at Odd Fellows hall Frithe petition in the place from which he came.
gin
typhoid fever, is oat again.
Sid Feb 11, schs Alaska (Br), for. New
of aldermen
day evening, which was well attended.
Liscomb is working for Mrs.
Irvin Clement.
Miss Inez

CARDS

ELLSWORTH

Steam

ALLEN—At North
Esther M Allen,

days.

—

PARTRIDGE
At Ellsworth, Feb 16, Saiah
Elizabeth, widow of John H Partridge, aged
84 years, 4 months, 20 days.
STUART—At North Hancock, Feb 15, William
A Stuart, aged 46 years, 13 days.
TOURTELOTTE-At West Ellsworth, Feb 9,
Nellie E, infant daughter of Percy and Effie
Tourtelotte, aged 5 months.
—

Bath Rooms.

PAY, NO WASH EE."

All kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called tor and delivered.

Sedgwick, Feb 10, Miss
aged 20 years, 9 months, 25

BOWDEN-At Orland, Feb 11, Miss Lillian
Bowden, aged 38 years, 4 months, 3 days.
QARLAND—At Ellsworth, Feb 13, Mrs Sarah
C Garland, aged 94 years, 5 months.
GRIFFIN—At Holyoke, Mass, Feb 15, Harriette Jackson, widow of Capt George K
Griffin, formerly of Ellsworth.
GORDON—At Week’s Mills. Feb 10, Harold F
Gordon, of North Sullivan, aged 36 years.
HALL—At East Sullivan, Feb 5, Wiley Hall,
aged 71 years, 7 months.
At Lynn, Mass, Feb 14, Lizzie,
HIGGINS
widow of Edwin K Higgins, late of Ellsworth, aged 78 years, 11 months, 11 days.
Interment at Nicolin. Feb 17.
HINCKLEY —At Brooklin, Feb 11, Louise
Batcheler, wife of Gardner Hinckley, aged
31 years.
MURCH—At Somerville. Mass, Feb 9, George
F Murch, formerly of Ellsworth, aged 63

Laundry and

“NO

U1KU.

H. B. ESTEY A CO.,
Ellswor th, Me
Estey Building. State St..

AT CUT RATES

DRUGS SeetSAS:

Send for catalogue of
Patent Medicine*. Toilet Article* and Rubber Goods

THEARA HILTON &
1

CO., Portland,Me.

;

KEEP YOUTHFUL

Excelsior Hair Dye
gives your hair

a rich, glossy color. Positive
colors assured.
Guaranteed under Pure Food
and Drug Act Package sent In plain wrapper
for #l. 8 different colors. Dk. Rudolph Mkrtin. Inc.
564 Washington St.. Boston. Mass.
Send postal for free information and circulars.

Professional CatBs.

J)R.

C.

E.

HOLT,

3t)bertisnnent0,
BANGOR,

TO THE PUBLIC.
We

DENTIST.

are Agents for Parisian Sage, and
We Know the Genuineness is
H.
Is Genuine.
SPECIALTY HADE OF
G. A. Parcher.
TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND
Parisian Sage, the quick-acting hair
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent of tbe Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of
invigorator, is guaranteed—
Portland, Me., lor furnishing Probate
To stop falling hair,
and Surety Bonds.
To cure dandruff.
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Drue
To cure itching of the scalp,
Store). Ellsworth, Me.
To put life into faded hair.
To make harsh hair soft and luxuriHARRY C.
ant,
To make hair grow or money back.
It is the most delightful hair dressing made, and is a great favorite with
ladies who desire beautiful and luxMAIN
STREET, ELLSWORTH.
uriant hair.
Price 60c. a large bottle.
Over Bijou Theatre.

ALICE

J>R.

SCOTT,

MASON,

DENTIST,

subscribers al 10 7
•f (JU 11 7 post-offices in Hancock county.
4(1 the other papers in the County comvined do not reach so many. The Ameri-

Lettie

A meric AN has

Anderson; medley, Elisabeth Oakes,

Lula J'rabtree, A. B. Crabtree and O. W.
were
Refreshments
charades.
Foss;
served after council closed. The chiefs for
Bessie
are:
term
this
Prophetess,
Emma
Ball;
Pocahontas,
Walker;
Powhattan,
Wenonah, Susie Stratton;
William McCauley; K. of R., Alice Crabtree; C. of W., Emma Merchant; K. of
W., Carolyn Foss; scouts, Clara Johnson,
Maude Stratton; runner, Lettie Anderson,
Emma Stratton; councillors, Lula Crabtree, Velma Stratton; warriors, Lydia Joy,
Elizabeth Oakes, Ella Wooster, Hattie
Martin; guards, Carolyn Stratton,
Merchant.
C*
Feb. 7.

not the only paper printed in
Hancock 'ounty. and has neverelaimed to
fee, but it i« the only paper that can propthe
erly be called a Co u NTT paper; all
rest are merely local papers. The circulation ) The Americas, barring the Bar
Harbor Record’s summer list, ie larger
than that of all the other papers printed

cas is

in Hancock county.

Berth^

COUNTY NEWS.

__

WEST SULLIVAN.

a

was

week-end

Visitor to Bangor.
Mrs. Cora Reed is visiting Mrs. George
Freeman in East Sullivan.
Miss .Minnie Bunker is in Millinocket,

employment.
Capt. J. K. Mitchell is spending
days in Cherrvfield and Milbridge.
where she has

few

a

Z. H. Wilbur has returned from Franklin, where he has been visiting friends.
An interesting Lincoln service was carried out at the Methodist church Sunday

evening.
Dr. Phillips
tended the
in Bangor.

Purdy atChapman-Alexander meetings
and

Rev.

Mr.

Miss Hamblin, assistant teacher in the
high school, was a guest of Mrs. Bessie
Gordon Monday.
Miss Ella Mitchell, who has been; em-

months,'

in town several

ployed

turned to

re-

tives.

Bar Harbor.

Havey

A. B.

has

returned

and

wife,

of

The fishing season opened with a rush.
Sidney Ash. of Gouldsboro, brought out
a fine string of trout and salmon, the larg-

have

Caribou,

spending

after

home

few

a

Havey.
W. H. Moore and wife, of Prospect
Harbor, are spending the winter with
their daughter, Mrs. H. H. Havey.

]

weeks with B. B.

Miss

Over

Susie

has

returned

spending^

Harbor after

Prospect

*wS

Counti,

-»vt»

<1 her

weighing

est

j

five

about

pounds,

from

But if the correspondent

Flanders pond.

is any judge,
Deputy-Sheriff Patten is
high line for the first day’s fishing, since
what he landed

to

on

few

the earth

or

was

like

nothing

under the earth

ever seen

or

in

po£M

the

two-weeks’ visit with her daughter, Mrs.
H. G. Foss, at Medford, Mass.
Invitations

are

out for the annual

them.

ready

mas-

24.

ball to be held at town hall

on

“A Farmers’

Nation;

a

Side-

present.
A large gathering
of
members
of
Omaha tribe and guests, the members of
Elinee council, greeted Mrs. Ida Jenness

Moulton, of Beverley, Mass., at town hall
Thursday evening, in her presentation of
**The New Mayor”, founded on “The
Man of the Hour.
Mrs. Moulton inpersonated fourteen different characters
with wonderful

ability.
A pleasant meeting of Elinee council
held Wednesday evening, Feb. 2,
was
its fifth aniversary, and was observed
with appropriate exercises. The program
consisted of history by Clara Johnson;
prophecy by A. B. Crabtree; reading,

Frank Bradbury
on business.

iBtSicaL

Some

greatly

missed

by

was

in

Bangor

last

week

Certain^

Ellsworth

a

those in

A

son was

born to

Mr. and Mrs. John

Farnsworth Feb. 9.

George S. Hardison is doing quite a
business lumbering this winter.
C. E. Smith and Millard Springer have
out a car load of box lumber for shipment.
Charles E. Smith and E. J. Rollins have
their slaughter-house completed and are

People Fully

Realize It Now.

buying cattle, calves, etc.
Feb. 14.

Ch’e’br.
NORTH FRANKLIN.

Fred Woodworth, of Bar Harbor, is visiting his father, W. W. Woodworth, who
is very poorly.

When the back aches from kidney ills.
When urinary troubles annoy you.
There’s
A

a

Miss Verna L. Lawrie is at home from

certain way to And relief;

Littleton, where she has been teaching.
Mrs. Rnby Bragdon is visiting relatives

way to be cured.
Doan's Kidney Pills will do it.
snre

spring7.

of

this village, and

Feb. 14.

sympathy

of

an

infant

with ulcers

on

son,
C.

meetings

a

DEDHAM.
Miss Ethel Fogg ia visiting relatives
ia
Brewer.
J. L. Fogg, of West Eden, is visiting his
brother, F. W. Fogg.

George Perkins, of Dorchester, Mass, is
visiting his father, J. L. Perkins, whois
ill.
Mm. Horace Lovejoy and Mrs. \v.
Loveioy, of Old Town, are guests of 11

Burr'll

and

wife.

f
P

Clifford L. Bnrrlll has left the Maine
in such an elaborate J
be unamimously voted an Central institute, Pittsfield, td accept a
in the Bnckaport national hank
honorary member. The last meeting, Feb. position
Feb. 7.
B.
7, was with Mrs. Charles Small, where ;
there was a great deal of merriment over
achfrt
isthmus
the cards drawn for partners. Miss Pear- j
son was the artist. The refreshments were
to

delicious.

B.

Feb. 14.

revival

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
OBITUARY.

Thursday, Feb. 3, after a short but painful illness, Capi. Seth Hatch, a<fed seventyeight years, passed from this life to that
beyond. A loyal friend and a kind neighbor, his loss will be deeply felt, not only
in the immediate vicinity of his home, but

|

his eye.

Mrs. Nettie Moon Robinson is home
from Boston for a short vacation.
Mrs. Eugene S. Coombs, of West Frankwas a recent guest of her sisters, Mrs.
John Butler and Mrs. Charles Butler.

Feb. 7.

lin,

CAPE ROSIER.

Capt. E. C. Kosebrook, who is spending
the winter at Northeast Harbor, is home
for a short visit.

OBITUARY.

Messenger.

Spec.
CRANBERRY ISLES.

News of the death of Harold Forrest
Gordon, which occurred at the home of
his brother Frank, at
Weeks' Mills,
brought sorrow to many hearts here.
Deceased was the youngest son of the late
Sarah Hardison and Lafayette Gordon, and
was born in this town thirty-six years
ago. Most of his life had been spent here,
except when engaged in teaching school.
A few years ago he was employed for a
time in a store at North Jay, but was

Miss Cora Jordan spent the week with ;

Fred Hutchins and wife, of Belfast, visited Charles Crockett last week.

Harvesting ice is the order of the day.
Aboat 150 tons will be cut at Fresh pond.

Mr. Smith, of Belfast, has accepted the
relatives, returning to her home at Seal ;
position as superintendent of the farm on
Harbor Saturday.
Holbrook's island.
Miss Minnie Spurling, of Islesford, was
Orville
Veague has gone to Boston,
the guest of her aunt, Mrs. Ezra D.
where he has a position as engineer of a
Lurvey, last week.
F. A. Johnson and w ife arrived this
from Gloucester, Mass., where they
have been for three weeks.

yacht.

Eugene Jordan bought
at Belfast last week.

week

obliged

A pleasant surprise party was given
Mrs. Augustus Birlem Monday evening.
Whist and flinch were enjoyed by the
merry party, and delicious refreshments
were served.
Feb. 7.
Rooney.

a cow

of

Martin

Gray

Blanchard Gray aud wife w ill move to
their home at New Haven, Conn., April 1.

Stops Lameness
Mach of the chronic lameness
in horses is due to neglect.
See that your horse is not a),
lowed to go lame. Keep Sloan’s
Liniment on hand and apply at
the first sign of stiffness.
It’s

wonderfully penetrating
goes
relieves the
right to the spot
soreness—limbers up the joints
—

—

and
and

makes

Mr. G. T. Robertt of Resaca, Ga.,
R.F.D. No. I, Box 43, writes
! haw
used your Liniment on a horse for «w«•wy and effected a thorough cure. 1 ah
so removed a spavin on a mule.
This
spavin was as large as a guinea egg. in
estimation
the
best remedy for lamemy
ness and soreness is
—

Sloan's
Liniment
Mr. H. M. Gibbs, of Lawrence. Kims.,
R.F.D. No. j. writes:
“Your Liniment is the best that I have ever used.
—

1 had a mare with an abscess on her nek
and one 50c. bottle ot Sloan’s Liniment
entirely cured her. 1 keep it around all
the time for trails and small swellings
and for everything aboat the stock.'1

Sloan’s Liniment
will kill a spavin,

Edith Howard is working for Decatur

The local fishermen are on Echo lake
for trout. Oscar Seavey is high
line so far, bringing in six handsome fish.
Friends of O. J. Hysom are glad to know

Feb. 12.

he is

much

improved

health that he
will be able to go on the road again in the
spring with his dry goods cart.
Feb. 7.
Briar.
so

GOTT’S ISLAND.

William Trask and wile and Mrs. Frank
A. Babbidge, went to McKinley Wednesday on business.

M.

BASS HARBOK.
WEST TREMONT.
Mrs. A. D. Moore is visiting Iriends in
The house of Robie M. Rumill narrowly
Bar Harbor and Ellsworth.
escaped being burned Sunday morning.
The fire caught in the attic from a defect ; Len and Shirley Galley have rented the
in the chimney. But for the prompt as- Benson store, and will put in a stock ot
sistance of neighbors, all would have been groceries and meats.
Howard Kelley, who has been In Bangor
lost. As it is, much damage was done
lor some time, visited his parents last
both by fire and water.
Miss Mamie Bennett, of Manset, is vis- week. He expects to go to Bar Harbor
soon, where he has employment.
Mrs. Katie Reed.
*bb.7.
X. Y.Z.
The young people gave Miss Lettie Gar-

re-

a

sure

and speedy
for fistula,

sweeney, founder
and thrush.

Price 60c. and $ 1.00
SlMW'e

t>»<.k. »>•
aherp
ami

bwrtr*. rattlr.
paal try
AMrrat

aa4
frr«.

Dr. Earl S. Slorn,
Boston, Mass.. V. S. A.

WALTHAM.
■ Mrs. Arville Jordan was called to Brewer
Saturday by the illness of her daughter,
Mrs. Harriet Archer.
The sewing circle met with Mrs. Belie
Haslem Thursday.
Mrs.

Luella Peterson, of Ellsworth, is
uncle B. F. Jordan.

visiting her

in

Chips.

is

Fair,

Hollis Salsbury met with a painful acciCapt. Daniel Norwood, in schooner
Lillian, landed Ireight tor Philip Moore ! dent by jamming his hand at the mill recently.
Wednesday.
Mrs. W. B. Hastings is visiting relatives
Wood choppers have coAmenced to boat
wood Irom Placentia.
Feb. 11.

splint,

or

remedy

Feb. 22-2G.

in

Charles H. Harding and wile, who have
been visiting at Atlantic, are home.

And sun and stars forevermore have set,
The things which our weak judgment here
have spurned.
The things o’er which we’ve grieved with
lashes wet
Will flash before us out of life’s dark night
As stars shine most in deeper tints of blue.
And we shall see that all God’s ways are right
And how, what seemed reproof, was love
most true.”

BOOST! Ellsworth Food

curb

duce wind puffs and
swollen joints, and

G.

_

fishing

muscles elastic

the

pliant.
Here’s the Proof.

Gray.
Hugh Manson and wife celebrated their
twenty-second wedding anniversary Saturday evening. Many friends attended
HALL QUARRY.
and a pleasant evening was enjoyed.
Mrs. Lydia Perry is home from West
Rev. Daniel Gray is holding services at
Sullivan, where she has been for the last the Methodist chapel.
three months. All are glad to see her.
Mrs. Martin Gray is quite ill.

“Sometime, when all life’s lessons have been

Feb. 14.

no

meeting with

at other parts of the island w here his bu»i
ness called him.
Old and young were always welcome at
hi9 fireside, where his ready wit and keen
On Tuesday, Feb. 8, Mrs. Elizabeth sense of humor made him the best of comNo one ever asked help of him in
Smallidge celebrated her seventy-seventh pany. and
many are the voluntary deeds of j
birthday by inviting all her children to vain,
kindness which testified to his thoughtspend the day and evening with her. fulness of others.
Those present were Mrs. C. A. Milliken,
Many years ago he became a member of
Mrs. Geneva Milliken, Joseph Smnllidge, the Methodist church at South Deer Isle,
and has ever since held positions of trust
Jesse Smallidge, wife and little Frances, therein. It is hard to see how bi9
place is
and Mrs. Mary J. Hammond, who is to be filled, either in the chnrch or in the
all bis sufferings his
community.
Through
the
winter
with
Mrs.
Smallidge.
spending
faith never wavered and no one heard him
One son, Capt. Charges Smallidge, of
utter a word of complaint at the hardness
Gastine, and one daughter, Mrs. Percis of bis lot.
He is survived by a wife and two chilof
Bar
were
unable
be!
to
Ober,
Harbor,
of Cambridge, Mass., and
present. Each guest, as well as neighbors dren, Galen,
of this place. During the fiftyand friends, presented her with some Hattie,
two years of his married life he was ever a
small token appropriate to the day. To kind and tender husband, and to his chilall
present it was a very enjoyable ; dren a fond and indulgent father. In
their great bereavement they have the
occasion, and all wish her many happy sympathy
of all who knew him. —Deer
returns.
Isle

all.

_

visiting their children.
Feb. 7.

—

spar and the body buried at sea.
He leaves a widow, who was Miss Edith

in East brook.
Ellsworth people endorse this claim.
Miss Marion Bragdon is visiting her
E.
Frank
Fernald, Ellsworth Falls, Ells- aunt Mrs. Idis
Bracey, who has been ill ter a surprise party Saturday
worth, Me., says: “1 am such a strong with throat trouble.
evening.
advocate of Doan’s Kidney Pills that I
Cake, cocoa, candy and oranges were
Feb. 7.
T.
served.
A
time
is
saver miss an opportunity to recommend
good
reported.
Feb. 7.
Thelma.
them and have never learned of a case
ORLANO.
where they have failed to give satisfacMiss Lillian Bowden died Friday even- | Rev. Alfred Bishop went to Gott’s island
tion. For two or three years 1 was bothing, aged thirty-eight years. Besides her Friday to hold a meeting that evening,
ered by attacks of backache. The misery mother, Mrs.
Emerson Bowden, she leaves
a
varied at times from a dull ache to sharp
sister, Mrs. Lanra Gray, and two
WHAT BACKACHE MEANS.
Bowden and Charles
brothers,
Emery
twinges, and often I could scarcely stoop.
Bowden, all of Or land. The funeral was
Generally backache means that the kidneys
It 1 sat down it was hard for me to get up, held
Sunday afternoon.
are diseased.
If they are, do not waste a moand I was in doubt aa what to do for the ;
ment, but begin at once a treatment with
Kid
the
of kidney and backache
nets,
greatest
trouble. 1 had read a great deal about
remedies. Delay may mean a ratal ending, so
POOR, FOOLISH WOMAN.
Doan’s Kidney Pills, and aa they were aaid
do not delay.
Druggists and dealers sell
She is trying to improve her complexion by
Kidnets at 80c. a box, and guarantee satisto be a sure care for backache, I Anally usings face
cream when the trouble is in the
factory results.
If she does not read this tell her,
decided to give them a trial. I procured a blood.
some one, that Lane’s
the great laxative
supply at Moore’s drug store, and the use and regulator, movesTea,
Mr. B. A, Kelley, Belvidere, 111., writes os:
tLe bowels each day,
of one box effected a care. I had a slight driving out all impurities from the blood and “I am an ex-engineer with 22 years, active
clear and beautiful skin. Druggists service to my credit. About three years ago
making
return of my trouble some time after, but and dealers sell Lane’s Tea. SSc. a
my kidneys were affected so that I had to give
package.
op my engine. First I was tronbled with seagain Doan’s Kidney Pills relieved me.” I
vere, aching pains over the hips. Then folPrice 50 cents. ! More people are taking Foley's Kidney lowed inflammation of the bladder, and
For sale by all dealers.
It
is
the
considered
most
Remedy every year.
Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, New York, effective
specks appeared before my eyes. A sample
remedy for all kidney and bladder of Foley’s Kidney Pills that I tried, so benetroubles that medical science can devise. fitted me, that I bought more. I continued to
sola agents for the United States.
Kidney Remedy corrects irregulari- take them, until now I can safely testify they
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take Foley’s
ties, builds up the system, and restores lost have made me a sound and well man.’* G. A.
ao other.
PAXCtfUK.
i vitality. O. A. Pabcmbb.

Boston.

Herbert Hardison and Walter Colby,
who have been in the woods for
Stephen
Jordan, come out Thursday. Mr. Jordan
has more cut than he can haul this winter, on account of lack of snow.

Locates Lameness
Simply bubo the Umbe with Tattle * Elixir; tir?
foe Uu little water Water*. That* when yoM
When there a os I* mm— the nait

watch

^Szs
colic, founder .or
wtttoooTfSttS*i*bc52»of °°

.The bMK atgn ofrpertn,lemwiMi.
throMh. rweUtaga

•hoe

or

“*

ifioul4
<UJ i+»

■r

Miss Sadie Jordan, who has been ill for
time, has been taken to Ellsworth
to the home of her sister, Mrs. Charles H.
Curtis. Her mother, Mrs. Susan Jordan,
accompanied her. Mary and Llewellyn
will go to their aunt’s in Eden. All are

Tuttle’s Elixir

aiJtrrtiannnUB.

But Lig Md Bedy Wash.

some

It a the b— hone tnenraaer poaethte. A—eenre W
that handicap and »

eohe and *11 ran man ailment*
cnaa* Iheralaeof roar bore*.

_

SALISBURY COVE.
Mrs. Ralph Robbins, who has been very
ill, is improving under Dr. Phillips’ care.
It is hoped by her many Iriends that an
opera.ion will not be necessary.

_

)

in the

entertaining

manner as

The grammar, intermediate and primary
schools closed Thursday, after a successeach
ful term
in
department. The
Deer
teachers—Miss Breta Haskell, of
Isle, Mrs. Lila M. Bunker, of Prospect
Harbor, and Miss Rilla Staples, of Atlantic
returned to their homes Friday.
E.
Feb. 7.

falling

who have the

in

At its recent

Lent.

Mrs. Clarence Kimball, Mr. Kimball did

the

of
South
Mrs.
Abbie Gouldsboro,
Gouldsboro, is visiting her brother, B. E.
Tracy.
Rev. Mr. Trites, pastor of the Southwest
Harbor Baptist church, was in town last

The schooner Elizabeth Gilbert, arriving at Norfolk from Portland Thursday,
reported that the mate, Albert Teuton, of
Prospect Harbor, had been killed by a

Over,

The whist club will hold

through

Mrs. Joan Sargent, of South Gouldsboro,
is the guest of Mrs. I. B. Foss.

Drew

hospital Saturoay.

The lenten service Friday evening was
held in the rectory parlora.
Stella and Nellie Bartlett went to Southwest Harbor Feb. 13 to attend the funeral
Much
of their ancle, Capt. John Dix.
sympathy is felt for the bereaved family.

Waldron Sargent, of Sorrento is visiting
relatives here.

Elder

Harbor

Bar

the

Mrs. Arthur Stanley went to the Bar
Harbor

WINTER HARBOR.

assisting
meetings.

at

hospital.

W. Rumill will go to Augusta this
week to take Reginald Murphy, oldest son
of William and Mary Murphy, who was
taken insane the past week from the
effects of the grip.
Thelma.
Feb. 14.

week

_

Nora Sinclair is

L.

to give up work on account of
failing health.
At the age of eighteen he united with
the Methodist church here, and later was
of
Kittery; Woodbury, of Lamoine; transferred by letter to the Congregational
Tilden, of Trenton, and Gardiner, of this church at Long Island, where he taught
for some time.
place, with whom she made her home.
The funeral services were held at the
She was a member of the Baptist church,
and had always been a great help in the church here Sunday afternoon, Rev. C. A.
church work. Her children were all with Purdy speaking words of consolation to
her at the last except Mrs. Closson and the deeply-bereaved sister and brother.
Alonzo. Her sister, Mrs. Hannah Copp, His sister, Mrs. Agnes Hall, was priviof Trenton, was also with her when the leged to minister to him at the last. The
K. of P. lodge, of which deceased was a
end came.
Rev. P. A. A. Killam, of Ellsworth, member, was largly represented at the
preached the sermon and she was laid to funeral. Beautiful flowers were in profusion, bearing there silent messages of
rest beside her husband.
love and esteem. “Lead, Kindly Light”
Feb. 14.
Are.
and “I Shall Know Him” were beautiWEST FRANKLIN.
fully rendered by Mrs. J. K. Mitchell and
Mrs. Asenath Springer is in poor health. Mrs. Oscar Hysom, with Mrs. Harvard
S. S. Scammon has a good crew sawing Havey as organist, interment was at
Bay View cemetery, Franklin.
birch at his mill.

on

One

support

Mrs. Bowden had been in failing health
for some time, and was confined to her
bed for six months before she died. She
is survived by seven children—Benjamin,
of Portsmouth, N.
H.; Mrs. Almeda
Closson, of Independence, Mo.; Mrs.
Vietta Duffy, of South Bluehill; Alonzo,

American Political History”.
Mr. Googins is always warmly received
here, and it is expected that many will be
talk

hard to

kind neighbor, ever
trouble. She alsmile and a pleasant word for
was

help
a

w orked

everyone. She will be
old and young.

Music

grange,

She
to

ways had

Feb.
by Kelley’s orchestra of four
pieces. Supper will be served. Herbert
Young is manager.
George E. Googins, of Bar Harbor, will
deliver a lecture at the town hall Tuesday
evening, Feb. 22, for the benefit of Pamola

querade

home up and

family

One

Feb.

_

last week with friends here.

of the

Welter

The W. T. I. society gave a drama,
“Sunbonnets,” at the K. of P. hall Thursday, Feb. 10. Owing to bad travelling
there was not a very large audience.
Proceeds |15.

Its shape was some- BOOST! Ellsworth Food
Fair,
thing like an eel, its color black, its exFeb. 22-20.
almost
human.
Mrs. F. E. Pettingill entertaiued the pression
H.
Feb. 7.
whist club at a bridge valentine party
NORTH SULLIVAN.
were
The
decorations
Monday evening.
MARLBORO.
John Butler is improving in health
hearts and cupids with pretty favors, and
Eben Kingman is quite poorly.
invitations were extended to twenty.
slowly.
Howard Clough, of Ellsworth Falls, is
Refreshments of heart-shaped dainties
Mrs. Hattie Wooster has been seriously
working for G. O. Treadwell.
were served with punch and cocoa.
ill, but is improving.
and
son
Lewis
Mrs.
Abbie
Willey
spent
The Golden Rule society will hold an
William Wooster has had a serious time
few

return

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

F. W. Lunt, who is in the commission
business in Boston this winter, made a
short visit home last week.

Harbor.

a

a

year0"

the

days
all-day session at the home of Mrs. H. H.
Wesley Ford has moved his family from
Havey Wednesday. At its last meeting
the
following officers were elected: North Hancock into the John Anderson
vice- house, which he expects to buy.
Mrs. S. E. Phelps;
President,
president, Mrs. H. H. Havey; secretary,
OBITUARY.
Mrs. Forest Haskell;
treasurer:
Mrs.
Mrs. Abigail Bowden, a highly-esteemed
James Havey.
citizen, died Monday, Feb. 7, aged eightyVox Populi.
Feb. 14.
two years. Her husband, Enoch Bowden,
died about thirty years ago, and left her
HANCOCK.
with a large family of children. She kept
Mrs. A. B. Crabtree is home from a I

hoping for Ilia* Jordan'* speedy

and

MARIAV1LLE.
day lot week the teem which
Clarence Brewer i*
lumbering on ku
Wagner wee driving becked over
One of Mr. home lot. Chester Nevels, of Green" i.Z**
en embankment end upeet.
Uk*'
him.
la
bone
by
the
employed
Wagner’a erme wee broken,
El wood Froat haa had an
The W. T. I. society met with Mrs. Otis being splintered, which makes a bed
operation
F. Bruce’s Thursday.
Ingalls Feb. 11. There were eleven mem- fracture. He is doing as well as could hia neck, the third wihtin the past
Miss Bernice Dunn, of Franklin, has bers and three visitors
present. The be expected.
C. R. Goodwin’a grandson is
visits
concluded her visit here and left Sunday.
society will meet with Mrs. O. W. Lunt
James Smalledge ha* returned home to them. Their son Carl ia at home
Miss Susie Over has returned from West Feb. 18.
mother.
winter
his
this
from
with
them
while
stay a
Boaton, their
Sullivan, where she has been making an
Mrs. Mildred Clancy, with two children,
Mrs. Kentish Smalledge, who fell on the Edwin and Will are in Boston and Harr»
extended visit.
Their
who has been at the home of her mother,
ia
away.
daughter, Mrs. Con
ice some time ago, remains about the same.
The young people spent a delightful Mrs. Sarah A. Heed, the past two weeks,
Holyoke, of Bangor, ia spending* the w,».i.
Mr. Winslow is having the ground put
In
Cal.
ter
Pasadena,
E.
Cleaves’
Head
at
W.
in
Owl’s
Wednesday returned to their home
evening
in order to build a house in Sylvan City.
furand
music
A
Thomaa Hanscomb and wife ere
candy pull
evening.
Thursday.
Bawi;
7.
PROSPECT HARBOR.

J. Harvey Grant, of Harrington, was at
L. P. Cole’s Sunday.
(
James Hill and wife were guests at W.

waters of the earth.

with friends here and at Sullivan

weeks

to come

to tde storm

School closed Friday, after a successful
Miss Rena Hooper has gone to Jamaica
Miss
term of nine weeks in both rooms.
Plain, Mass.
of the primary grade, has comMiss Dorothy Noyes, of West Goulds- j Harriman,
pleted a fine record of fifty weeks. Pupils
boro, is visiting her aunts, Mrs. Johnson
and parents desire her return.
and Miss Hall.
Capt. Daniel Deasy and wife celebrated
Miss Beatrice Johnson is spending three
Lincoln day with a large dinner party.
Theoher
with
vacation
weeks’
parents,
The Deasy residence is well arranged for
dore Johnson and wife.
large parties, and the guests were deAlfred Haskell and Mrs. Haskell are livlightfully entertained with cards and
ing with their daughter, Mrs. Eugene music. Miss Dunn sang several selecHanna, during the winter.
tions.
The benefit ball and sociable for George
There was a large attendance at the R?d
with
a
a
Freeman was
pleasant affair,
Men’s installation Thursday evening.
the
good number present, considering
Eight delegates were here from Franklin
stormy night.
to install the officers. The ceremony of
Walter Estabrooks turned the little fin- installation followed some excellent floor
ger of his right hand recently, putting it work by the working team of Baskahegan
out of place and tearing the ligaments, tribe, which was much enjoyed.
which will put him out of commission for
W. F. Bruce and wife entertained an
some time.
evening party Tuesday. Music furnished
who
is
Seal
of
Alvin Stinson,
Harbor,
delightful entertainment. Mr. and Mrs.
pleasantly remembered here as a boy, has Ray and Miss Over composed the orchesat
been spending several days fishing
tra, while Miss Dunn charmed all with
Tank. Mrs. Stinson has been with her her solos. Ice-cream and
cake were
relabrother, Fred L. Orcutt, and other
served.

relatives here.
F. E. Pettingill

’h

(JOUNTY NEWS.

beck Saturday. Owing
and high wind, he did not
get back, so there were no services at the
Methodist church Sunday.

expecting

NE\v5>0

nished entertainment.

EAST SULLIVAN.

Miss Winifred Smyth is at home from
Sorrento.
Thad Smith, of Hancock, is visiting
Mrs.

iUUiNll

j

A dime sociable was held at the home ot
N. Rich Thursday evening lor the benefit ol the Sunday school. The social was
postponed one week on account ot the illness ol Mr. Rich.
Feb. 12.
Spbc.
S.

1

j

_

SEAL COVE.
The Tuesday
evening service was
omitted last week, the pastor, Rev. E. A.
Trites, having gone to Winter Harbor, to
assist in special services.
N.
; Fob. 7.

|

_

1

Most disfiguring skin eruptions, scrofula,
pimples, rashes, etc., are due to impure blood.
Burdock Blood Bitters is a cleansing blood
tonic. Makes yon clear-eyed, clear-brained,
| dear-skinned.—sd.l.

This

contractor got results.

Some yean ago a contractor build*
a railroad in a warm
climate was
troubled a great deal by sickness
among the laborers.
He turned his attention at once to
“*5
“gd »nd found that they were
getting full rationa of meat and were
“Jinking water from a stream near by.
He issued orders to cut down the
Amount of meat and to increase
greatly
the quantity of Quaker Oata fed
to the
mg

men.

He also boiled Quaker Oata and
.**}* ^ oatmeal water with
drinking water. Almost instantly
all sign* of stomach
disorders
and hu men showed a decided passed
improve*

5J1*
their

mentm strength and
spirits. This contractor had experience that
taught him
the great value of
good oetmeaL

The
sue

aw was small;
>*» al*o

10c for regular
packed in Urge
family packages at 26c.
g
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CASNOW

—Dr. H. Ha under*. The members of the
sapper committee were Mrs. W. A. Walker, Mrs. Fred Connor, Mrs. Charles Devereux and Mrs. Arthur Connor.
The drama, “Willowdalc,”
given at
Emerson hall on Saturday evening
the

NEW'S.

COUNTY

BLl’BiHJUU
P°°r h'*1111'
L- l’»rker to
* tin
i. home from
Orindle
A.
Jennie
vacation.
on * short
baa been installed at the

rnfby
telephone
E. Fullerton.
JdenceofK.
Dunbar
sold
M»yo
Parker Point
ill property
Cochran, of Baltimore.
tne

has
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to

at
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„
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normal
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NORTH CASTINE.
Mrs. Gilbert Leach is ill.

grip, is

the

on

Voice (from within the UxicabJ— Shay
how mach do I owe ye? “Sever
dollars and fifty cents, sir.” “Well, sha>
back up ’til ye come to thirty cents. That’i
all I got.”

flanking,

oat.

Massachusetts, to

John P. Leach, of Camden, was in town
business a few days recently.

on

Walter Ordway, who has spent several
weeks with his family
here, has returned

is what your money will earndf
invested in shares of the

Albert Ward well, who is being treated
for throat trouble, is improving.

the

of five thousand
dollars; and summon the said defendants (if
they may be found in your precinct) to appear before our Justices of the supreme Jadl
cial cotirt. next to be holden in Ellsworth
within and for our county of Hancock, on the
second Tuesday of April next, then and there
in our sain court to answer, unto Union Trust
Company, m Ellsworth, a corporation existing under ti.e laws of Maine, and located at
Ellswoith. Hancock county, Maine.
In the plea of the case, for that the said
defendants, Rufus H. Sabine and Lucy I. Sabine, at Melrose, to wit: said Ellsworth, on
the first day of February, a. d. 1007, by their
promissory note of that date, by them signed,
for value received, jointly and severally
one Geo. M. Warren to
pay him, or
is order, the sum of thirty*six hundred dollars with interest six months from the datethereof, and the said Oeo. M. Warren thereafterwards, to wit: on the same day, endorsed
and delivered the said note to the plaintiff, by
reason and in consideration whereof, the said
defendants then and there became liable and
promised the plaintiff to pay it the same
amount According to ihe tenor of said note,
and the plaintiff avers that said time of payment has elasped.
Yet, though often requested, the said defendants have not paid said sum but neglect
so to do, to the damage of said plaintiff (as
it says) the sum of five thousand dollars,
which sball then and there be made to appear
with other due damages. And have you there
this writ with your doings therein.
Witness, Wm. Penn Whitehouse, justice of
said court at Ellsworth, this niuth day of October, in the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and nine.
John F. Knowlton, Clerk.

Mrs. Frances Devereox is at home after
absence of several months.

NORTH PENOBSCOT.

Irgal Notict*.
To all persons interested in either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in Midi
for the county of Hanoock, on the fl/it
day of February, a. d. 1910.
following matters haying been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be ;iven to all persons interested
by causing a copy of this order to be nablished three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, In said county, that they may appear at a probate oourt to be held at Ellsworth, in said county, on the first day
of March, a. d. 1910, at ten of tlie clocfc
in the forenoon, and be heard thereon if they

[L. S.]
Hancock fb.:—To the Sheriffs of our counties
or either of their deputies,
GREETING:
command you to attach The goods or
"VV®
▼ T
estate of Rufus H. Mabine and Lucy I.
Sabine, both of Melrose, Middlesex county,

an

q#

legal Notice*.
STATU OF MAINE.

choofer,

Frank E. Witham, who has been ill of

bp
greatly enjoyed.

was

It showed a great deal of work
part of the students.
Feb. 14.

McOouldrick. district snperinWill five the Bute examination
Bi-hi.. *«-»■

K

students,

COUNTY NEWS

value

THE

set cause.

John Malone, late of Ellsworth, in said
Massachusetts.
Mrs. Eugdne Cnnningham, of Bucksport,
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
Large game has been in evidence re- visited at Wilbert Ordway’s last week.
said deceased, together with petition for proChase. Ida Morse and cently. George Shedd saw a large moose
Augustine Wardwell, who cut his knee
bate thereof, presented by Carrie E. (HarriMisses Mildred
A NEW SERIES
their schools a few days ago near Cadwell C.
dosed
have
gan)
Monroe, the executrix therein named.
while
chopping in the woods, is at work Is now
Grays
■iMisn McIntyre
Ellen Hayes, late of Eden, in said county*
open. Shares, Ml each; monthly pay
the school premises. He shook his head at
having
completed
deceased. A certain instrument purporting
ick,
George again.
Ml
Eromlsed
ments,
per share.
to be the last will and testament of said deand George stood
transfixed, thinking
Mrs. Augustus Coombs, of Castine,
ceased, together with petition for probate
friends of Mias Esther of the future. A cow moose and two visited her mother, Mrs. Mary
thereof, presented by P. F. Flanagan, the
WHY
PAY
RENT
Bluehill
T„e
Conner,
executor therein named.
to hear of her death calves were seen recently.
when you can borrow ron your
last week.
•lien acre saddened
George Tirrill, late of Dedham, in said
ve
a
first
and
shares,
gi
mortgage
The friends of Mrs. Almeda Hutchins
Miss Allen was a graduate of
county, deceased. A certain instrument purreduce it every month? Monthly
Miss Annie B. Conner closed her school
porting to be the last will and testament of
and interest together
will be glad to learn that she is
academy.
payments
said deceased, together with petition lor prorecovering in Penobscot last Friday, and is home for
Bluehill
will amount to but little more
bate thereof, presented by Sarah C. Tirrill*
returned from from her recent illness. She is spending the winter.
than you are now paying for
the executrix therein named.
Mis W. I. Partridge
in
and
about
the
ten
rent,
winter
years
you
her
with
her
Mrs.
sister,
visiting
sister,
Robert Gerry, late of Ellsworth, in said
Henry
E. H. Carpenter, superintendent of
will
Bsnaor Feb. 12, having
county, deceased. Petition that Chat lee W.
and attended the re- Grindle, of Castine. All hope to see her
or some other suitable person be
schools, visited the schools here last OWH YOUR OWN HOME.
jjn p w. Bunker,
Gerry
apback
in
the
in
her
few days.
spring
administrator of the estate of said
usual.health
nvisl meetings a
Wednesday.
For particulars Inquire of
Sointed
eceaaed
and
presented by Charles W. Gerry, aon
spirits.
Charles
Rev.
and
W.
1 Ar bn X
O.
ilCC
McBride
Taplby,
and
H.
heir-at-law
j,
of said deceased.
Sec’y,
Frank W. Dunbar left Tuesday for PortHjv, w.
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.
There will be an article in the warCaroline M. Rice, late of Cranberry Isles, in
pulpiU Sunday
A. W.'Kwo. President
land to Join the schooner Hockamock for
Hirer*0 re exchanged
said county, deceased. Pstitlon that Wilbert
rant for the approaching town meeting
attended
theChapmanA.
Rice
or
some other suitable person be apa fishing trip.
motning. They
pointed administrator of the estate of said
In Bangor last week. to see if the town will build or purchase
atomtseintniss.
Alexsnder meetings
deceased, presented by 8«th H. Rice, htir-atJ. E. Blodgett and wife were the
Capt.
a building for a town hall.
The
old
hall
law of said deceased.
had a large crew of
Andrew Orindle has
Julia A. Patten, late of Bucksport, in said
has been some time falling into disgrace guests of M. C. Devereux and wife, of
in cutting, haulNotice.
deceased. First account of Theodore
West Penobscot, last week.
county,
Ben and teams employed
as a public storehouse and fitting
object
H. Smith, administrator, filed for settlement.
STATE OF MAINE.
ice the past week. The
storing
md
contracted with the City of Ellsing,
Mrs. Cora Worcester, of Dark Harbor,
Frankie
M. Joidan, late of Orland, in said
for
the
attacks
of
vandalism.
Hancock ss.:—Supreme Judicial Court.
worth to support and care for those who
HAVING!
comes from Wood’s pond.
county, deceased. First account of Charles
In vacation. Ellsworth,
supply. »» usual,
Feb’y 11. A. I). 1910.
The correspondent has received a copy with her children, is the guest of her may need assistance during the next five
J. Dunn, administrator, filed for settlement.
a
the
within
Ordered:
That
writ.
the
of
the
Upon
academy gave
years and are legal residents of Ellsworth. I
The-, nior class
Stephen Smallidge, late of Mount Desert*
parents, Wilson Bowden and wife.
of the Standard published in Ogden, Utah,
forbid nil persons trusting them on my ac- Plaintiff give notice to the defendants to apin said county, deceased.
Feb. W in town ball,
First account of
pear before the Justice of our Supreme JuUnc entertainment
School in the Dunbar district, taught by count, as there is plenty of room and accom- dicial
the eloquent address of Dr. A.
Augusta A. Hmith and Fred A. Foster, admincontaining
Court,
to
be
of
at
holden
Ellsworth,
"Bob”,
odations to care for them at the City Farm
filed
for
settlement.
istrators,
consisting of the presentation
Miss
Hattie Dunbar, closed Friday after a house.
within and for the county of Hancock, on the
S. Condon before the Caledonian society
M. J. Dbummey
Asa B. Young, late of Dedham, in said
A Double Deception’’. They
second Tuesday of April. A. D, 1910, by pub»nd al*
deceased. First account of Aimena
of the of local t$cots in memory of Robert profitable term of ten weeks. The closing
over $23.
lishiugan attested copy of said writ and this county,
H.
Young, administrauix, filed for settlehid h c ’d house, and cleared
order thereon, three weeks successively in the
Burns.
The doctor is not only a great exercises were enjoyed by several visitors.
Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed in
of
the
roll-call
Baptist
annual
The
Edwiu C. Parker, late of Eden, in said counlover of poetry, but a real poet himself, Harry, Arthur and Marie Wardwell were
Ellsworth, in our county of Hancock, the last
In the evendeceased. First account of Olivia J, ParFeb. 1«.
STATE OF MAINE.
With the
Chun b «ill be held
publication to be thirty days at least prior to ty,
and has a wealth of expression at once not absent during the term.
ker. administratrix, tiled for settlement.
the second Tuesday of April next, that they
will be held at
IL.8.1
service
public
William B. Quimby, late of Ellsvvoith, in
exception of two Summer terms, Miss Hancock ss.—To the
beautiful and inspiring.
there
and
then
in
our
said court appear said
members of the
Sheriffs of our counties, may
Dunbar has taught the school continuana answer to said suit.
county, deceased. First account of Edthe Church, to which the
Feb. 7.
H.
or either of their deputies,
mond J. Walsh, administrator with the will
GREETING:
Wm. P. Whitehoitse,
annexed, filed for'settlement.
ously for four years.
Congregational society are cordially incommand you to attach the goods or
Justice of the Hup. Jud. Court.
WEST BROOKSVILLE.
Feb. 14.
L.
cited !!■ '. Dr. Day, ot Rockland, will
WE estaieof Rufus H. Sabine, ol Melrose, A true copy of the writ and order of court Maria T. Scammons, late of Franklin, in said
to

g£U«-

j|,tw’eek.

Pauper

■

deliver an address.
Keb. 11. _

Food

BOOST: Ellsworth

M

j

Fair,

j

Feb. 22-2«.
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CAST1NE
Miss Carrie Parker held a bridge party
Thursday evening. Delicious refreshmenu were served.
on

Mrs. C. H. Hooper is spending a few
in Portland with her daughter,
Mrs. Sana Whitney.

weeks

Parker Fuller, of Rockland, came on
Monday, end on Tuesday morning he.
M. Vofeli and Frank Bowden,
with J
started for their camp in Orland fot
several days.
A basket ball game at Emerson hall

Saturday evening

between

Searsport

and

Charles Henry Korn ham has moved into
Grace Lord house.

NORTH

the

Capt. A. B. Holt made a business trip to
Sedgwick last week.
Mrs. Wellington Barbour, of Foxcroft,
The child born to Eugene Blake and
visited her old borne here.
wife, Jail. 16, has been christened Law- recently
Miss Sprague, of Mil bridge, has been
rence Avery.
Barker Blodgett has nine men in the the guest of Mrs. Lena Hagen the past
woods cutting 100 cords ot pulp wood, week.
The school entertainment Wednesday
which he will land on Wasson’s wharf.
was
a
pleasant affair. The
Capt. William Stevens has cut thirty- evening
follows:
Recitations, Mary
live cords of tire wood which he will land program
Lewis
Smith, May Kittredge,
in his dooryard as soon as the sledding Tripp,
Ruth Tripp; a farce, “My Jeremiah.” Each
improves.
part was well taken, and the play was
Feb. 7.
Tomson.
The parts were taken by
very amusing.
John Austin, of Rockland, is spending Forrest Richardson, Hazel Kelley, Josethe winter with his brother Robert,
phine Linscott, Lester Young and Lewis
James Davis, of Boston, is in town, Smith. Phonograph selections by Langcalled here by the illness of his mother, don Hodgkins were interspersed during
Ijiuchlin Davis and wife have returned
from a two-weeks’ visit in Boston.

_

j
j

the program.
Feb. 14.

Mrs. William Davis.

locals, was won by Searsport. ;
Mrs. Sallie H. Hawes, after several
Monday night the locals went to Sears- months at her old home here, left last
port and last another game.
; week for Somerville, Mass.
Miss Winifred Gray, a student in the
Ellery Anderson, formerly of Belfast,
normal school, has been seriously ill ol : died suddenly at his home in Charleston,
appendicitis, -aturday she was removed S. C., recently. Back in the ’80’s for sevto the Belfast hospital, w here she bad
eral years he was chief engineer of the
a successful
operation. All hope for a steamer May Queen, plying between this
speedy recovery.
i place, Castine and Belfast. Mr. Anderson
U.
Feb. 8.
was well known and well liked by all
The executive committee of the Maine along the Penobscot bay.
Tomson.
Feb. 11.
Pharmaceutical association has decided tc
Ustine

Advertisers in THE

meeting of the association
.«• July b, 7 and 8.
at CaThe committee
voted to
cure some pbramacist of national r* -iuic to give a lecture at thia
Mi
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;
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Craw

ford is ill.

1

Weeks is spending a few
i.cr daughters in Lowell,

•*.
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II.

Cloason

foot

his
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BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
BAR HARBOR ...lv
Sorrento.
Sullivan.
Mt DesertFerry.
Waukeag 8 Fy.
Hancock.
Franklin Road
11 00
Wash'gt’n June
11 07
ELLSWORTH
Ella worth Falls
11 12
Nicolin.
Jll 25
11 35
Green Lake
til 42
Phillips Lake..
11 50
Holden.
12 09
Brewer June
BANGOR.ar 12 15
i P M
Portland.ar I 4 50
Boston.ar | 8 00
BANGOR TO BAR

quite

severely Saturday.
L. II. Billings and Bentley Grindle are
smelting. They report fair catches.
Pearl Cooper, of East Bluehill, is soon to
move his family into the R. H. Condon

Mrs. Lela York has returned from East
II. C.rpcn'er, after spending several
! Bluehill, where she has been caring for
*
in town, returned to Boston on
j Mrs. F. F. Webber.

Richardson, who has spent
»•’'
* ks
in New
York, returned
h
...rsday.
Mi
Annie Cunningham, of Boston, is
spending a few days with her grandmother. Mrs. E. Cunningham.
Mrs.

George

several

Patterson

in

days

spending
Bangor attending the

Alexander-Chaptnan

meetings.

been
teaching the past winter term of school in
Knox, returned home Thursday.
Mi->s

Martha

is

Harmon,

who has

A successful meeting was held by the O,
E. 8. chapter on Thursday evening. Supper was served'at 6 o’clock, after which
the degree was conferred on one candidate

Worthy

Mrs. Robert Ladd, who has spent some
months with her brother, James Grindle
has returned to West Brooksville.

Boston.

School in District No. 3. closed Feb. 4,
successful term of ten weeks
after a
taught by Miss Myrtle Tapley, of West
a
box
school had
Brooksville. The
supper, with aociil games, etc., Saturday
evening. Proceeds, $4.70, for benefit of the
school.
A.
Feb. 7.

Portland.

of Our Most

Reputa-

mother,

Feb. 11.

able Concerns.

Mrs.

il
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M
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10

12 40
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Reduced

Winter Fares,

*3.00
Between Bar Harbor and Boston
I

_

It you suffer from chonic or habitual
constipation, or the associate or dependent chronic
ailments, we urge you to try
Rexall orderlies at our risk. Remember
you can get them in Ellsworth only at our
Store. 12 tablets 10 cents; 38 tablets 26
cents—The Rexall Store.
E. G. Moobe,
cor. opp. postoffice.

with Mr.
Eugene Leach and wife are
Leach’s parents, R. 8, I-cach and wife, for
a short time.
Feb. 14.

Steamer Bootlibay leaves Bar Harbor 10 0
m, Monday* amt Thursdays for Seal Harbor,
Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor. Mansct,
Stonlngton, North Haven and Kockland, connecting with steamer for boston.
a

Steamer Catherine leave*- Bluehlll 9 CO a m,
and Thursdays for South Blueh'.l),
Brooklln, Sedgwick, lieer Isle, Sargentvllle,
South Broofcsvllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland,
connecting with steamer for Boston.

Mondays

RETURNING
New turbine steel steamer Bel fait leaves Boston at 5 i> m, Tuesdays and Fridays (or Rock-

_

Leave Kockland

sm

at

5.15

a m, or on

arrival of

steamer from Boston, Wednesdays and Saturdays for Bar Harbor, Bluehlll. and Intermediate landings.

te
....

w

O. A. Pabchbr.

thereon.
Attest:—John F.
STATE

OF

Knowlton, ClerkMAINE.

County

ok Hancock ss.: —Feb. 10, 1910.
on execution wherein Janies
Robinson & Co a corporation duly

TAKEN

A.
in-

corporated and located and having its principal place of business at Bangor, Penobscot
county, Maine, is plaintiff, and William J.
Johnston, of Amherst, Hancock county,

Maine, now commorant of Bar Harbor, in
said county, is defendant, and will be sold at
public auction on March 17, a. d. 1910, at 2
o’clock in the afternoon, at the sheriff’s office,
at the jail in Ellsworth, in said county, all
the right which the said William J. Johnston
has or had on Sept. 10, 1909, at 6 o’clock and
twenty five minutes in the afternoon, that
being the time when tne same was attached
on the original writ, to redeem the following
described mortgaged real estate situated in
the town of Amherst, county of Hancock, and
8late of Maine, to wit:
1. Beginning at the northwest corner of
Elijah Richardson’s home lot near the store
occupied by William J. Johnston: thence
running easterly by the line of said Richardson’s land to the 8. W. corner of lot No. 39;
thence northerly by line of lot No. 39 to the
center of the main road leading from Amherst Corner to Aurora; thence westerly and
southerly by the center of said road to the
place of beginning, containing two acres
more or less, with the buildings thereon.
2. A certain lot or parcel of land situated
in Amherst, countv and State aforesaid,
conveyed by Philander Fletcher to Jeremiah
T. Giles, by deed dated October 27, 1881, and
conveyed by said Giles to William J. Johnston by deed dated October 14. 1885, recorded
in volume 204, page 529, of the registry of
deeds for Hancock county, State of Maine,
bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Beginning at a post on the south side of the
county road near said Fletcher’s well; thence
running westerly by said county road twenty-nine rods to the county road leading to
Mariaville; thence southerly by said road
one hundred and sixty rods to a stake; thence
east four degrees south thirty seven and a
half rods to a stake; thence northerly four
degrees east one hundred and fifty rods to a
stake; thence east four degrees south fifteen
rods to a stake; thence north ten rods to the
first-mentioned bounds, containing thirtyone and a half acres, more or less.
Said real estate is subject to a mortgage
given by the said William J. Johnston to the
Union Trust Co. of Ellsworth, dated Aug. 71908, and recorded in the Hancock county
registry of deeds, book 451, page 440, on which
there is said to be due about eleven hundred
dollars.
F. O. Silsby,
Sheriff.

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.
Supreme Judicial Court.
In vacation. Ellsworth, Feb’y 11, A. D. 1910.
the
within
writ, Ordered: That
Upon
the Plaintiff give notice to the Defendant to appear before the Justice of our Supreme Judicial Court, to be holden at Ellsworth, within and for the County of Hancock,
on the Second Tuesday of April A. D. 1910,
by publishing an attested copy of said writ
and this order thereon, three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newsCounty of
paper printed in Ellsworth in our
Hancock, the last publication to be thirty
days at least prior to the second Tuesday of April next, that he may there and
then in our said Court appear aad answer to
Wm. P. Whitkiiousb,
said suit.
Justice of the Sup. Jud. Court.
A true copy of the writ and order of court
thereon.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
—

county, deceased. First account of Alice H.
Scott, executrix, filed for settlement.
Andrew J. Jordan, late of Orland. in said
First account of Merrill
county, deceased.
Trust Company, executor, filed for sett'eraent.
Abby M. Fulton, an insane person of Southwest Harbor, in said
county. Petition filed
by John B. Redman, guardian, for lice nse to
sell certain real estate of said ward, as described in said petition.
Wellington R. Pendleton, late of Eden, in
said county, deceased.
Petition filed by
Charles W. Sargent, administrator, for license to sell c-rtain real estate of said deceased, as described in said petition.
Giles H. Sargent, late of Mount Desert, in
said county, deceased. Petition filed by Walter Sargent and Roderick D. Sargent, administrators, that an order be issued to dihtribute
among the heirs of said deceased, the amount
remaining in the hands of said administrators upon the settlement of their first account.
Sarah E. Young, late of Hancock, in said
county, deceased. Petition file 1 by Rufus H.
Young, administrator, that ar order be issued
to distribute among the heirs of said deceased, the amount remaining in the hands
of said administrator, upon tne settlement of
bis first account.
Edward P. Currier, late of Sedgwick, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Sarah A.
Currier, executrix of the estate of said deceased, that the amount of collateral inheritance tax upon said estate be determined by
the judge of probate.
Hiram Blaisdell, late of Orland, in said
deceased.
Petition that Alpheus H.
county,
Blaisdell or some other suitable person be
appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Alpheus H. Blaisdell,
son and heir-at-law of saia deceased.
Frances B. Grindle, late of Orland, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Norris L.
Grindle. administrator, for license to sell certain real estate of said deceased, as described
in said petition.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
STATE

OF

MAINE.

Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the first day of February, in the
year
o! our

Lord

one

thousand nine hundred and

ten.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament
and one codicil of
JOSEPHINE B. TILTON, late of BOSTON,
in the county of Suffolk, and Commonwealth
of Massachusetts, deceased, and of the probate thereof in said Commonwealth of Massachusetts, duly authenticated, having been
presented to the judge of probate for our said
county of Hancock for the purpose of being
allowed, filed and recorded in the probate
court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Hanof March,
to the first day
cock, prior
a. d. 1910, that they may appear at a probate court then to be held at Ellsworth,
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
o'clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
any they have, against the same.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the orieinal order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.

A

NOTICK OF FORECLOSURE.
E. C. Newcomb, of Bucksport, Hancock county, Maine, by his
mortgage deed dated twenty-filth day of
September, a. d. 1908, and recorded in Hancock county registry of deeds, book 453. page
131. conveyed to W. C. Conary, of Buckaport,
said county and State, certain real estate thus
described in said mortgage:
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
Verona, said county, and bounded, beginNOTICE OF FOKECLOSlIKK.
ning at the center line of Verona Island at
John Howard Snyder, of N. E. corner of land of Hattie Hutchings and
Winter Harbor,
Hancock county, Uriana Abbott; thence westerly by said
Maine, by his mortgage deed dated the first Hutchings’ and Abbott’s land about eighty
day of May, a. d. 1903, and recorded in the rods to land of Manly Abbott's heirs; thence
registry of deeds for Hancock county, book northerly by said heirs’ land about twenty
STATE OF MAINE.
393. page 105. conveyed to me. the under- I rods to laud of Peter Abbott; thence easterly
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
signed. a certain lot or parcel of land with all by said Abbott’s land about eighty rods to Ellsworth, in and for said
county of Hancock,
the building thereon, situated in Wiuter Har- said center line; thence southerly by said
the first day of February, in the year
bor aforesaid, and described as follows, center line about twenty rods to point of on
of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
namely:
starting, being same premises conveyed to me
Being that certain tract or parcel of land by Addie A. Bassett by deed recorded in HauCERTAIN instrument purporting to be
I known as and included in the William Hand cock registry of deeds, book 425, page *‘93.
a copy of the last will and testament of
homestead
lot, situated on the north side of
And whereas the condition of said mort| the town road
JOHN
STEWART KENNEDY, late of the
known as Main street, congage has been broken, now therefore, by reacity, county and state of NEW YORK,
; taining sixty-six and one-half acres, more or
son of such breach of condition, I claim a
1 less, subject to all the exceptions and reserforeclosure of said mortgage
deceased, and of the probate thereof in said
; vations therein contained; for a more comstate of New York, duly authenticated, havBucksport, Me., February 12. 1910.
W. C. Conary.
plete description of the premises reference is
ing been presented to the judge of probate
i hereby made to the mortgage deed hereinfor our said county of Hancock for the purAnd
whereas
the
condi! above referred to.
pose of being allowed, filed and recorded in
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
the probate court of our said county ot Han| tions of said mortgage have been broken, now
therefore, by reason of the breach of the conTITHEREAS Lilia A. Hutchins, of Penob1
claim
a
foreclosure
of
said
ditions thereof,
scot, county of Hancock. Slate of
fV
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
1 mortgage and this notice is given for that
Maine, by her mortgage deed dated the 26th all persons interested therein, by publishing
! purpose.
of
and
recorded
in
vol.
a copy of this order three weeks
1903,
December,
day
successively
Dated February 12, 1910.
400, page 457, in the Hancock countv registry in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
Jesse K. Mitcuell.
of deeds, conveyed to George M. Warren, of printed at Ell*worth, in said county of
I.,
his
Crabtree.
attorney,
Harry
By
Castine, in said county and State, a certain
Hancock, prior to the first day of March,
lot or parcel of land s.tuated in said Penob- a. d.
a
1910, that they may appear at
COM MISSIONKUS’ NOTICE.
scot. and bounded as follows: On the west by
court then to be held at Ellsworth,
probate
the highway leading to Orlaud, on the north in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
Hancock ss.:—Bucksport, Maine. January 28
and east by the iaDd of the late Wm. G.
o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
a d. 1910.
Heath, and on the south by land once owned any they have, against the same.
the undersigned, having been dul>
and occupied by Willard Bowden, containing
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of Probate.
appointed by the Honorable Edward one and a half (Dy) acres more or less, with
A true copy of the original order.
E. Chase, judge of probate within and foj ! all
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
buildings thereon.
said countv, commissioners to receive and de- I
And whereas the said mortgage deed and
cide upon the claims of the creditors of Julia
debt thereby described was sold and duly asSTATE OF MAINE.
late of
A.
Patten,
Bucksport, in saic signed
by the said George M. Warren to Celia
county, deceased, whose estate has beet Alexander,
Hancock ss:—At a probate court held at
of Castine, in said county and
represented insolvent, hereby give pub- 1 State, by deed of assignment dated
in
and for said county of Hancock,
Ellsworth,
4th
the
lic notice agreeably to tbe order of the
day of November, 1904, and recorded in said on the first day of February, in the >ear of
said judge of probate, that three months from
Hancock county registry of deeds, in vol. 45n, our Lord one ’housand nine hundred and ten.
and after January 4, 1910, have been allowed
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
page 473. And whereas the condition of said
to said creditors to present and prove theif
a copy of the last will and testament of
mortgage deed is broken and s'ill remains
claims, and that we will uttend to the duty asnow therefore, by reason of the
SAMUEL
M. DOWNS, late of ANDOVER,
unperformed,
signed us at the office of W. C. Couary, al breach of the condition thereof, the underin the county of Essex, and Commonwealth of
said Bucksport, on Monday, April 4,1910, at 1(
claims a foreclosure of said mortgage
signed
of
said
of the clock in the forenoon
Massachusetts, deceased, and of the probate
day.
deed and gives this notice for that purpose.
thereof in said Commonwealth of MassachuGuy W. McAlister,
Jan. 28, 1910.
Celia Alexander.
setts. duly authenticated, having been preEdward L Bkazley,
W. E. Whiting, her attorney.
By
sented to the judge of probate tor our said
Commissioners.
county of Hancock for the purpose of being
filed and recorded in the probate
subscriber hereby gives notice that allowed,
subscriber hereby gives notice thal
court of our said county of Hancock.
it has been duly appointed executor
he has been duly appointed adminisThat notice thereof be given to
Ordered,
of the last will and testament of
trator of the estate of
all persons interested therein, by publishing
MARGARET A. LEACH, late of BUCKSa copy of this order three weeks succesFRANK W. THOMPSON, late of PENOB
sively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaPORT,
SCOT,
at
Ellsworth, in said county
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds per printed
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
of Hancock, prior to the first day of March,
the
terms
of
being
said
will.
All
All pergiven bonds as the law directs.
required bydemands
a.
d. 1B10,
that they
at
may
sons
against the estate of a probate court, then to be held
having demands against the estate persons having
at Ellsworth
said deceased are desired to present the same
of said deceased are desired to present the
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
for
and
all
indebted
thereto
settlement,
are
same for settlement, and all indebted tkeietc
o’clock in the forenoon, and ihow cause, if
requested to make payment immediately.
are requested to make payment immediately
any they have, against the same.
Kenduskkao Trust Co.
Cyrus K. Bridges.
EDWARD E. CHASE. Judge ot Probate.
Feb.
1910.
H.
E.
5,
Collett, Secretary.
Penobscot, Feb. 9, 1910.
By
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
subscriber hereby gives notice thai
subscribers hereby give notice that
she has been duly appointed administhey have been duly appointed executors
subscriber hereby gives notice that
tratrix of the estate of
of the last will and testament of
he has been duly appointed adminisDANIEL R. HAOERTHY, late of BUCKS
trator of the estate of
NAHUM B. GRANT, late of HANCOCK,
PORT,
ALBERT BLAISDELL, late of ORLAND,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law direcis.
All per- in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
sons having demands against the estate ol
given bouds as the law directs. All person!
bonds as the law directs
All persona
having demands against the estate of saic said deceased are desired to present the
aving demands against the estate of said
same for settlement, and all indebtedtheretc
deceased are desired to present the same foi
deceased are desired to present the same for
are requested to make payment immediately
settlement, and all indebted thereto are resettlement, and all indebted thereto are reOrlando W. Foss.
quested to make payment immediately.
quested to make payment immediately.
Carrie M. Hagkrthy.
Roxanna W. Grant.
Howard H. Blaisdell
1910.
Feb.
Feb.
8,
Hancock,
3,1910.
Bucksport,
Orland, Feb. 3,1910.

WHEREAS,

WHEREAS,

[

A

WE,

A

our

cate persons.

Middlesex county, Massachusetts, to the
value of two hundred dollars; and summon
the said defendant lit he may be found in
your precinct) to appear before our justices
of the supreme judicial court, next to be
holden in Ellsworth, within and for our county of Hancock, on the second Tuesday of
April next, then and there in our said court
to answer unto Union Trust C ompany, of Ells*
worth, a corporation existing under the laws
of Maine, and located at Eilsworth, Hancock
county, Maine.
In the plea of the case for that the said defendant at Castine, to wit: said Ellsworth, on
the tenth day of April, a. d. 1909, by his
promissory note of that date by him signed
for value received, promised one tieo. M.
Warren to pay him or nis order in one month
from said date the sum of twenty dollais, and
the said Geo. M. Warren tbereafterwards, to
wit: on the same day, endorsed and delivered
the said note to the plaintiff, by reason and
in consideration whereof the said defendant
then and th=re became liable and promised
the plaintiff to pay it the same sum according to the tenor of said note, and the plaintiff
avers that said time of
payment has elasped.
And also for that the said defendant at Castine, to wit: said Ellsworth on the seventeenth
day of March, a. d. 1909, by his promissory
note of that date, by him signed, for value
received, promised one Geo. M. Warren to
pay him or his order the sum of sixty dollars
in two months from the date thereof, and the
said Geo. M. Warren thereafterwards, to wit:
ou the same day, endorsed and delivered the
said note to the plaintiff, by reason and in
consideration whereof the said defendant
then and there became liable and promised
the plaintiff to pay it the same snm according to the tenor of said note, and the plaintiff
avers that said time of payment has elapsed.
Yet, though often requested, the said defendar t has not paid said sum but neglects so
to do, to the damage ol said
plaintiff (as it
says) the sum of two hundred dollars, which
shall then and there be made to appear with
other due damages. And have you there this
writ with your doings therein.
Witness, William Penn Wbitehouse, justice
of said court at Ellsworth, this 9th day of October, in the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and nine.
John F. Knowlton. Oierk.

j

G-

Anita Higgins is at George E. Closson’s.
remedy fails to completely
who has been seriously ill,
relieve you of constipation.
We take all Mrs. Closson,
the risk. You are not obligated to us in is slowly improving.
Mrs. Elsie Jordan and son Guy spent
any way whatever, if you accept our offer.
and her
That’s a mighty broad statement, but we Friday with Mrs. J. A. Chatto
guest, Josie Harding.
mean every word of it.
Could anything
Mrs. Otis Conary went to Bangor last
he more fair for you?
week to s6e her sister, who is at the
A most scientific, common-sense treat- Eastern Maine hospital ior treatment for
ment is Rexall Orderlies, which are eaten iritis.
cFeb. 14.
like candy. Their active principle is a receut scientific
is
that
odorless,
discovery
WEST SURRY.
colorless and tasteless; very pronounced,
Mrs. Joan S. Ober is very feeble.
gentle and pleasant in action, and parMrs. I. E. Lufkin, who bad an ill turn
ticularly agreeable in every way. This
ingredient does not cause diarrhoea, nau- one day last week, is better.
sea, flatulence, griping or any inconvenAlbert Wiilins, of Orland, visited his
ience whate rer. Rexall Orderlies are parparents, Hollis WillinB and wife, Saturday
ticularly good for children, aged and deli- and Sunday.

trial,

7

M

EAST SURRY.

We pay lor all the medicine used during

the

5

Boston and St John.
Passengers are earnestly requestly to protickets before entering the trains, and
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to
especially
Ellsworth.
F. E. BOOTH BY,
General Passenger Agent.
MORRIS MCDONALD,
Vice President & General Manager.
Portland, Me.

Condon has gone to Sedgwick
her

1 04
1 10
P

cure

illness.

spend two weeks with
Jasper Allen.

t6

I2e46

t

den.

Mrs. S. B.

6

12e39

e

Mrs. Inez Urindle has gone to Sargentville, to visit her sister, Mrs. Clara Bow-

to

12e31

east of

Friends of Mrs. Isaiah Bowden arc glad
recovered from her severe

by One

1

t6

Stops on signal to conductor,
Stops only to leave pa-seugers from points
Washington Juuct on
a Stops to leave but uot to take passengers.
These trains connect at Bangor with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland,

few weeks at her home here.

to know she has

An Offer Backed

10

lv

5

I2el0

12e23

I

Belle Wight, of Waltham, Mass., is
a

.lv

t5
15

Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.28
p m, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.07 a ra, 10 52
p. m. connect with Washington Co. Ry.

School closed Friday, Feb. 11, after a ten
weeks’ term taught by Miss Lilly Binder.

Confidence.

5
5
5

..

Carl Urindle is still confined to the
house, but is gaining slowly.
The willing workers met with Mrs. O.
M. Perkins Wednesday evening.

spending

of
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There was a series of battles,
with mjich slaughter on both sides. I
watched for a favorable opportunity
to regain my own comrades, but none
occurred. The truth is my captain
By M. QUAD.
At last the whole
was watching me.
brigade to which i belonged was sur- [Copyright. 1909, by Associated Literary
Press. J
rounded and captured.
The main reason why Fhlllip HutchI realized that 1 was in a precarious
situation. Ail depended upon my com- In son found himself a bachelor still
municating with the general who had at the age of forty was because he had
What was an ideal and because he had never
sent me on my mission.
my horror to learn that he had been
found her. He bad looked and longed
killed in one of the recent battles.
and hoped, but she had not crossed his
not
on
All now depended
being
my
path. She did not until after his forfailed
this
rue,
hope
recognized, but
tieth birthday. Then fate or fortune
knew
me
who
man
for an enlisted
or something else smiled on him.
saw
me
Ue
was one of our guard.
Mr. Hutchinson was strolling up
The capand informed my captain.
Fifth avenue, New York, when his eye
tain came to see me, took me away
from the Confederates and preferred j caught a photo In a showcase. There
charges against me for desertion and she was—the counterfeit of the woman
fighting against the United States.
he had carried In his mind for thouThe battles were ended for the time sands of
days! Her hair was down,
to
me
martial
try
being, and a court
and she was draped as an angel. How
There
could
was speedily convened.
the photographers get on to the angel
be no greater offense in an army than
business without going to heaven is
the double one of desertion and bebusiness. You can
ing captured with arms in one's hands none of the public's
I told my story, j take their angels or leave them. This
on the other side.
and, as I expected, it was not believed. \ particular angel, as near as the old.
My captain’s testimony against me liachelor could figure out. had blond
I spoke of the hair, blue eyes, ruby lips, and her voice
was very damaging.
general's written order, which 1 had was the trill of a bird.
hidden within the enemy’s lines, but !
The ideal hunter strod long before
it was regarded as a clumsy device. ! the picture and made up his mind to
to
be
I was convicted and sentenced
hunt the earth over to find the original, j
shot. 1 petitioned for a stay of execu- He did not go upstairs to find the
have
tion of the sentence till I could
artist. He waited down below for the !
1
opportunity to secure the hidden or- artist's boy. and that rising young man i
a
deal
der, but there had been
great
replied to him:
of desertion, and I and several others
"That gal? She came In a carriage l
were to be made summary examples
Took away our
and had a poodle.
for thf army.
breath in a minute. If 1 growed up
u nenever
near
IHIHIIIU
and had the scads—gee:"
people
about "justice" and the difficulty of
"But her name, hoy—her name and
punishing crime on account of too address," demanded the man with the
much sentimentalism it makes me lieating heart.
shudder.
I was to be shot for serv“You can search me. The boss has
ing my country only too well. And got it in a book, and he keeps the book
1
now at the end of half a century 1
in a safe. She must be a Fifth avenue
look back with reverence to two peo- flier, though, and if you walk up and
ple (one of whom was instrumental in down long ’nuff you'll be sure to meet
saving me and the other saved me) as her."
representatives of that class who would i If it hadn't been for the dreams that
govern by kindliness and mercy rather Mr. Hutchinson dreamed his legs and
These two were his perseverance would have given
than on principle.
my mother and President Lincoln, out.
He had various dreams of the
himself a martyr struck down by one angel in the show case, and they alwho madly looked upon him as a
ways heartened him up for the next
tyrant
day's hunt. In those dreams he was
Upon inquiry I learned that Presi- always saving her from going over
dent Lincoln alone possessed the par- Niagara falls, from a mad bull, from
doning power, but that the generals a Joy ride auto going ninety miles an
who wished to maintain discipline in hour and from other things.
the army were doing all they could to
March gave way to April, and still
Sometimes it
prevent his exercising this prerogative the search went on.
in the cases of deserters. So I did not rained on the searcher and sometimes
think it worth while to make an ap- It didn't. Sometimes he caught sight
plication. I wrote my mother of my of a face in a carriage and hope etersituation, assuring her of my Inno- nal bubbled up in his breast, and somecence, but telling her that I bad little times he simply saw females and draghope that I would escape a disgrace- ged his weary legs along. One must
ful death.
even give credit to the rat that gnaws
The poor old lady was advised by through a two inch plank.
Clubmen
friends of President Lincoln's kind wondered and talked, but they didn't
to
her
home
she
left
heart, and
quiet
get hold of the truth. They took it
go to Washington to try to force her that Mr. Hutchinson was haunting
she
as
was
told
she
would
have
way,
Fifth avenue in search of a site to
to do, through officials and doorkeeperect an old man's home. If they had
with
the
that
she
seers,
hope
might
any other idea he was a man not to
cure
justice—real Justice—from the be questioned.
head of the nation.
April dragged away ana Aiay came
v\ nen
sne reaeuea tne capital sne
in. *tTp one side of the nvenue and
knew not what to do. so she followed down the other. Just the same. The
a simple method that suggested Itself
photo still remained in the showcase,
to her.
She wrote the president that and it was scrutinized regularly at
she had come to Washington to ask least twice a day. The photographer's
him to see justice done to her soldier j
boy still remaiued. and gradually a
son, that his life might be spared for
feeling of pity came into his young
his country and for her. In a homely
heart for the persevering searcher. He
way she wrote the story, embodying
always encouraged him with a nod
the main points that I have given and when
they met. but it was well along
asking that my execution might be de- in May when he waited at the showferred till I could secure the hidden case
with a smile ot» his face to say:
order. When she had finished her let"Say, I've got news. That angel was
ter. not doubting In her innocence that in the
gallery ag'ln yesterday."
she would be accorded an Interview :
“You don't tell me!” gasped Mr.
with the president, she mailed it.
Hutchinson.
Within forty-eight hours a note came
“Sure as shootin', and she ordered
from one of the president’s private
the boss to seud fifty of her photos
secretaries stating that Mr. Lincoln
Said she was going
to Coney Island.
would see her the next day at 12 noon.
down there today."
Alternating between hope and despair,
“But what for';”
she went to the White House at the
“DuDno. That’s what she said. Mebappointed hour. When she was ush- be her dad has rented Dreamland for
ered Into the president's private room
You orter find her down
a bungalow.
he was sitting at a desk, while his
there in a day.”
two little boys were climbing all over
“Y'ou are sure it was the same?”
him. My mother said afterward that
“Sure Mike! Can’t any one tell an
they reminded her of the Lilliputians
after seeing her oncest? You go
angel
climbing over Gulliver. Mr. Lincoln
right down there tomorrow and you’ll
rose—he was so tall that she thought
find her.”
he would never cease rising—and. takWhat was money to the searcher
ing her by the hand, led her to a seat. when the search was so near ended?
“I have called for the papers in the
Another five changed hands, and at
case of your son," be said, "and had
the club that evening they noticed the
them examined and a report made to
great change in Mr. Hutchinson. He
me.
I have Issued an order for a stay
was joyous and loquacious, and they
of execution until such time as a
said he had finally bought the site. He
search can be made of the location
was down at Coney by 10 o’clock next
where he hid his order. Meanwhile he
forenoon. By noon he had made sure
Is to be returned to duty.”
that no angels were registered at any
My mother looked upon the result as of the hotels. By 2 o’clock he had exstill dependent upon finding evidence
Then a
hausted the bungalow idea.
that would prove me innocent.
But
feeling of despair crept into his heart,
she was soon informed that It was
and he entered a concert hall to brace
equivalent to dropping the case against up on a sandwich and a glass of beer.
me.
I was far more delighted with it
He wouldn't have
He didn't brace.
than I would have been with a pardon.
got into the place if he hadn’t fallen
The moment I heard It
rnaae a vow
in. At the door, in a big, cheap frame,
that I would go through fire and smoke
were a dozen photos of the "actresses"
to secure that order and would send
then doing the high kicking on the
It to the wisest of human judges, who
stage, and that of the angel of the
had given me my life and an oppor- showcase led all the rest. Mr. Hutchto
his
wisdom.
tunity
prove
inson fell into the hall and on to a
On being returned to duty 1 applied
chair, and for five minutes things
to my captain for permission to go on buzzed in his head, and he couldn’t
a hunt for my evidence.
He told me give his order to the waiter, who was
to put my request in writing and he
wondering if he was a deed beat. Then
would forward It. 1 did so, and my pe- he saw the
She
stage and bis angel.
tition came back with the coveted per- was warbling and kicking—kicking at
mission indorsed on It.
Disguising the roof. Stunned, paralyzed and dummyself, I again risked my life by going founded, he watched her until the curamong Confederates and made straight tain was rung down.
Then she defor the stone under which I had bid- scended from the clouds to him, and
den my paper.
I found It. though In her birdlike trill she asked:
dampened nnd blurred, still legible.
“Well, poppy, do you buy your glrly
Then I made my way safely back to a beer?”
camp.
Two blocks away Mr. Hutchinson
From having been considered a de- sunk down, and the policeman who
serter I was suddenly elevated to the
came running up to render first aid
position of a very daring fellow. 1 sent railed to the crowd:
“Now, everybody stand back! This
my order to President Lincoln and received a reply In his own bandwriting. man has bad a sudden shock, and
What became of the southern girl? there’s no telling what’s going to be
the result!"
Oh, she’s my old woman!
me.

The Wise

Judge
A Story of How President
Lincoln Rectified in

Injustice.
By JOHN JOYCE.
Copyright, 1910. by American Pros*
Association,

In 1863 I was with the cavalry in
the Army of the Potomac. I confess i
1 was too
never made a good soldier.
fond of an irregular life. I could never
When the command
be disciplined.
was asleep I would be off on some adThere was a southern girl
south of us, her home being most of
the time within the southern lines,
who captivated my youthful fancy, and
I was constantly absent without leave
Tisiting her.
On one occasion 1 would surely have
been captured by some Confederates
who called at the house had she not
put me upstairs in one of the bedrooms.
There I found some citizen's clothing
and. putting it on, went down and
mingled with the soldiers.
I gained some very important information from them about the enemy's
movements, for I passed myself off for
a redhot Confederate.
They belonged
to Jubal Early's command and told me
that they were the advance of his
force, intending to sweep around in
vent are.

our rear.

As soon as they had gone I rode
•way to my general and told him what
I had heard. He sent ont orders with
• view to defeat their purpose, then
said to me:
“I’ve been wondering for some time
where I could get a man like you. I
want some one for secret service work.
I can get plenty of hired spies, but I
dare not trust them. They will take
my money to bring me information
and take the Confederates’ money to
bring them information. But from
what you have told me you're Just the
man for secret service work.
Most
men have a dread of being caught in
citizen's clothes, with the penalty of
swinging. You don’t seem to mind the
risk at all.
Now, I wish you to go
down on our left and find out what
the enemy is about down there.
I
have reports that there is no force in
that region at all, and I have reports
that the enemy is concentrating there.
Can’t you go at once?"
“Yes, general.” I said. ’’Shall I report your orders to my captain?"
“You were absent without leave on
this little expedition, weren't you?”

“Yes, general."
“Well, you

can continue absent withleave. If you report to your captain the men will know that something Is up In your case and talk it
over.
I don’t like any talk at all about
secret service work.
Besides, if you
do well I shall make a regular secret
service man of you, attaching you to
these headquarters."
“Won't my comrades think 1 have
deserted?
I've always been in trouble with my calptain— my own fault
of course, because, being of a roving
disposition. I always objected to regular duties.”
out

-mats

just

wnat

i

wtsn

tnem

to

think of yon.

It will keep them from
thinking anything else.”
“But, general. If I should come back
Into our lines and not find you to
vouch for me”—
“I’ll fix that.”
He sat at a table and scratched off
an order attaching me to his headquarters and handed it to me.
“There,” he said, “do what you like
with that. But don't get caught with
It on you in the enemy’s lines or it will

hang you.”
I took the paper, put it in the lining
of my hat and, with a godspeed frarn
my commander, rode away Into the
darkness.
The first thing for me to do was to
get citizen’s clothes. I could do this
and see my girl again at the same
time. So I rode straight to the bouse
where she lived with her mother, a
widow, and a family of younger children. I awakened the household and
told the girl that I wanted the clothing I had found upstairs and which
she had told me belonged to a brother
of her mother’s who lived with them,
but who was now in General Jackson's
armj. Both mother and daughter were
rebels and wouldn't have given me the
clothes had I not told them a cock and
bull story about Confederates being
after me. Aj soon as I was rigged out
as a Virginia farmer, leaving
my horse
In their barn and my uniform in the
garret of the house, I marched away
on foot in a southwesterly direction toward the region I was to look Into.
I had no sooner reached It than 1
saw Indications of an Important move
on the part of the Confederates.
The
location was swarming with troops.
My object was to return at once and
report the fact to the general, but
there were several things about me to
lead them to suspect me.
I couldn’t
talk like a southerner, didn’t look or
act like u southerner and told contradictory stories about my antecedents.
Seeing that they were uncertain about
me, I told them, that what I most
wished for was to fight for Dixie. So
they enlisted me. and I thought I was
all right.
I was so fearful of being
accused of desertion on my return that
I kept the general's order concealed
under the thin leather strip inside and
over the sole of my boot, but as soon
as I was suspected I bid It under a
stone, marking the spot carefully.
I found myself marching with the
very force I had come to spy upon
against the very general who had sent
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Sr. Manurl Amfaro Cnfird,,
Cascotro. Lamaguey, Cuba,

SEDGWICK.

PRETTY MARSH.

Mrs. 9. B. Condon, of Penobscot, is
Young has gone to Brooklin,
employment.
visiting her mother, Mrs. J. D. Allen.
Nathan Smallidge is at Northeast HarMiss M. H. Small leaves to-day for a
bor filling the ice-houses of Merritt T. short visit in Ellsworth and Bangor.

itrTi

Curtis

where he

Ober.

Misses Elizabeth and Constance Holden
to-day for Orange, N. J., to visit

Valorus Gray, or Penobscot, has employment with W. H. Freeman at the Freeman
house.

start

relatives.

Rev. E. A. Davis will conduct evangelistic meetings in the church here the

Hollis Smith, of this place, and Miss
Georgia Snow, of Mt. Desert, were married Feb. 8.
Their many friends extend
congratulations.
The marriage of Harvey P. Freeman and
Miss Nellie Gertrude Freeman took place
at the residence of W. W. A. Heath Monday evening, Jan. 24. Mr. and Mrs. Freeman have the best wishes of their many
friends.

next two weeks.

A.

j.

this

Closson left

Ellsworth,

where

morning for

he will meet

his

son

Harry, of Portland.
The annual all-day meeting of the
ladies’ Baptist missionary society was
held in the chapel Friday afternoon, with
than any previous
a larger attendance
year.

Benjamin;Carter, jr., of Ibis place, and
Miss Helen|Stew*art, of Center, were married Saturday, Feb. 12. Mr. and Mrs. Carter are’ among our most popular young
people, and their many friends wish them
a life of'peace and happiness.
They will

officers of Eggemoggin lodge, F.
M., were installed Wednesday
evening by past I). D. G. M., Theodore A.
Smith, with Lincoln Sibley as marshal,
and Herbert Dority, chaplain. Miss M.
H. Small presided at the piano. The offibe at home to their many friends at the ; cers are: R. M. Buckminister, W. M.; J.
residence of Benjamin Carter, sr., for the,
W. Cousins, 9. W.; J. P. Allen, J. W.; A.
next few weeks.
H. Sargent, 9. D.; Frank Allen, J. D.; J.
A goodly number from this place at- W’. Paris, treasurer; R. E. Dority, secretended the entertainment at Center Tues- tary; Azor Dodge, chaplain; A. H. Dority,
day evening, when the drama, “Gertrude’s marshal; Will Robbins, 9. 9.; Charles
Vindication,” was played by the amateur Conary, J. 8.; L. W. Guptill, tyler. The
company there. The parts were well ren- j lodge presented the installing officers with
dered, and the play was enjoyed by a a beautiful lamb-skin apron decorated and

large

Special

audience.

The

and

mention should

improved upon.

Feb. 14.

G.

BROOKS'VILLE.
Ben

Jones is working for F. M. Bil-

lings.

M. MANUEL AMPARO

j

Mrs. Nellie *L. Billings, who has been
quite ill, is much better.
Harold (Herrick and wife, of Bluehill,
visiting at L. H. Billings’.

it/f',.

“Whenever I wonlil move

1

i

Miss E. J. Walker went to Boston Monon business.
L. C. Roberts is tending
the post office in her absence.

day

1

and

meeting with deserved favor. Min
Henson, of Bangor, is proving an

Louise
able

assistant.

The game of basket ball by young lady
Penobscot grange entertained about fifty pupils of Ellsworth high school, and thoat
members of Castine 'grange Friday even- ! of the local high school, played Friday
evening, was won by the visiting team.
ing, Feb. 11.

wife, of Bar

few week at their

home here.

William Hadleyjreturned to Bar Harbor Saturday, and will be in the employ
of Dr. G. R. Hagerthy.
Feb. 14.
H.

It Is a condition where catarrh invades the whole system tad
produces a condition closely resembling
nervous prostration.
Peiuna is sne*
oellent remedy for such a condition.

1

Patten.

a

Systemic catarrh Is a peculiar phass
chronic catarrh, more frequent la
summer than in
winter, much tnort
prevalent in hot countries than cold
countries.

1

Sunday
Eugene Cole, ofgSeaville, who has spent j Mrs. Otis Leach spent last week in Or*
a few days at William Walls’,has returned
land, the guest of her brother, Freemont I
borne.
spending

M«-tril.

of

_

are

ofhealth. I can run, and do a thou
)aj
tilings which used to lie Imp. s«|hl» »
—Sr. Manuel AraparoC'csp

Mr. IT. Manley, war oorre-p ndest
H. 8. Dority; quartet, Mrs. T. A. Smith,
for "Black and White,” 58 Spark SMrs. A. N. Cole, Mrs. F. H. Smith, Mrs.
Ottawa, Ontario, Can., writes:
H. A. Small; reading. Miss Grace Friend;
“If you are suffering with the n.
singing, mixed quartet; piano duet,
Misses Small and Perry; singing, ladies’ treme heat, Pcruna restores you; or If
quartet; duet. Rev. Messrs. Davis and you are afflicted with a cold, la cr:pp*
! or bronchitis, Pcruna restores y,.u jB ,
Sanderson. Supper was served.
short time; or if yon suffer with
H.
Feb. 14.
sleep,
lessncss, or if your appetite is p^,
j
PENOBSCOT.
again Peruna acts as a good true fn-al
and Is the tonic needed.”
Mrs. Abigail Wilson is ill.

Lutbur F. Herrick and wife have returned fran£ Boston, where they have
Schools closed tor the winter term FriBpent some time. |Mrs. Herrick underwent
day, Feb. 11.
a citical
operation for appendicitis and j
B. M. Leach went to Bangor last week
other troubles, but is now gaining rapidly.
on business.
Feb. 14.
A.
Dr. M. A. Ward well was in Bangor FriINDIAN POINT.
day on business.
Mrs. Nettie C. Higgins, of West Eden,
Mrs. Anna Blodgett fell and sprained
spent the past few days with friends here. I her wrist last week.
I
George Richards,'| B. H. Higgins and
Charles Ginn and wife, of Orland, spent
!
Luray Higgins are filling their ice houses.
here with relatives.

Bloomfield Higgins

mv

dors, I strangled, and my heart seeatrt
to jump from its place. Then a anr*
cold iuvadod my system, so t!.n111,3;
d
hut
a
iriend
life!
rocommond-s} y ct
remedy, Pcruna, and now, as v on will
Si p by my photograph, I am fat
and full

1

are

Harbor,

CESPEDES NESTIIV

would be ungrateful if [ (fld
Oo|
1 write to thank you for
yonrtpiea.
dlil medicine. I owe my life' to
j
was almost dead when I
commenced la
take it.

Ul

inscribed. After the ceremony the retiring master, A. H. Sargent, was presented
with a past-master’s jewel. The follow ing
program was presented: Piano duet. Misses
and
Small
Perry; quartet, Mrs. T.
Smith, Mrs H. A. Small, Rev. E. A.
Davis, Rev. E. Sanderson; reading, Mrs.

be made of Herbert Butler, whose impersonation of the colored servant could not
have been

A.

■

It is with regret that friends of (.harks
Owing to the bad traveling due to the
heavy snow there was no service at ; Williams learn that his injured eye ha»
been removed at Portland hospital. H«
the Methodist church Sunday.
of
The many friends of Mrs. F. Leslie Lit- has long been an employee on the line
the Maine Central, and the eye was bit
will be
to
tlefield, who has been
recent

ASH VILLE.
ill,
glad
learn that she is gaining in health.
Fremont|Hall returned to his home in
The students from here who are attendBangor Feb.;9.
the academy at Bluehill are home on
Ralph RobertsonKspent Sunday with ing

by

a

chipping

of stone.

The high school has receutly teen inspected by H. A. Allen, of the State edu1
cational department, and found to be in
account of scarlet fever in the school.
relatives and~friends.
excellent condition. The course* of study
There will be a meeting of Penobscot
Mrs. Herbert Martin and Mrs. Howard
! recently adopted by the local hoard haw
chapter, O. E. S., at Masonic hall Satur- been
Martin were at C. U. Small’s on Sunday.
approved and the only thing needed
A full attendance is
day evening, Feb. 19
to place the school in A grade is an addiMrs. Sarah Coughlin, of Bangor, was in
earnestly requested.
tion of six weeks to the school year. It ii
tdwn calling on (relatives one day this
Capt. J. B. Sellers and wife went to hoped that at the next town meeting the
week.
j
Bangor last week where Mrs. Sellers voters will see that this one obstacleh
The Bridgham hill grammar and prientered
the Eastern
Maine
general overcome. There are at present fifty stuMuch
j
mary schools! closed^on Friday.
hospital for a surgical operation, w hich dents in the school, and as only one will
credit is due Harold Noyes and Miss Ray was
successfully performed Friday by Dr. j leave this year through graduation, ands
Uarleton for their|untiring labors.
Sanger, ller many friends here hope for large entering class is expected next fall,
Feb. 14.
Phoebe.
a speedy recovery.
there is little danger of the school closing
Feb. 14.
WOODLOCKK.
for lack of students. There is increasing
TRENTON.
j interest by those attending.
Miss Era Copp spent part of last week
B.
FRANKLIN.
Feb. 14.
with her sister, Mrs. Charles Corson, at
Dr. C. J. Watson is in Portland for two
Green Lake.
NORTH OKLAND.
1

|
I

Mr. Mitchell, after spending last week
with bis son Clarence, has returned home.

weeks.

Mrs. Brenda Soper, with infant daughcut his foot last
is visiting her parents, M. W. Ginn
at Macomber’s mill. ter,
working
Miss Pamelia Stafford, of Bar Harbor,
and wife.
|
Lincoln
was
observed
day
Monday,
was a week-end guest of Miss
Natalie ;
Mrs. Mabel Hamilton returned borne
Feb. 14, by the students of the high
Young.
from Orrington, where -be has
Thursday
with
school,
appropriate exercises.
Miss Corinne ^Stafford, of Bar Harbor,
been nursing the past ten weeks.
H. G. Worcester and wife will observe
was a week-end guest of Mrs. Harry L.
The few inches of snow that fell last
the thirtieth anniversary of their marDavis.
week was joyfully received by the MlD"
riage Friday evening with invited guests.
Feb. 14.
May.
Notwithstanding
kumpau Lumber Co.
H. P. Blaisdell and Roscoe Gay, who
Mr. O'Donald had contracted to haul the
OAK POINT.
were recovering
from the mumps, are
.will compromise
George Alley, of Rockland, visited his both ill from a relapse, by getting about company's lumber, they
with him and put all tne teams they can
mother last week.

Forrest Woodworth

week while

too

Murch has gone to Rockland
business.
Frank

on

George B Murch is visiting his brother
Fred for a few days before returning to
his work on steamer Pemaquid.
Feb. 15.
M.

soon.

The ladies’ aid society will serve a
colonial supper at the Methodist vestry
Feb. 22. The rooms will be decorated
with the national colors.

Snyctic tribe

Men will attend
service at the Methodist church Feb. 20.
Last Sunday Pastor Bromley gave an excellent discourse on the life of Lincoln.
Maurice C. Foss, principal of the high
of Red

tb*
get hauling the logs to the mill while
of
snow lasts.
They have not had a stick
timber at the mill since the big rain two
weeks ago.
B*

Feb. 7.

The infant daughter of Percy Tourtclotti
and wife, of West Ellsworth, died sudMrs.
Feb.
at Frank Herrick’s

denly
8,
HANCOCK.
her
Toutelotte, with the child,was visiting
masquerade ball will be held in the
iB
Mrs.
Herrick. The child was
mother,
town ball Thursday evening, Feb. 24.
school, is demonstrating his ability for but a shQrt time.
Music by Kelley’s orchestra, of Bar Harthe position, as the school progresses, and :
Feb. 13.
JL.
bor. A
will be served
A

sion.

supper
Grand march at 8.30.

at

intermis-

afcfamia taunt*.

Guard within yonrself that treasure,
kindness. Know how to give without
hesitation, bow to lose without regret,
how to acquire without meanness. Know
how to replace in your heart, by the
happiness of those you love, the happiness
that may be wanting in yourself.—F. W.
Faber.

Queer thing about men, is’nt it?” remarked the thonghttul thinker. “What’a
queer about ’em!” asked the innocent
by-stander. “Why,” rejoined the 1.1., “a
man will sit on a log half a
day waiting
for a flsh to bite, bat he won't wait three
minutes for his wife to get ready for
church.
“You talk about posters

ana

your ads. upon

lac

fence,
But they ain't the kind o’ mediums that appeals
to common

sense;

Yoa may talk about your dodgers, and your
circulars and such.
But I calculate they don’t assist an advertiser
much;
And especially In winter, when the snow la on
the ground,
I wonder when yoar posters and your dodgers

can be feandr
Bat within the cosy homestead, when the parlor
stove's aglow.
The newspaper la read aloud to everyone we
know."

Not

Coughing Today?

Vet you may cough tomorrow! Better be
prepared for it
when it comes. Ask your doctor about
keeping Ayers
Cherry Pectoral in the house. Then when the hard cold
or cough first appears
you have a doctor's medicine at
hand. Your doctor’s approval of its use will certainly
set all doubt at rest.
Do as he says.
He knows.
No alcohol in this cough medicine.
J.C. Ayer
constipation

» g™at
,j? destroy
^eguard against attack* of throat and king troubles.
the best of health. Ask
dmtor about Ayer s Pill*

will

your

HOW WELL YOU

LOOK—

The satisfaction of feeling well is doubled
by looking well. The
true 41L. F.
Atweed’s Bitten are the one remedy that you can
on
to
always depend
keep stomach, liver and bowels in perfect
condition that means good health.
35 cents a bottle at dealers.
"
1
every
to their home. For
sick
all that it claims to be.’*

West Lubcc, Me.
tamily to keep the *L F.' Atweed's
it
is
a
valuable
headache,
remedy. Il i*
B. Reason.

